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Foreword
The Old Santee Canal Sanctuary encompasses the last vestiges of a once great industrial enterprise, a
scant mile or more of a 23 mile long canal, the first of its kind in America. When this archaeological
project was first contemplated if was not expected to yield much in tenns of resources and data.
Part I of this project, the archaeological survey of Biggin Creek and the canal, revealed the
existence of an extremely rich resource - the tide-lock, several vessels, earthen works and the remains
of the tide-lock gates.
Much of Part II of the project, on which this paper reports, called for research designs to protect
these resources from contractor activities and future changes in the environment of the canal and Biggin
Creek, rather than excavate them - a restrained archaeological approach thatbodes well for the future of
cultuml resource management in state waters. As a result, the actual archaeological investigations were
preliminary in nature.
Even so, this brief glimpse into the enterprise and industry of the newly independent South
Carolina reveals an astonishingly broad based picture of late eighteenth century commerce and
technology. The indications are that the archaeological record within the Old Santee Canal Sanctuary
contains data on small and large river craft construction, blacksmithing, carpentry, masonry, brick
manufacture, the lifestyles of the lock tenders and their clients, the nature of tmde between up country
South Carolina and the coast - and of course some of the earliest canal technology used in America.
In the Memomndum of Agreement b,etween the developers of the property and the state and
fedeml historical resource oversight agencies, it is stated that "It is hoped that the resulting Old Santee
Canal State Park will become one of the most important historic and scientific interpretive sites in South
Carolina."
This report clearly indicates that the area has the potential to be just that. One of the area's main
early attractions was its abundant wildlife and prolific vegetation. To these precious resources is now
added a substantial and unique management responsibility - the development and interpretation of the
area's historic legacy. It is far more than an early canal site - it is a repository of data on the life and
industrial skills of a time and people bent on forging a new world power.
As such the Old Santee Canal Sanctuary offers exciting challenges and potential for the South
Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism. The South Carolina Institute of Archaeology &
Anthropology takes much pride in its small role in the beginning of this process. For now the veil is just
being drawn back - it is our hope that the entire view of South Carolina's monumental venture between
the Santee and Cooper Rivers will one day be revealed and exhibited for all to see.

Mark Newell
04-20-89
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Abstract
This report, Volume IT of Santee Canal Sanctuary, discusses investigations into features found
in National Register of Historic Places eligible site 38BKI02 following an archaeological survey
conducted in 1987. The project covered a 2.0km section ofBiggi'n Creek and the abandoned Santee Canal
near Monck's Comer, Berkeley County, S.C.
Identifiable and unidentified features were found during the survey, reported in Volume I
(Simmons & Newell 1989). The subsequent research design included identification, archaeological investigation, and preservation of the various features and the excavation of archaeologica1ly sterile mud
from one feature, the terminal tide-lock of the canal.
The work was conducted during the summer of 1988. It resulted in the documentation of two
small vessels, two wooden lock gates, the terminal tide-lock of the canal and one large hand carved timber
of still unidentified function.
Among the more important results of the investigation was the detennination that the tide-lock
was not a wooden tide-lock as reported in the archival record (Porcher 1970:16). Instead it was built in
the same manner as other locks of the canal, of brick and masonry. The use of wooden sidewalls doubtless
gave Porcher this wrong impression.
During testing of an artifact bearing stmtum beneath the sterile mud within the tide-lock, artifacts
associated with the function of the canal and the activities of the staff and vessel crews were recovered.
In addition to these findings, the nature and opemtion of small cmft in the upland Piedmont of
coastal waterways of South Carolina is discussed. Also, information is included on industrial technologies of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that were used in the construction of the canal.
These include brick and stone masonry, iron working and carpentry. Recommendations for further
research are made for these areas and for further studies of terrestrial features associated with th~ tidelock.
These features have potential for revealing specific infonnation about the methods of construction utilized in the Santee Canal and, genemlly, the origins of North American canals, of
coastal, riverine and canal vessels, and of industrial cmfts and tmdes of the period 1793 to 1860.
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Introduction
On October 10th, 1987, The Santee Cooper Public Service Authority (Santee Cooper), in
cooperation with the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (PRT), signed a
contract with the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology & Anthropology (SCIAA) for the archaeological survey of a 1.25mi (2.0km) section of the Old Santee Canal and Biggin Creek (Fig. 1). This survey
was completed in December of 1987 and the results published fu 1989 (Simmons & Newe111989). The
survey identified one significant site 38BK1046, the terminal tide-lock of the canal and an associated
land feature, probably a turning basin and a floodgate. Four other features (two tide-lock gates, an
unidentified wooden assemblage and the remains of a small wooden vessel) were also located down
stream from the tide-lock site.
Figure 1 Developer's map of the Old Santee Canal Sanctuary
(Kenneth Simmons & Associates)
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As a result of the sulVey, a Memorandum of Agreement, in compliance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, was signed between Santee Cooper, the State Historic PreselVation
Office and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the protection of cultural resources in the bed of the
canal (Simmons & Newell 1989: Appendix D). Santee Cooper then amended and extended its contract
with SCIAA to cover the stipulations of the Memorandum of Agreement.·Funds for this additional work
were provided by Santee Cooper and PRT.
The field portion of the contract work was completed intermittently in a total of two months from
June 1st to November 15th, 1988. Interruptions in the field work were necessitated by changing
conditions in the work area caused by the main project contractor (see Project History). All data
generated by the field activity, including field notes, graphics and photography, are on file at the offices
of SCIAA All artifacts recovered during the activity will be stabiliZed by SCIAA pending coDselVation .
for curation or display purposes.

.Project Objectives
The field work consisted of three distinct objectives. These were: 1) protection of resources
during dredging of the canal by the contractor by clearly delineating each archaeological feature and,
after completion of the dredging, to preselVe them; 2) removal of portions of the overburden from the
canal tide-lock in a manner designed to minimize impact on the archaeological record within the site
while providing an opportunity for archaeological investigation; and 3) limited archaeological
investigation of various resources within the canal to identify and document them.

Activities and Results
During the five month period over which the work was periodically conducted, the staff of the
Underwater Antiquities Management Program took actions to document and preselVe two canal vessels,
two tide-lock gates, one hand calVed timber of undetermined function, a small footbridge, a mortised
timber and calVed roller device found within the tide-lock and four wooden ship or bridge construct
sections revealed by contractor activity.
The preselVation activity consisted of delineation of each feature with flagged stakes to show its
extent beneath ca. 1m of mud and to separate the feature from its sterile surroundings during the removal
of mud and trees from the canal by the contractor. Each feature was then covered with additional mud
(in some cases after full or partial excavation for data recovery purposes) and finally, each feature was
covered in protective material, 'Geofabric' manufactured by Exxon Corporation, designed to permit
permeation of water through the area while preventing erosion.
Despite the challenge of constantly changing conditions, more than 450cu yd (ca. 344cu m) of
mud was removed from within the tide-lock. Preliminary shovel tests indicated that the tide-lock was
filIe~ with a ca. 1m overburden of sterile mud and vegetal detritus overlying a ca. .50m stratum of artifact
beanng ~d and gravel. Removal of the mud without disturbing the sand and gravel was to have been
nccompt~shed b~ use of a specially constructed drag-line after the contractor had completely drained the
~nl. Smce thIS solution proved impossible because the canal was never completely drained, the
objective was achieved by hydraulic excavation-a methodology originally preferred for its fmer control
over the excavation process.
.
Archaeoto~cal investigations Were carried out on two vessels, both tide-lock gates, a calVed
timber. wooden artIfacts found within the tide-lock and the tide-lock itself. The investigations consisted
of complete or partial excavation of these features and documentation of the features using photography,
2
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illustration and detailed measurements. Investigation of the vessels comprised of recovery of construction details through the recording of individual vessel parts and ovemll measurement of those portions
of the vessels revealed during partial excavation. Study of the tide-lock gates consisted of excavation and
photogmphy. Detailed measurements were taken from one gate. The other gate was not measured,
following its partial destruction by contractor activity. Archaeological work in the tide-lock consisted
of mapping and measurement of its masonry and brick constructs and excavation of 16 one-meter test
squares, a percentage of 5.26 of the total ca. 304sq m within the tide-lock boundaries. A total of 1,115
artifacts was recovered from the test squares. Measurements and photogmphs were made on three
wooden artifacts found within the tide-lock. These were a planking construct (possibly a section of
footbridge), a carved wooden beam with mortise holes and a carved wooden object with a round cross
section.
The original research design (see Research Design) called for test excavations in the canal bank
and the turning basin and overfall associated with the tide-lock. These activities were not conducted
following subsequent modification of the original research design (see Project History).

Report Format
The format of this report has been modified from the tmditional approach of presenting all
archival research in a sepamte Historical Background Section. Instead, since the additional archival
research done for this report was of a highly specific nature, directly relevant to specific fmdings such
as Canal boats, nail manufacture, carpentry and masonry techniques, this material has been included with
the text in the Analysis and Interpretation Section. It is hoped that the presentation of the historical
background material with the findings in the appropriate sections of the report will facilitate comparison,
comprehension and interpretation by the reader.
Also, as the second in a series of two reports on the work completed in the Old Santee Canal
Sanctuary, it was deemed redundant to repeat the historical overview and an environmental summary
presented in Part I (Simmons & Newell 1989). Instead Historical Notes have been added in order to
comment further on minor aspects of the canal history mised in Jody Simmon's excellent Background
Research published in Part I.

Summary
The survey and subsequent investigations in the project area have enabled the developers to meet
the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and the specific requirements
of the Memomndum of Agreement. These activities have also demonstmted the need for further
investigation of the Santee Canal due to its great potential Jor broadening our understanding of
vemacular cmft construction and utilization, industrial cmfts and tmdes of the period 1793 - 1860, the
geneml development of canal technology in North America,and the archaeologically reflected changes
in the lifestyles and economic pmctices of South Carolinians during the ante-bellum period.
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Proj ect History
The dedication ceremonies for the opening of the Old Santee Canal State Park on Monday, April
24th, 1989 at Monck's Comer, S.C. marked not the completion of a well executed plan so much as the
conquest of an un-cooperative environment by an accumulation of deVelopers, contractors and
archaeologists demonstrating patience and flexibility.
The unique nature of the project meant that the participants began the work with untested
methodologies. As a result the distance between original concepts for conduct of the work and actual
methods used was wide indeed. This was a particularly difficult problem for SCIAA, the archaeological .
contractor, since the changes in methods used by the main contractor for the project forced subsequent
alterations in the archaeological goals and in the methods used to achieve them. Therefore, archaeological results were accomplished utilizing different methods from those described in the Memorandum of
Agreement signed between Santee Cooper and the SHPO (Simmons & Newell 1989:105), and in
SCIAA's original Scope of Work (Appendix A). For this reason it is felt that a project history is necessary
to document the changes in methods and goals that occurred over the course of the contract period.
The archaeological investigations covered by this paper have their origin in the sale of ca 200
acres ofland by Senator Rembert Dennis to The Santee Cooper Public Service Authority in 1986 for the
purpose of creating an environmental and historic sanctuary to be managed by the South Carolina
Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism (Charles & Mills 1986:6). The development plan for the site
required installation of a water control structure at the mouth of Biggin Creek (Fig. 1 above) and a water
intake station at a point on the Tailrace Canal above the southernmost remains of the Old Santee Canal.
This activity required a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and an application from Santee
Cooper and PRT, number PIN 87-3B-034-C, was published by the Corps on February 6th, 1987. The
publication of such a notice created an opportunity for review of the proposed project by the State Historic
Preservation Office to determine the applicability of the terms' of Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, and by SCIAA as per the Underwater Antiquities Act of 1982. Under such a
review, the known or potential historic importance of the project area is assessed, and as a result certain
requirements may be placed upon the developer to ensure preservation of historic resources.
Since the Old Santee Canal was already an historic site on the National Register of Historic
Places, it was recognized by Santee Cooper that an archaeological survey and excavation plan would be
a requirement of granting the Corps Permit. Consequently, Santee Cooper and PRT entered into
negotiations with SCIAA for the conduct of an archaeological survey.
The author, as Head of the Underwater Antiquities Management Program (UAMP) of SCIAA,
developed a Scope of Work for an archaeological survey of the proposed sanctuary. This was
incorporated into a contract signed between SCIAA and Santee Cooper on October 30th, 1987.
On Wednesday, November 4th, 1987, a meeting of project participants was held at Santee Cooper
corporate headquarters at Monck's Comer. At this meeting it was announced that the remaining segment
of the canal bed was to be emptied of mud and that the developers planned to accomplish this by draining
the canal of water and removing the mud with backhoes which would load the mud into heavy duty trucks
for transportation along the canal bed to a county landfill. It was agreed at this meeting that the boundaries
of archaeological resources within the canal would be marked with stakes banded with blue surveyor's
tape and that they would then be avoided by the contractor's equipment.
The field work for the archaeological survey began on November 9th, 1987 and was conducted
over the next 20 working days. The results of the survey were published in Part I of this paper (Simmons
& Newell 1989). The findings reported in this survey publication were reviewed by the State Historic
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Preservation Office (SHPO) and, as a result, a Memorandum of Agreement was signed between Santee
Cooper and the SHPO on May 12th, 1988.
On May 31st, 1988, Santee Cooper signed a contract with SCIAA in the form of an amendment
to the original contract of October 30th, 1987. The scope of work for this amendment was first drafted
by the author on February 25th, 1988 and was revised twice, on March 23rd and May 9th, to reflect minor
changes in conditions at the site concerning the location of access roads to the canal through the
surrounding swamp, occasioned in part by the realization that the newly discovered tide~lock site
prevented access to the rest of the canal via its north end at County Road 343 (Fig. 1 above).
At this point it was still the intention of the contractor to drain water out of the canal and conduct
work in a nearly dry environment. For this reason the original Scope of Work and Research Design was
based on the assumption that staff and equipment would be working on a semi-dry canal bed. The
proposed drainage process also posed a danger to the archaeological features discovered during the
survey. Most of these features consisted of water-logged wooden artifacts which would have been
destroyed if allowed to dry. Consequently, much of the activity planned in the Scope of Work
concentrated on strategies for the preservation of these features during the drainage process. Those
features too large to be moved, such as the vessel found near 38BK881, the Boxmine Site, were to be
preserved in situ. Smaller artifacts, such as the tide-lock gates, were to be removed from the canal bed
and temporarily stored in a Kershaw County lake. In addition to preservation plans, SCIAA felt that the
tide-lock site would suffer extensive damage if contractor equipment was allowed into the tide-lock
chamber for the purpose of removing the mud it contained. In order to assure that contractor backhoes
would not enter this site, SCIAA had to agree to remove the mud Again, the methodology for this activity
was predicated on the assumption that the canal bed north and south of the tide-lock would be dry and
cleared of mud by the contractor.
. As a result of the major portion of the additional budget being assigned to preservation work and
removal of sterile mud from the tide-lock, the archaeological questions asked in the Research Design (see
Research Design Section below) were simple and exploratory in nature.
Meanwhile, on June 1st, 1988, the Principal Investigator at SCIAA for this project, Mr. Jody
Simmons, resigned his position at SCIAA to accept a research post with the Institute of Nautical
Archaeology at Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas. SCIAA Deputy State Archaeologist,
Stephen D. Smith, decided to retain Mr. Simmons as Principal Investigator for the remainder of the
project, then estimated at an additional four weeks field work, with the author serving in the function of
Field Archaeologist. This was deemed appropriate since Mr. Simmons had been physically present for
more than 55% of the project and installation of a new Principal Investigator would have been detrimental
to the continuity and cost effectiveness of the work.
SCIAA's Scope of Work and the amended contract was approved by June 15th, 1988. In
anticipation of this approval, field work began on June 6th, 1988. It was immediately apparent that the
contractor's efforts to drain the canal were not going to meet with rapid success. A well point system was
being used to drain the north end of the canal at Road 343 but the level of water could be reduced to a
depth of only 18 inches. This was sufficient for a large backhoe to operate in and excavation of the mud
commenced. Large ore trucks were used to carry the mud to a local landfill - a process that was abandoned
almost immediately since the mud was so liquid that most of it was spilled on Monck's Comer roads.
Excavation continued with the mud being dumped on the Tailrace Canal bank nearby. The work
ceased when the contractor came to within 10 meters of the north end of the tide-lock. In the meantime
SCIAA staff re-marked all archaeological features in the canal south of the tide-lock. This was done in
the expectation that the ca 2.0km section of canal and creek smith of the tide-lock would be 'dry' within
two to three days - an estimate provided by the contractor (pers. comm, Arthur Sherman, 06-22-88) when
~mping began at the culvert located at the southernmost end of this section of the project area (Simmons
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& Newell 1988:36, Fig. 12).
The pump at this location succeeded in reducing the water level to ca. .60m. This depth enabled
backhoes and trucks to operate in the canal bed and mud was carried out of the project area to a spoil field
on the bluff above the culvert. The level of water in the canal bed did not, however, meet the goals
originally indicated by the contractor and consequently planned for in SCIAA's Scope of Work. The
pumping operation had by this time become a continual battle against the water,'the canal flooding on
several occasions after high tides and heavy rains. The level of water north of the tide-lock had by now
increased to 1m above a .20m layer of residual mud.
A month later the contractor ceased excavation activity in the project area ca. 112.4m south of
the tide-lock and allowed the canal to flood, having never entirely succeeded in draining the site. The
problems in conducting the archaeological work according to the original scope of work were brought
to the attention of the developers on July 25th, 1988 (Smith to Rogers 07-25-88).
A month later it was apparent that conditions in the canal would not be changed. A revised scope
of work was written and sent to the developerS for approval (Smith to Rogers 08-30-88). This addressed
the problems in the tide-lock area, since it was felt that work could commence on other sites either under
water or at low tide. In this respect, the archaeological work was made easier as the failure to drain the
canal meant that damage to artifacts due to drying was no longer a consideration. Also, the need to move
some artifacts to another location was obviated. In the new scope of work it was proposed that selective
test squares be sampled inside the tide-lock, rather than attempt full scale removal of the mud inside the
lock chamber, and that investigation of the now dry turning basin and overfall (Simmons & Newell
1989:56 Fig. 27) be added to the scope of work.
Pending approval of the revised Scope of Work, field work began once again on September 13th,
1988. On September 22nd, 1988 the author was advised that the developers had contacted SCIAA and
had disapproved the limited testing proposed inside the tide-lock and were insisting on removal of the
major portion of the estimated 550 cu. ft. of mud (Steven Smith, personal communication 1988). This
despite the flooding of the canal and the failure of the contractor to remove mud from the northern and
southern approaches to the tide-lock.
The author agreed to attempt to clear the tide-lock by devising a methodology in the field (see
Methodology Section) without submitting a third revision to the Scope of Work. This was done due to
the loss of time to date on the project and the approach of cold Fall conditions which would further
complicate the conduct of quality data recovery in the flooded canal. This was agreed to at a meeting
attended by Smith and the author and the developers on September 26th, 1988. It was also agreed that
investigations of the overfall would not be conducted in view of the additional time and funds needed
for removal of mud from the tide-lock. Additionally, it was agreed that the vessel discovered in the
vicinity of the Boxmine Site should be preserved in situ rather than excavated, as funds and time (and
the resultant unknown commitment of funds for conservation of the vessel) were beyond the scope of
the current contract.
Field work commenced again on September 28th and the project was completed on November
31st, 1989.
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Research Design and Preservation Planning
Introduction
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There were three broad goals of the archaeological work within the Old Santee Canal Sanctuary.
These were: 1) an archaeological sUlVey (Simmons & Newell 1.989); 2) preselVation designed to protect
archaeological features during development activities and after their completion; 3) and documentation
of archaeological features.
As a result, the research design (Newell 1989a) for Phase IT of the work proposed presetvation
plans for various resources identified by the sUlVey as well as the recovery of data through the limited
investigation of some of these resources. In some cases, investigation was very minimal, in others, much
more extensive though far from complete. The development of an appropriate research design was
further complicated by the constantly changing conditions at the work area.
Originally, a research design based on the contractor's expectations called for investigations
based on reduction of the canal bed around archaeological features to an almost dry condition. As the
contractor's work commenced it became obvious that this was not going to happen and the canal was
either flooded or deep in mud throughout the entire archaeological project. As a result, methods were
changed during the project to meet these conditions. There was a consequent effect on the research
design. The original design intended to study all of the resources identified by the sUlVey. The final,
modified research design (Newell 1989b) was limited strictly to those resources located in the flooded
canal bed.
Upon completion of the archaeological sUlVey the following resources were identified; 1) the
Biggin Creek Vessel, 2) the Stoney Landing House artifact scatter, 3) the Boxmine Boat, 4) the Southern
tide-lock gate, 5) a calVed timber, 6) an unidentified timber construct, 7) the Northern tide-lock gate, 8)
the tide-lock, 9) the tide-lock overfall (a terrestrial feature) and 10) possible lock keeper's house
(Simmons & Newell 1989:42-43, Figs. 17-18).
Required investigations of the Biggin Creek vessel and the Stoney landing House site were
completed during the sUlVey phase; further work and mitigative measures now await the response of park
management to the recommendations made in Part I of this paper. The tide-lock overfall and the lock
keeper's house were omitted from the modified research design (Newell 1989b) to ensure sufficient time
and funds for completion of the work proposed for the balance of the identified resources. The modified
research objectives and design parameters for the remaining resources are presented below.

>f

Research Questions
er
The objective of this phase of the project was the acquisition of as much data in the form of notes,
sketches, plans and photographs as conditions and preselVation actions would allow.
The results of the sUlVey produced six principal questions relative to the resources that had been
identified. These dealt with four general areas: the nature of th.e vessels found within the park confines,
the basic construction of the tide-lock and the level of technology in use during its construction and
finally, the societal status and cultural lifeways of the people connected with the use and operation of
the canal.
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The Vessels
The survey activity had positively identified two vessels in the canal, the Biggin Creek Vessel
(Simmons & Newell 1988:66) and the Boxmine Boat (Simmons & Newell 1988:36). Recovery of out
of context ship parts not associated with these two vessels also indicated the likely presence of other,
undiscovered, vessels.
The study of small craft within South Carolina is in its infancy. Since the inception of an
underwater archaeology program at SCIAA in 1973 (South to Albright, 05-10-73), only two vessels have
been studied, and only preliminary reports published on those (Willbanks 1978; Albright & Steffy 1981).
The lack of extensive prior data greatly increases the importance of the vessels found in the Santee Canal
to the archaeological record (there are no professionally authored research manuscripts on local small
craft on file at SCIAA prior to Simmons & Newell 1988). Beyond contributing to our knowledge of small
craft construction, the vessels were found within the remains of the state's oldest canal system. It is a
reasonable assumption that the vessels were built for activities directly related to the operation of the
canal. The location of many vessels within the state's riverine system is known, the vessels discovered
in the canaI are the only ones reported to date in such a context. Thus the vessels are unique and may be
of great historical importance.
As a consequence of these considerations the most important research question in connection
with the vessels concerns their origins. Are the vessels discovered in Biggin Creek related to canal
activity from 1800 to ca. 1854? Or, were they deposited there as a result of other, unrelated activities?
Unrelated causes could be many - ranging from hostile actions during the Revolutionary War prior to
1782 and the Civil War, andlor use of Biggin Creek as a casual dumping ground for worn or damaged
craft.
Beyond detemuning the origin of the vessels, it was also felt that an assessment should be made
as to the data they might provide about the general construction of small craft in South Carolina. Little
is known of construction methods for most temporal periods, successful dating of the vessels might
therefore provide the potential for construction techniques (either for general riverine or canal use) tied
to a specific temporal period. This is the type of data needed to begin the process of developing an
understanding of the history of vernacular craft in South Carolina.

The Canal and Tide-lock
The majority of attention given by industrial archaeologists to America's canal systems has been
in the North (various personal communications, Irion, TrocolIi, KnieO with only two professional
studies being published in South Carolina (Hemmings 1970 and Carrillo 1976). Little has been published
to date about the origins of southern canal technology. As a result of the development of the tidal rice
culture, the southern populace had access to possibly 70 years experience (Smith,1988:59) in the
construction of hydraulic devices similar to canal locks. These were the floodgates used throughout the
tidal rice culture to control irrigation of rice field canal systems. Preliminary investigations have been
made of only two floodgates in South Carolina (Doar 1936:32; Newell 1986:4). These cursory studies
. show that the floodgates utilized the same mechanical features employed in the construction of canal lock
gates. Such considerations give rise to the general question: Does the Santee Canal tide-lock contain data
which might reveal the origins of southern canal technology? And might these origins be different from
the generally accepted process of technology transfer from earlier European canal building societies?
Specific questions were also asked of the features. The wooden tide-lock was one of the least
documented features of the canal in early records and many questions remain as to the exact nature of
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its composition and dimensions. At least one historian believes that the tide-lock was an afterthought on
the part of Colonel Senf, the original engineer, and this may help to explain the lack of data in
contemporary accounts of the canal.
Our principal questions, then, were: How was the tide-lock built? What were its exact
dimensions? To what extent was brick and masonry used? And which portions of the lock were
constructed with wood? Other questions arose from the archival record with respect to materials and
techniques used in brickmasonry, stonemasonry, carpentry and blacksmithing throughout the canal. It
was also planned to seek answers to these questions from features revealed in the lock during the
preliminary excavations.

Santee Canal Lifeways
Much of this report is concerned with the 'hard' facts of the Old Santee Canal, those contained
in archives and those recovered from the site itself. These facts deal with the substance of the site, its size,
materials and technology. While valuable in themselves to our expanding enquiry into eighteenthcentury technologies, these facts also represent, through anthropological interpretation, the people who
planned, built and used the Santee Canal.
The description of a site and the evaluation of its artifacts can provide us with an understanding
~f how people functioned within a cultural system or more simply stated, how can the artifacts be
explained and what do they say about the people who created them? (South 1977; Binford 1962; Schiffer
1976). Artifacts are therefore human creations that exist beyond the standard questions of time and space,
form and function.
Vessels, for example, exist within a framework of time (when they were built and used), space
(where they were found), form (what they looked like), and function (how they were used). Yet beyond
these descriptive parameters, we may ask, "what do these vessels mean in terms of human behavior?"
Are specific designs related to a particular economic system? Are there specific qualities of form and
construction technique that are associated with specific ' social and ethnic groups? In other words,
broader and more meaningful questions are being asked in relation to the study of people by analysis of
their artifacts.
In addition to the vessels, there are numerous other artifacts in the form of entire lock systems
designed to facilitate the movement of river tmffic, and assemblages of ceramics, glass and iron. Do these
artifacts exist only within a descriptive framework, or can behavioral meaning be revealed by
archaeological analysis?
In an attempt to find such meaning, South (I977) has suggested that behavioral patterns be
searched for through analysis of the provenience of various classes of artifacts found on a site, to reveal
broader patterns of human behavior. Clusters of kitchen related artifacts in apd around the.tide-Iock may
reveal the formerpresence of a permanent structure, such as a gate keeper's house, and thesodal and
ethnic identity of such managers. The broader assemblage of artifacts may well reveal a pattern
identifiable only with canals, instead of domestic, industrial, or plantation sites. If discrete patterns do
exist, then an interpretation is required.
As a further example, the archival record says much about the transportation of goods along the
canal but relatively little about the people that used and operated it. We know that crews of African
American slaves operated many of the canal boats (Bennett 1988:56) but little is known of the boat
owners or their involvement in boat operations. There is similarly no data on the behavior of these men
as they traversed the canal or waited above and below the locks for the water levels to be adjusted.
Nothing is known of another potential user group, the canal boat passengers. In several canals a major
~rtion of the traffic consisted of the transportation of travellers from points along the length of the canal
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(Clarke 1974:89-100). As the earliest and most direct route from the upper piedmont to Charleston, it
seems logical that the canal would have attracted its share of passenger traffic. This too, may be reflected
in the artifact patterning within the canal and its locks.
Likewise little is known about the operators of the canal. Records indicate that 50 workers
operated the canal (Simmons & Newell 1989:28) and that certain of them, the two toll receivers and the
ten lock keepers, lived in close proximity to the canal (Webber 1954: 129). Other exCavations have shown
that nearby locks were attractive garbage dumps for the operators (Irion, Trocolli, persorial communication 1988). Thus the potential exists for evidence of behavioral patterns and status to be gleaned from
the archaeological record within the lock.

a
a

The Preservation Plan

tJ

The principal objectives of the Scope of Work were to take actions to protect and stabilize historic
resources while further delineating and identifying these resources through limited additional investigation. In developing an approach to these features it was felt that successful stabilization would result
in ensuring the availability of the feature for future research when the resources needed to document and
conserve them have been secured in advance of the work (personal communication, Newell to Rogers,
02-25-89).
In one case, the Boxmine Boat, preservation of the entire feature was considered more important
than the limited recovery of data allowed by time and funds. It was decided that the less disturbance of .
the ve'ssel' s environment, the better. Excavation of the vessel - either partially in the form of test pits or
completely - would have necessitated conservation and would have required funding beyond the budget
for this project. The effectiveness of conservation of entire vessels, either in situ or in immersion tanks,
has yet to be convincingly demonstrated. Consequently, the Boxmine Boat was not disturbed beyond a
cursory probing prior to its in situ isolation in the bottom of Biggin Creek.
Other features within the canal required some level of excavation to positively identify them, thus
creating opportunities for preliminary documentation. This was the case with the two tide-lock gates and
the unidentified construct, Target N.3. It was also decided that relocation of these artifacts would be
required.
One artifact, the carved timber raised during contractor excavations in the canal, was already out
of context. The timber, removed from the canal bed by a backhoe, was placed on the bank of the canal
for examination and was temporarily stabilized there until it could be documented and returned to the
canal.
The tenninal tide-lock was one of II locks on the canal, and was unique in that it was supposedly
the only wooden lock of its type in the state (Dr. William Trout, personal communication 1988). For this
reason it was a special focus of the continuing work on the canal.
The principal preservation measure in the area of the tide-lock was the avoidance of a ca. 60m
section of canal by the contractor's heavy equipment. This created considerable difficulties for the
planners and contractor since the tide-lock spanned the entire width of the canal. The easiest approach
to the excavation of the canal by the contractor would have been to begin work at the north end (Fig. 1
site map) and proceed south with each truckload of overburden being transported down the canal to
County Road 343 and from there to the county land-fill. Avoidance of the tide-lock meant that the only
existing exit from the canal for heavy equipment was not available to the contractor.
A number of alternative, tempomry road routes to circumvent the tide-lock were considered by
the developers. They were eventually rejected because the impact on the natural -environment ofBiggin
Swamp was too extensive. A much shorter road route was fmally selected by the contractor at the south
end of the canal • a steep climb up a bluff to an open field which provided a closer spoil area for the
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~erburden.
The tide-lock area contained an estimated 344cu m (450cu yd) of sediment. Avoidance of the area
by the contractor meant that removal of the major portion of this sediment fell to SCIAA (see Project
History above). The removal was required in order to facilitate the flow of water through the canal from
the pumping station installed above the tide-lock - and also to possibly improve the immediate
interpretive value of the site.
Study of previous canal excavations (Ruth Trocolli, personal comrilunication, 1988) indicated
a strong possibility of concentrations of artifacts within the lock-area. As a result it was determined that
a stratigraphic analysis of the lock's contents should be made to confmn or deny the hypothesis (Newell
1988) that the sediment to be removed was laid down during the post 1930 years after construction of
the Pinopolis Dam prevented further current flow in the remaining length of the canal. In the event this
proved to be the case, it was planned to remove this sterile stratum of sediment while leaving the lower
stratum bearing historic period artifacts intact. It was hoped that this strategy would afford some
protection from current and oxygenated water for the artifacts in the lock.
The preliminary survey also identified a number of exposed wooden artifacts in the tide-lock
(Simmons & Newell 1989:46). As with other materials found elsewhere in the canal, the planned change
in environment requested by the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control would
have resulted in the accelerated deterioration of these artifacts if left in situ. The preservation plan
(Simmons & Newell 1989:105) therefore included provisions for the relocation of these artifacts.

Tempormy Protection
Initial action to protect the features in the canal was temporary in nature. The biggest source of
physical damage to each feature was contractor activity during the construction phase of the new State
Park from 1988 to 1989. Extremely heavy excavation equipment and trucks were used to move tons of
mud and detritus from the canal bed in archaeologically sterile areas. The potential for damage from
vehicle impacts or careless excavation near each feature was high. To avoid this each feature was
trenched and staked to provide a wide 'buffer zone' between the feature and the contractor's equipment.

Temporary Stabilization of Wooden Artifacts
The initial contractor plan (Simmons & Assoc., personal communication,1988) for removal of
sediment from the canal, and the subsequent change in current and water quality, would have resulted
in the absence of any area within the State Park where wooden materials could be safely stored and
stabilized. The original preservation plan (Simmons & Newe111989:105) called for complete removal
of wooden artifacts from the canal. It was intended to store the artifacts in a private lake to ensure that
they remain under water and where they could be periodically examined by VAMP staff to ensure that
they remained in a stable condition.
SUbsequent events resulted in modification of the contractor's plans (Smith to Rogers 07-25-88)
and the creation of a less harmful local environment. This allowed modification of the preservation plan
and storage of the artifacts within the canal where monitoring could become part of the management
duties of park staff.
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Long Term Stabilization of Features
The long tenn threat to the current stability of the site was the planned change in environment.
In the years since its closure in the 1850's (Simmons & Newell 1989:30), the canal gradually ftlled with
a ca. 1.5m of vegetal matter and sediments which produced a dense anaerobic mud. This proved to be
an excellent preservative, both for metal and wooden objects. Not only did the development plan call for
the removal of most of this mud, but also for its replacement with flowing oxygenated water. This
requirement posed the greatest long tenn threat to each feature: erosi'on of surrounding soil and exposure
to oxygen. The result to be expected would be the extremely rapid decomposition of both wooden and
metal objects. As a result the major objective of the research design was the protection of each feature,
with data recovery as only a secondary concern.
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Historical Background
Some Additional Notes

Origins of American Canal Technology
The purpose of this section is to add some additional infonnation coricerning the temporal context
of the Santee Canal and to provide ·historical comment on some other aspects of the project.
The Historical Background by Jody Simmons in Part I of this report (Simmons & Newell 1989)
and other publications authored by Katharine Richardson and Robert Bennett, (Bennett 1988 and
Bennett & Richardson 1988), will provide the reader with an excellent introduction to the origins of the
Santee Canal.
There is, however, considemble interest in the origins of the technology itself, especially in the
apparent absence of experienced canal engineers in North America at the end of the eighteenth century
(Simmons & Newell 1989:11-12). It has been the assumption of many consulted authorities that
American canal technology was imported from Europe where a centuries old canal heritage existed. This
is true only in part and some of the findings of the investigation into the remnants of the Santee Canal
mise the possibility that some aspects of the technology were developed many years earlier in the rice
fields of South Carolina.
The origin of canaIs in general is lost in antiquity. The ancient Egyptians are known to have
attempted to control sections of the Nile (Payne 1959:62). In the Americas, the Mayans had a well
developed irrigation canal technology that flourished during the classic period (Pope & Dahlin 1988:93).
By Mediaeval times the technology for locks and lock gates seems to have been well developed in
Europe. In the CodexAtlanticus Leonardo Da Vinci (Payne 1959:65) gives designs for a lock gate which
differs little in major features from that of the Santee Canal tide-lock.
England, so often the "mother source" of American invention, began the introduction of canal
technology at much the same .time as the Colonies. Plans were advanced for the Schuylkill and
Susquehanna in 1762 (Ringwalt 1966:43) only two years after England's 'Father of Canals,' Francis
Egerton, began the Bridgewater Canal (Rolt 1969:29). An interesting contrast is the fact that cultivation
of rice fields in South Carolina's lowland swamps began as early as 1720 (Smith 1988:59), a system
which required the use of floodgates and irrigation canals through and along which flatboats could pass.
It was not until the late eighteenth century that canals were developed in England on a major scale
(Rolt 1969:30) and concurrently in North America. By this time James Brindley, a self educated
wheelwright, was established as the pre-eminent canal engineer of the day (Rolt 1969:29). In a letter
dated August 22nd of 1772, Benjamin Franklin wrote from London to the Mayor of Philadelphia
(Ringwalt 1966:41-42):
.

" .. .1 am glad my Canal Papers were agreeable to you, I fancy work of that kind is set foot in
America. I think it would be saving Money to engage by a handsome Salary an Engineer from
here who has been accustomed to such Business. The many Canals under foot here under
different great Masters, are daily raising a number of Pupils in the Art, some of whom may want
employment hereafter, and a single mistake tbro' Ine~perience in such important Works, may
cost much more than the Expense of Salary to an ingenious young man already well acquainted
with both Principles and Practice."
Fmnklin's letter was in connection with the revived plans for the Susquehanna Canal and it is
no surprise that James Brindley's nephew was hired from England for the project. This man was the canal
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company's first choice as engineer and it was this employment that caused the investors in the Santee
Canal to hire their second choice for their project, Col. Christian Senf. As already stated in Part 1 of this
report, records do not indicate that Senfhad any knowledge of canal technology. He was instead the State
Engineer and doubtless had the ability to manage the broad direction of the projects, but who provided
the "Principles and Practice"?
This is simply not known at this time. Senf came to America as a Hessian Officer during the
Revolutionary War. He may have returned to his native Sweden and it is known that his father lived at
Senfs Rocky Mount home (Drayton 1972:32). It may be hypothesized that he recruited expertise in
Europe via such a relative or by a personal visit. There is the additional factor of the tidal rice culture
technology, which had given South Carolina planters perhaps as much as 70 year's experience in the
construction of hydraulic structures from canals to floodgates. The tide-lock itself closely parallels the
construction of two documented rice field floodgates in South Carolina. These gates however post date
the canal and therefore do not support the possibility of technology transfer. Such a definitive statement
must await the discovery and study of floodgates in pre-l 793 contexts. At this time there is only the claim
of some authors that the documented floodgates represent methods of long standing tradition (Doar
1936:10).
The Susquehanna Canal was not the only inland navigation to be planned in the 1760's. The
Chesapeake and Delaware was first surveyed in 1764 (Ringwalt 1966:41-42). Neither canal opened until
the 1820's, long after the Santee Canal. There were earlier projects completed before the 1800 opening
date of the Santee Canal, but these were primarily river improvements designed to circumvent shoals and
waterfalls. Thus the Santee Canal came to occupy the place of North America's first summit canal.

Canals versus Roads and Rivers
Simmons (Simmons & Newell 1989:9) has already reported on the dangers of river navigation
on the Santee, one of the inducements to build the Santee Canal. There were, however, other more
general considerations. In addition to rivers, South Carolina already had a burgeoning system of
postroads travelled by large load bearing wagons and pack horse teams. Neither road nor river could
accommodate the growing need for cost effective transportation of larger loads generated by the
booming up country agricultural economy (Drayton 1794).
By the late eighteenth century, experiments in England compared various modes of transportation (Rolt 1973: 1):
Tons:
Average Pack-horse load
1/8
Stage waggon, soft road
5/8
Stage waggon, surfaced road
2
Barge on river
30
Barge on Canal
50
Waggon on iron rails
8

In North America the comparison was stated in more direct terms by diarist Charles Drayton,
writing of the Santee's canal boats on May 6th, 1794: " ... Boats carry 18 tons or 720 bushels of com, or .
200 barrels of flour, or 35 h[ogsheadsl of tobacco, navigated by one boy and 4 men. This is the same
amount of work as 18 waggons, 36 men and 90 horses" (Drayton, 1794).
The advantages of the canal boat are quite obvious.
14
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Design and Construction

The design and construction methods of the modem canal lock seem to have originated with
Brindley who clearly brought together earlier ideas and combined them into a system which has changed
little since. Brindley's locks were comprised of masonry walls, lower mitre gates with paddle sluices
raised by rack and pinion gears and a single upper gate or double mitre gates with tunnel sluices in the
masonry (so that water from paddle type sluices would not pour onto the bOw of the boat in the lower
Jock). He did not plan to use hydraulic lime mortar for th'e masonry until another Englishman
demonstrated its effectiveness (Rolt 1973:39-40).
All of these features, designed by Brindley in 1755, are incorporated into one of more of the locks
of the Santee Canal.
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Methodology
Introduction
The last major change in environment for the Old Santee Canal occurred in the 1930's when
construction of the Pinopolis Dam inundated the majority of the canal beneath Lake Moultrie. The
southern end of the canal was danuned at one end and filled with spoil from the Tailrace at the other, about
one mile south of the tide-lock, where it joined the natural course of Biggin Creek (Charles & Mills
1987:8).
For most of the ensuing 59 years this last suLViving section of the canal became a stagnant, closed
body of water. Natural seepage from the surrounding limestone escarpment and, perhaps, the nearby
Tailrace Canal, kept sufficient levels of water in the canal bed. A stratum of anaerobic mud ranging in
depth from 1m to 2m was built up, probably as a result of sedimentation and decay of vegetal matter.
Within the last 15 years (Kenneth Simmons, personal communication 1987), a culvert was inserted in
the bank between the canal and the Tailrace allowing a slow tidal flow to flood and drain the canal.
This stratum of mud and the tidal flow were both a hindrance and a help to the various
methodologies employed in the canal during the second phase of the project. Of necessity, archaeological
methodology had to mesh with the plans of the park deVelopers. The redevelopment of an historic canal
bed running through a cypress swamp has never been attempted before, consequently the feasibility of
methods initially used by the developers could not be tested in advance.
The original plan called for the dmining of the canal to a virtually dry state. Seven months later,
when the second phase of the archaeological project began, efforts to drain the canal had failed. The bulk
of the gross excavation: of the can:al was conducted in ca. 1.5m of mud and water.
As a result, the "dry canal" archaeological methodology was abandoned. Advantage was taken
of the semi-dry phase to conduct trenching operations that would have been impossible in water. A small
backhoe with a ca. 0.25cu m bucket was leased. The teeth were removed from the bucket after which it
was used to cut a small trench around each feature prior to the arrival in the area of the contmctor's heavy
excavation equipment (Fig. 2). By the time the second phase of the archaeological project was well under
way, water was allowed to freely re-enter the canal and the bulk of the remaining work was conducted
underwater.

Preservation Methods
The preseLVation of inorganic and organic materials in anaerobic sediments is well established
(Purdy 1988). One advantage of the isolation of the canal remains by the work on the Pinopolis Dam was
the accumulation of such sediments. The result was an excellent degree of preseLVation for the wood and
metal artifacts located during the sULVey. Evidence suggests that there was a high degree of deterioration
taking place prior to the isolation of the canal (see Results section below) and that this was largely halted
after this event.
The redevelopment of the canal planned to radically change this environment, potentially
exposing features once again to both current and oxygenated water. During the initial planning stages
the best mitigative approach for smaller resources appeared to be their total removal to a stomge lake.
This still amounted to a drastic change in the environment in which the artifacts had become stable - but
less harmful than allowing them to remain in the canal. The problem remained of a suitable treatment
for the larger artifacts which could not be removed, the Boxmine Boat and any other items as yet
undiscovered. In this case it was decided that an attempt should be made to protect these resources by
16
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Figure 2 Trench cut around Boxmine Boat feature in_which Geofabric was anchored.

preselVing a layer of the original sediments over them. Once it became apparent that the canal would
remain partially flooded throughout the redevelopment activity, it was decided that the smaller artifacts
could be handled the same way. The process was also aided by a remaining layer of sediment ca. a.5m
thick which could not be removed by the contractor.
During the sUlVey phase of the project, each feature had been covered with layers of wet burlap
sacking over which was piaced black 'bisqueen' plastic sheeting. This was a temporary measure to keep
the surrounding mud moist during the 'draining' of the rest of the canal. In each case during this phase
of the work, these materials were retained and, after investigation or removal of each artifact, replaced.
Over this was placed an erosion control fabric manufactured by Exxon Corporation, GeoTextile GTF400E (Appendix C).
Geotextile is generally used as an erosion control measure along highway and waterway
embankments. The material has the ability to allow the passage of water while retaining soil particles.
In this application, it was intended to cover each artifact or feature with mud, burlap, plastic and a fmal
coating of the geofabric. The specific method of application in each case is given below. In all cases the
leading edge of thegeofabric, the one exposed to the current, was nailed into the marl bedrock with a
lOOp nail with a .025m washer under the head (Fig. 3).
.
.
Examination of the tide-lock area revealed a stratum of sand and gravel over the canal bed and
wooden portions of the tide-lock floor. In this area it was decided that the gravel stratum should not be
removed and that wooden artifacts known to be in the tide-lock would be reburied in mud deposits left
by the contractor in the canal south of the tide-lock.

The Boxmine Boat
When originally discovered in the southern end of the canal, the Boxmine Boat lay on a sloping
stratum of gravel at an approximate starboard list of30 degrees (Fig. 4). It was covered in mud to a depth

-
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Figure 3 Fastening method used for upstream edge of geofabric.

of ca.. SOm on the port side and 1m on the starboard side.
A water jet powered by a 1.Shp Honda pump was used to cut a narrow trench between the port
side of the vessel and the bank against which it rested (Fig. S). The trench cut around the starboard side
during the aborted attempt to drain the canal was re- cut with the jet to remove new sediments. The only
exposed portion of the wreck was the stempost and a portion of the stempost knee which projected above
the mud approximately .30m. Several layers of wet burlap sacking were wrapped around the assembly
and tied with cord. Mud was then pressed into and over the sacking which was then covered with plastic.
The geofabric, specially ordered as a double layered 3.0Sm (10ft) roll, was opened to its full 6.1m
(20ft) width and laid over the wreck with an approximate 3.0Sm overlap at each end, a total length of
fabric of21.33m (70ft). An anchor fold was made on the port side and heavy granite boulders were placed
in it. The starboard edge of the fabric was placed in the trench cut for it and more boulders used to anchor
it. The downstream and upstream edges of the fabric were then nailed to the marl bank and canal bed (Fig.

6).
Figure 4 Boxmine Boat as originally discovered.
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Figure .S Sequence of events from discovery of the Boxmine Boat to its stabilization with geofabric.
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Figure 6 Graphic of Boxmine Boat after stabilization.
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The South Tide-lock Gate (Target 1.3)
The south tide-lock gate was the one notable loss during this project. Prior to commencement of
work, a conference was held between the various parties involved to agree on procedures for protecting
the anticipated archaeological features. The greatest danger forseen was the damage to features from the
heavy equipment to be used to excavate the canal bed and transport the spoil.
To avoid this, it was agreed that each feature would be marked with stakes topped with blue field
ribbon. When this was done, an added 'safe' area was included within the stakes to ensure the safety of
each feature. The system worked during those times when each feature was approached by the excavation
equipment as it moved northwards up the canal. It failed in the case of the south tide-lock gate after the
excavation process moved past the feature.
Large ore trucks were used to carry up to 7cu yd of mud at a time back down the canal to the spoil
area. As they travelled down the canal, usually at high speed, the ca. .50-.70m of mud in the canal mixed
with water and created a 'bow wave and wake' which washed over each feature with considerable force.
In most cases, each area was marked with wooden stakes held vertical by the surrounding mud since they
could not be driven into the marl bedrock. In the case of the south tide-lock gate, the survey team used
metal posts because of the absence of mud in the area. These were firmly driven into the marl several
feet from the side of the gate that protruded into the canal center. After the survey team left the canal,
the metal posts were run down by one of the trucks. With its location thus obscured, the tide-lock gate
was repeatedly impacted by the trucks. The damage was total. All the remaining surface material on the
gate was stripped off and the remains of what was thought to be a metal sluice gate were also destroyed.
The force of the impacts was such that one of the frame timbers of the gate, a.30m by .20m square carved
log fastened to the frame with treenails and forged stirrups, was completely tom away.
When the damage was surveyed by the excavation team it was determined that the archaeological
value of the gate had been destroyed. Photographs were made of the gate after which it and the loose side
timber were moved into the deeper center of the canal. A water dredge was used to deposit a layer of the
surrounding mud and gravel on top of the gate a(ter which it was wrapped in geofabric. The upstream
edge of the fabric was nailed to the marl bottom of the canal.

. The Carved Timber
The carved timber was also removed to deeper water in the center of the canal bed. Prior to
relocation additional burlap sacking was wrapped around the timber. Mud was then packed around the
burlap and geofabric, then wound around the timber. The leading edge of the fabric was laid under the
timber, its weight (ca. 227 kg) being used to keep the fabric in place. As with other other artifacts treated
in this way, additional sediment was pumped or jetted on top of the geofabric.

The Transom Boat (Target IV.3)
Target IV.3 was unidentified during the survey phase of the project. Its location was learned by
detection of a 39.5 gamma signal with a Geometries 866 magnetometer. A search for the anomaly in the
mud of the canal bank revealed a wooden assemblage of planks fastened with iron bolts and drift pins.
General features and measurements were taken at that time. The only way of further determining the
nature of the remains would have been to raise it from the mud in which it lay. This was considered
beyond the scope of the survey phase of the project.
20
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Identification of the construct resulted from excavating the feature during the second phase of
the project and raising it to the surface of the canal. It was then immediately obvious that the feature was
the transom of a small vessel, and that the anomaly was being genemted by drift pins driven through
various parts of the construction.
A 2m interval circle search was then perfonned from the point where the tmnsom was found in
an attempt to locate any further vessel remains. As suspected, remains were encountered ca. 4m upstream
of the transoin. The remains consisted of a keelson and planking protruding from the creek bank upstream
ofa small slew.
The overburden consisted ofa .10m stmtum of topsoil and vegetation and ca. 1m of mud and
loam. A water jet was used to remove sufficient overburden to confirm identification and gather data.
Further explomtion revealed a small tree also deeply embedded in the bank and lying against the port side
of the vessel. A bank of mud had built up against the upstream side of the tree and the vessel remains.
This had apparently served to protect the vessel from further degmdation. Seveml loose planks were
found between the port side of the vessel and the tree. After some minimal excavation it was detennined
that further excavation would endanger the wreck and that sufficient data had been recovered for the
purposes of this phase of the project.
The water dredge was then used to pump mud back into the stern section of the vessel. The
transom and other loose timbers were then placed in the stem and the mud covering process continued.
When a bank of overburden had been built up over the vessel, a trench was cut in the soil of the bank above
it. A length of geofabric sufficient to cover the feature was cut and its upper edge pressed into the trench.
A large, ca. 1940 road bridge timber was. procured elsewhere in the canal and was used to anchor this
top fold of the geofabric. The outer edge was then folded down into a trench cut between the port side
of the tree. A diver then folded and nailed this edge into the marl. The downstream end of the now
triangular shaped wmpping was then held open as more sediment was jetted over the wreck. It was then
also nailed down into the marl canal bed (Fig. 7).
Figure 7 Transom Boat after stabilization.
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The North Tide-lock Gate (Target 1.3)
The north tide-lock gate was found as a result of detection of 303.6 gamma anomaly during the
magnetometric sUlVey. Initial investigation showed that the gate lay against the west bank of the canal,
its upper section being alternately dried and inundated by tidal action within the creek.
Fortunately, the gate was located in a widened area of the creek ca. 100m south of the tide-lock.
As a result, the contractor's excavation activity passed by the area an:d there was no danger of a repetition
of the damage inflicted on the south tide-lock gate.
The materials used for temporary stabilization, mud, burlap and bisqueen, were removed, the
majority of the overburden being washed away with a water jet on low power and fInally removed by
hand with a trowel.
In order to avoid further damage from alternate drying and soaking, it was decided to move the
gate further into the creek where the depth would ensure coverage of the gate at all times. The water jet
was used to excavate a deeper trench around the gate and then at low pressure to gently separate the gate
from the layer of mud and gravel on which it rested. It was found that at this point the gate had sufficient
residual buoyancy that it could be carefully raised from the canal bed by the excavation team.
Documentation of the now sole remaining canal tide-lock gate was of particular importance. As
previous field work involved only limited data gathering to avoid endangering unique resources it was
decided that more complete documentation should be carried out.
The gate was found with its upstream, or planked side facing the bottom of the canal. A large
timber was positioned under one edge of the gate so that approximately .20m protruded from each side
of the gate. A rope yoke was then attached to each protruding end. A block and tackle was then attached
. to an overhanging tree and the yoke. This enabled the gate to be raised to the surface of the mud and water
in.the canal for documentation. After measurements, drawings and photographs were made, the gate was
lowered into the water where, with the aid of its own residual buoyancy, it was turned over to expose the
unrecorded side. The yoke apparatus was then re-attached and the gate raised as before for documentation.
When this process was complete a length of geofabric was laid down on the canal bottom 500cm
to the east of the gate's original location. Mud and detritus were pumped over the geofabric to a depth
of ca. .10m. The gate was then moved by the excavation team onto the mud and Geofabric. More mud
was then pumped on top of the gate to a depth of ca.. 10m, the Geofabric was then folded over the top
of this layer of mud. Finally, the edges of the fabric were nailed to the marl canal bottom as with earlier
features.
.

The Tide-Lock
The tide-lock presented the single biggest challenge in terms of devising a methodology for both
meeting the developer's requirements and recovering sufficient data to enable some basic statements to
be made about its construction. The sUlVey portion of the project revealed the existence of brick and stone
constructs and some large wooden artifacts lying beneath a culturally sterile stratum of mud ca. 1m deep.
Little else was revealed (Simmons & Newell 1989:48).
The lack of detail in archival documents left many questions about the general nature of the tidelock and this would have justified the spending of a major portion of the time and budget allowed for
the project on data gathering alone. Unfortunately the mud in the tide-lock represented an obstruction
to the planned 10,000gpm flow of water the developers planned to introduce into the north end of the

canal.
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In the planning stages after the survey, DAMP had insisted that no heavy excavation equipment

be allowed into the tide-lock area This was agreed to providing the archaeological team took on the task
of removing the mud. Preliminary testing of the area indicated that most of the artifacts within the tidelock lay within a stmtum of sand, gravel and brick bats ranging in thickness from ca .10m at the north
end of the lock to ca..50m at the south end. Shovel tests were conducted down the length of the tide-lock.
The results indicated that the artifacts consisted of glass, metal and ceramic materials and that no organic
artifacts had survived in this medium. It was felt that the new, oxygenated waterflow posed no threat
to the already exposed brick, mortar and stone portions of the tide-lock, or to the artifacts buried in the
stratum below the mud. As a result it was decided that sufficient mud could be removed from the tidelock to allow the required flow without compromising the archaeological integrity or stability of the site.
The contmctor began the gross excavation of the canal bed at the north end, building a mmp into
the canal from county road 343. As this work progressed it was discovered that a local well point system
would not sufficiently dmin the canal in the work area The excavation was conducted in ca. .50m of mud
and water to within a distance of 10m of the north end of the tide-lock.
At this point, in an apparent change of strategy, the contmctor moved to the south end of the canal.
A culvert had been installed here to pennit tidal influence to flood and flush the Connally stagnant
remnants of the canal. Attempts were made to seal the culvert and pump the entire canal dry. After seveml
weeks it became apparent that this effort would fail and the rest of the gross excavation was conducted
in .20m to .50m of mud and water.
Even under these conditions, it was originally planned for the contractor to excavate to within
a short distance of the south end of the tide-lock. At this point the archaeological team planned to locate
a gas opemted winch and cable system in the center of the canal. The cable was to have been attached
to a yoke designed to evenly pull a large wooden 'scoop' through the center of the tide-lock. Two divers
would have walked behind the slowly moving scoop keeping it raised above the artifact bearing stmtum
of gravel. The rest of the crew would then have moved mud from the sides of the tide-lock into the center
with shovels and water jets. The contmctor would then have cleared the mud scooped into the canal below
the tide-lock. The balance of the mud would then have been cleaned from the brick and stone features
on the tide-lock with water jets using the reservoir of water tmpped behind the wall of mud north of the
tide-lock. The result was supposed to have been a barely wet tide-lock in which the archaeological team
would have had the advantage of using the more cost and time effective data gathering methods of the
land archaeologist.
For reasons not relevant to this discussion, the contractor ceased gross excavation of the canal
100 meters south of the tide-lock (just by the north tide-lock gate site). The pumps keeping water levels
low in the canal ceased opemtion and the tidal influence via the culvert once more flooded the entire
length of the canal. The mud south and north of the tide-lock prevented any further access to the site. The
water levels in the canal also prevented the use ofleasedexcavation equipment which could have been
used to fmish the contmctor's work.
.
.
An attempt was made to use high powered water jets to push mud out of the tide-lock. This was
partially successful but was abandoned since the mud had a tendency to 'gel' mpidly after being liquified
by the water jets. It was this very property that led to the methodology that was finally used to excavate
the tide-lock.
It was at first thought that removal of the mud within the tide-lock to nearby areas to the north
or south would allow the mud to migmte back into the site. Removal to the north was considered
impmctica1 since the current to be induced by pumps was expected to flush mud back downstream. The
higher wall of mud to the south presented a problem in that depositing more mud in this location might
cause it to back flow into the site. It was at this juncture that the 'gelling' properties of the mud were
understood. 'When disturbed, the mud immediately became liquid with consequent difficulties in
23
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handling. It was observed however, that the mud settled out of suspension very rapidly and assumed a
'jello' like consistency which resisted slumping.
The observed perfonnance characteristics of the mud led to development of a methodology for
the now flooded tide-lock. A narrow trench was cut into the canal bankjust south of the tide-lock with
a high powered water jet. It was extended across the canal to the opposite bank. A 'wall' of geofabric
material was then erected in the trench. The ends and bottom edge of the Wall were nailed to the bedrock
of the canal and plastic covered wire running through metal eyelets was used to attach the top comers
to tree trunks on the canal bank (Fig. 8). Sections oflumber were nailed to the top edge of the wall to keep
it erect in the water column and additional vertical supports were added where needed. Two collection
points were established for the decaying tree trunks and limbs buried in the mud over the tide-lock. The
first was immediately behind the fabric wall and the other in the area excavated by the contractor to the
no(1h ·of the tide-lock.
.
At the request of the developers, stakes were driven into the west canal bank at 3.50m (lO.Oft)
intervals throughout the tide-lock area (15 stakes in all). Cross sectional profiles of the sterile mud
stratum were taken at each of the stakes to record the original depths prior to excavation (Fig.9).
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Figure 8 Geofabric cwtain across the canal south of tide-lock.

A device similar to a large dredge line was then constructed with .1524m (6 inch) plastic sewer
.line which was not pressure rated. A nipple section of pipe matching the internal diameter of the sewer
line was then inserted into the ends of each 3.50m length of pipe. A .1524m long section of rubber 'nohub' gasket was then used to connect the nipples of each pipeline section together.
A number of separate "Y" sections of plastic piping were also made, each fitted with nipples in
order to allow them to be inserted between any of the 3.50m pipe sections where needed. Each "Y"
section had a 4.54m pipe forming one arm of the "Y". Each one of these had a nipple inserted to which
the .0508m effiuent hose ofa water pump could be attached (Fig. 10).
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~e 9 Cross sectional proflles of mud stratum in canal prior to excavation.
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Figure 10 Dredge line "Y" sections built to allow water to be pumped into dredge line.
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The result of this construction was the means to extend a 70m dr~dge line from any point within
the tide-lock to the area to the south. The "Y" sections would pennit water to be introduced into the line
pumps at any point down its length. The line was mounted on sets of 55gal oil drums, the drums to
rear of the line being partially flooded to create a gradual downward gradient from the entry end to
effiuent end. Extra flotation was used to raise the entry end of the dredge line ca. 1.50m above the
of the water in the canal. A "Y" section was added to the entry end section and 3.50m behind it
that section joined the next pipe. 'Banjo' type water pumps powered by Briggs & Stratton engines
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were connected to each of these "Y" sections. A Keene Engineering water dredge was then attached ~
the first "Y" section, its effluent hose being removed in favor of a rigid plastic smooth bore (food
processing) hose with a .10 16m diameter. The Keene dredge consists of a .10 16m intake pipe into which
water is pumped under pressure through a .0508m pipe. The supply pressure from a 1.5hp Honda pump
is sufficient to force water back through the .1016m pipe and into an effluent hose, in this case the rigid
food hose, with enough energy to create' a suction effect at the forward mouth of the 10.16cm pipe to
'vacuum' bottom deposits into the system (Fig. 11).
Figure 11 Head of dredge line showing equipment set-up.
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In nonnal operation, the Keene dredge is used with the effluent hose lying on the bottom of the
area in which it is used. Effectiveness of the device is significantly reduced by raising the end of the
effluent hose above the dredge head, a common problem in archaeological applications where the
effluent is often screened on the surface for artifacts. In this particular case, the effluent hose had to be
raised to the lughest level of the plastic dredge line. At this point the head of the plastic line was filled
with water from the surface of the tide-lock via both banjo pumps.
The first use of the dredge was in the south end of the tide-lock with five sections of pipe being
used to deposit mud well south of the fabric wall. At first, it was discovered that the effect was far better
than expected. The line filled with water from the Keene head and the two supplementary pumps and
rapidly coursed down the gradient. Since virtually no air was allowed to enter the system the result was
a siphon effect which greatly increased the suction at the Keene head. Constant minor adjustments were
needed to keep the gradient in the plastic pipe even and smooth. It was discovered that the slightest
variation in the gradient caused the pipe to silt up and interrupt the siphon effect. After several stoppages,
a diver was assigned to constant monitoring of the gradient, which usually meant frequent adjustment
of the flotation drums as the crew operating the Keene head moved through the tide-lock.
Once this smooth operation of the dredge line was achieved, interruptions were few and usually
due to blockages. The suction effect created by the siphon was so powerful that divers were constantly
26
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fu'ffering bruised hands which were sucked against the dredge head as they filtered material through their
Hngers . This was done to ensure that artifacts were not sucked into the line. Some artifacts were recovered
in this way when the dredge was operated at the bottom of the mud shatum at its interface with the gravel.
Small ceramics, glass and lithics were occasionally transmitted down the pipeline. However, these
objects were captured by a screen used when divers approached the gravel stratum.
As the divers operating the dredge head moved northwards through the tide-lock, additional
sections of pipeline were added so as to always keep the excavated mud south of the fabric wall. At its
greatest length, the pipeline operated successfully with 17m (220.0ft) of line. As hoped, the buildup of
mud south of the tide-lock 'jelled' in place and showed little evidence of placing undue pressure on the
fabric wall.
Excavation of the tide-lock involved removal of an estimated 450cu yd of mud. The job, thought
impossible under the existing conditions by many, was accomplished by the archaeological team in less
than 10 days. A major advantage of the method finally used was its greater sensitivity. Mechanical
excavation of the tide-lock would not have permitted the degree of integrity for the lower sand and gravel
stratum that was maintained with the hydraulic method.
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Preliminary Excavation and Data Recovery Methods
,

The Boxmine Boat
As indicated in the Methodology section, little data was gathered from the Boxmine
Boat site in order to avoid de-stabilizing a vessel for which no long, tenn conservation strategy had been
detennined or funded.
Some excavation was necessary in order to make determinations as to the nature of the feature.
During the survey phase, only the stempost assembly was visible - indicating the presence of an historic
vessel - but little else.
A large tree had fallen across the stem section of the vessel and extended across the canal. The
tree was cut into sections and removed. The trunk itself was carefully raised with a block and tackle,
swung clear of the stem and dropped.
A water jet was then used on low power to wash mud away from the stempost assembly. A ca.
Scm layer of sand and gravel over the keelson was also removed. This revealed some sections of the stem
construction of the vessel (see Results section below) for a distance of .SOm. The rest of the vessel lay
under the overburden described above in the Methodology section. A steel probe was then used to
penetrate the overburden at ca.l0cm intervals along the direction indicated by the exposed section of
keelson. This revealed an overall length of ca. 17m. The beam of the vessel was tested amidships in the
same way.
It was felt that the position of the bow of the vessel should be confirmed in order to ensure its
inclusion in the 'safe' area around the site. In order to accomplish this with the least additional
disturbance of the site, a water jet was used to liquify the mud overburden at the area where the bow was
thought to be. This enabled divers to feel for features in an area 1m square by 1m deep. The bow area
was defmed and some data gathered as a result of this activity.

The Carved Timber
This artifact was extensively photographed on all four sides. Minute measurements were made
of principal dimensions, then of other notable features. A careful search was conducted for the presence
of iron nails, wooden treenails or evidence of any other fastenings which might reveal the artifact's
function. Particular attention was paid to the absence or presence of tool marks or saw blade marks which
might reveal a broad temporal period for manufacture (Simmons & Newell 1989:S9). Stress and wear
marks were also noted, though some damage of this nature was inflicted on the sides of the timber when
it was encountered by the contractor's backhoe. Sketches were made of noted features to supplement
details recorded with a camera.

The Transom Boat
Documentation of the Transom Boat was, as with the Boxmine Boat, limited because of the
emphasis on preservation rather than investigation.
The transom was first photographed, measured and sketched. Principal dimensions were
recorded after which the thickness and width of each plank making up the structure was recorded at .10m
intervals. Curvatures weremapped on the bottom plank at intervals of Scm. Large metal fastenings, a
series of iron pins, were then recorded for size, length and position in the structure. Small metal
28
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jfstenings were mapped from at least two known positions on the surface of the transom. Length and
crosS section types were recorded for each metal fastening. Both sides of the transom were recorded after
which macro photographs were made of typical fastening patterns along the edges of each of the boards.
The sternpost rabbet in the center of the transom was recorded for depth and width every .OSm.
The remains of the stem structure of the transom boat were found beneath mud and water in the
creek bank north of the transom. Gentle water jetting revealed additional hull planking and other
structural features. Preliminary measurements were taken of these features by positioning a metric rule
on each feature - then raising it to the surface to read the measurement.

The North Tide-lock Gate

"

f

Documentation of the north tide-lock gate was of particular importance for a number of reasons.
At the time it was documented it was the sole remaining tide-lock gate of the Santee Canal. As such it
was the only artifact that could provide insight into the blacksmithing and carpentry skills used in the
canal during its construction and maintenance.
As described above, the gate was raised to the surface of the canal, then floated and turned so that
each side could be recorded. Measurement of each side began with overall dimensions, then proceeded
to the largest structural components, then to the smallest components such as surface boards and sluice
gate mouldings. Other features such as rabbets, mortises and tenons were then recorded. General
deterioration, and the excessive erosion of wood surfaces enabled the documentation of interior
structures of joints without the need for invasive probing.
All metal components, ranging from metal reinforcing straps to nails and drift bolts were then
recorded, positions being recorded by sequential measurement from a known point or feature on the gate.

The Tide-lock
During the survey phase of the project a datum point was established on the east canal bank above the
southeast in situ quoin. This datum was used after completion of the excavation phase to establish two
sub-datums, points A and B, on either end of a base line along the west bank of the tide-lock. Features
within the tide-lock during the excavation activity were then mapped with a transit from each sub-datum.
A third sub-datum was established on a brick construct encountered in the northwest corner of
the tide-lock. A 1m grid pattern was then established for the entire tide-lock. Beginning at the first
northwestern square, units were numbered from Nl across the canal (Fig. 44).
A close examination of the tide-lock floor revealed that the gravel and sand stratum tenninated
at the entrance of the tide-lock. The canal bed north of the tide-lock exhibited a sterile marl bottom. A
1m control square was located in this area. A series of test squares were then excavated to reveal features
of the north end of the tide-lock and to sample cultural deposits in the sand and gravel. Additional test
squares were excavated to reveal infonnation about the nature of the tide-lock floor. The Keene dredge
and dredge line were used for these excavations. Only three sections of pipeline were used for this
function, the pump being run at very low pressure. This enabled the divers to carefully screen material
before it entered the dredge line. The sand and gravel effluent was also screened (Fig. 12) in order to
recover small artifacts and faunal remains missed by the divers.
Each test square was divided into four quadrants numbered 1 through 4 clockwise from the NW
quadrant. As cultural materials were recovered from each quadrant, or from the screened effluent from
each quadrant, they were bagged and numbered with the test square designation and the quadrant number
CNl-l through -4), After completion of the test square excavations a master numbering scheme was made
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Figure 12 Effluent from test squares in the tide-lock is screened by archaeological technician/diver Peggy Brooks.

for these provenience locations to simplify catalog numbering for each artifact.
A considemble quantity of whole and fmgmented bricks lay on top of the sand & gravel stmtum,
and also over seveml wooden artifacts located in the southern entmnce of the tide-lock. These were
removed from within test squares and from among the wooden artifacts and stored at the edges of the
can~l. Each brick and fmgment was first examined by the staff in order to identify differences in
manufacturing technique, composition and shape. A total of 2,115 bricks were examined in this way,
with samples being mapped and retained for further study.
After removal of overlying bricks, the wooden artifacts in the lower end of the tide-lock were
excavated. The two features were a small carved wooden timber and a series of planks held together by
two short cross planks. These features were photographically documented, sketched and measured.
They were then redeposited in an area of mud reserved for this purpose just upstream of the fabric curtain
at the south end of the tide.-lock.
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Results
Introduction
The largest artifacts recovered from the Santee Canal were wooden. As noted previously, the
degree of preservation of these artifacts was generally very good but for one common property exhibited
by all the wooden artifacts encountered in the creek and canal, extreme erosion. The erosion was most
probably due to the effects of currents flowing freely into and out of the creek and canal after it was finally
abandoned. This process would have continued until tidal access to the area was blocked by fill from
excavation of the nearby Tailrace Canal in the 1930's. It was this event that serendipitously halted the
erosion process. Had this not happened, there would have been little left to record.
The effects of sand bearing currents in the canal for the ca. 70 year period since its closure were
much the same as if the wooden artifacts had been subject to intensive sand blasting. Cypress, with its
generally straight grained, knot free texture, was evenly worn down. It is estimated that up to two inches
of surface was lost on some artifacts. On others, where metal straps were attached, the water and sand
slowly carved deep indentations, eventually isolating the metals from the wooden surfaces to which they
were once attached (Fig. 13).
Figure 13 Severe erosion exhibited by cypress timber to which a wrought iron stirrup was attached on the southern lock gate.
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Objects of pine were also severely distorted. Knots and rosin bearing tissues eroded at a much ·
slower rate than the softer sections around and between them. In some Cases, knots and hard sections of
grain were all that remained. As an extreme example, .065m thick planks laid into the floor of the northem
end of the tide-lock were eroded down to less than .0Im thickness at the leading edge (which bore the
brunt of the downstream current).
Metals fared somewhat better, the principal cause of deterioration being the oxygenated water.
There were many graphic instances of the preservation afforded by the anaerobic mud that settled over
artifacts once the canal was blocked. Most of the metal objects left exposed to the residual water in the
canal were too corroded to be of much archaeological value.
As usual, glass and ceramic materials were among the best preserved artifacts found in the canal
and creek. Where glass materials were found in lower proveniences in mud and sand, they were well
preserVed..These tended to be artifacts of earlier temporal periods when the canal was still.in use. ·Later ·
materials, mold cast bottles of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries for example, were usually
found above the sand and gravel stratum and exhibited severe 'frosting' as a result of the slow
sandblasting effects of the current.
The data reported below give actual measurements as they were recorded in the field.
lllustrations also show artifacts as they were recorded, unless a reconstruction was attempted in which
case this is stated.

The Boxmine Boat
The remains of the stem of the Boxmine Boat were the only portions of the wreck examined (Fig.
14). The stem assembly consisted of a stempost .04m thick and .55m deep,.O 3m wide at the top and .21m
wide at its base. A small deadwood or knee was attached to the inboard edge of the stempost by two iron
pins .15m apart. Each pin was ca..01m in diameter and showed a peened head 8cm above the existing
surface of the deadwood. The deadwood was .03m thick, .50m on the side attached to the stempost and
.16m long on its lower edge. Both sections of wood were attached to the top of the keel with .075m sided
and .23m molded dimensions.
Figure 14 Preliminary sketch of stem assembly of the Boxmine .Boat.
VISUI\L
OBSERVATION

DRIFT PINS

TACTILE

The forward edge of the deadwood butted against a shaped keelson, .13m sided and .05m molded.
A lem deep curved groove was cut into the upper surface of the keelson .08m from its end. There were
no visible remains of cant frames or planking. The first floor timber remaining was encountered ca. 1m
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rorward of the stem assembly in the mud overburden. It was not excavated. Tactile investigation
indicated dimensions of ca..06m sided and ca. .06m molded with extensive erosion making these
measurements unreliable. The floor timber appeared to have a slight upward curvature indicating that
the vessel was not flat bottomed at this location. Probing in the mud over the vessel indicated an overall
length of ca. 17m and an overall beam of 3.5m. Tactile investigations were made of the bow construction.
The, presence of branches and wood fragments in the overburden prevented the takingpf further
nieastirernents.

The Carved Timber
It was possible to record detailed measurements from this feature since it had been removed from
the canal and deposited on the east bank by one of the operators of the contractor's excavation machinery
(Fig. 15). Due to its method of manufacture (discussed below) and erosion of various surfaces, there was
a lack of uniformity in all measurements. For this reason, only general measurements are indicated.
Figure 15 Photograph of the carved timber on canal bank.

The timber has an approximately square cross section .27m by .26m and an overall length of ca.
2.88m. Three mortises were cut into the timber, .32m from one end and .031m from the opposite end,
with the third centered between them (Fig. 16). Dowel holes were drilled through the timber to peg each
mortise. The holes were oval in shape, .055m wide by .06m to .07m long. The mortises ranged in width
from .115m to .12m and in length from .34m to .325m. The depth of each mortise was also not uniform,
being .155m deep at each end and .16m deep in the center. The middle mortise was .155m deep at one
end, .145m deep at the other end and .15m deep in the center.
One of the surfaces through which the dowel holes were drilled exhibited three small,
approximately semi-circular depressions below each hole at the edge of the timber. These depressions
ranged in width from .065m to .105m and in length from .115m to .12m. Depths ranged from .005m to
.015m. As with the depressions on the mortise face, these appeared to have been impressed into the
surface rather than carved.

==
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Figure 16 Dmwing of mortise face of carved timber.

The face into which the mortises had been cut exhibited three depressions on its surface, each
approximately centered over the mortise. The depressions were each as wide as the timber and ranged
in length from .58m to .63m.
The side of the timber opposite the mortised surface exhibited a carved feature, a diagonally
raised platform .03m high, .20m wide, 1.20m long on one side and 1.215m long on the other. A .03m
diameter dowel hole was drilled into this face for a depth of .115m just below the 'platform' feature
(Simmons & Newell 1989-58 Fig. 31).
The fourth side of the timber was featureless except for the dowel holes centered through the
mortises. Both ends of the timber did not appear to have been sawn - although tool marks would
presumably have been obliterated by erosion. One end of the timber was flat - the other had a raised center
with a profile of .03m.

The North Tide-lock Gate
The northern lock gate did not survive intact (Fig. 17). The upper section of the gate, which would
have supported a massive counter balancing beam with which it was opened and closed, was missing.
Fortunately the major portion of the gate (everything except the beam and the top sections of its two
vertical supports) was sufficiently well preserved to enable relatively complete documentation.
Detailed measurements were taken, including those of many minute features of the gate. Again,
due to the effects of erosion of wood and decomposition of metal components, many of the features did
not exhibit uniform measurements. For the purposes of this discussion, genernl measurements are used.
They have also been used as a guide for the reconstruction illustrnted in this section.
The overall dimensions of the surviving portion of the gate are 3.02m (heel post), 3.505m on
(mitre post), and 2.90m at the base. The frnme of the gate was constructed of cypress. One side was
formed as a heel post carved to be received by the semi-circular grooves chiselled into the quoin stones
of the lock gate walls. The other upright, known as a mitre post, was carved to present an angled face to
the opposing gate - the two faces meeting with sufficient precision to stem the water flow from the upper
side of the lock. The heel post was carved from a log .295m wide by .197m thick. The mitre post was
carved from stock measuring .225m by .18m.
These two verticals were joined at the base of the gate by a horizontal beam measuring .21m deep
by .19m wide ..64m above this was another horizontal beam measuring .155m deep and .15m wide. A
small upright was located .57m towards the heel post from the inside edge of the mitre post. This
measured .15m deep by .15m wide. A third horizontal beam measuring .14m deep by .13m wide was
located 1.65m above the base of the gate (measured to center of horizontal). A severely decomposed
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fri"gment of a fourth horizontal was found .7 Sm above the third beam. Accurate cross sectional
measurements could not be obtained from these remains, but the beam appeared to have original
measurements similar to that of the base, .21m by .19m.
All of these main structural members were fastened into each other by means of mortise and tenon
joints (Fig. 18), with each tenon being pinned with two dowels driven through the joint. Typical dowels
were .02Sm in diameter. Typical tenons measured .07m deep by the entire depth of the timber and were
.07m long.
The base and fourth beams were also fastened to the heel post by means of a wrought iron stirrup
(Fig. 19). Each stirrup was .63m long, 6cm wide and .012m thick. Both the heel post and its matching
horizontal beam were carved so that the stirrup could be recessed into the surface. A single iron drift pin
then pierced each end of the stirrup and the horizontal beam. A second drift pin was used to fasten the
stirrup to the heel post. The heads and ends of the iron drift pins were then peened flush with the surface
of the stirrup.
Wrought iron 'T' shaped straps, called "dogs," were used as additional fasteners for the second
and third beams (Fig. 20). The dogs were forged of the same .06m wide by .0 12m thick stock used to make
the stirrups. The cross arm of each 'T' ranged in length from .30m to .31m; one was forge welded to the
end of each cross strap, the length of the each strap being ca. 2.S8m. Two iron drift pins were used to fasten
each end of the 'T' cross arm. Three additional drift pins fastened the strap to the beam. These pins passed
through the beam, a flush bolt head holding the pin on the back of the gate. The end of the pin was beaten
flush with the metal strap.
The upstream side of the frame exhibited a rabbet cut .027m deep and .0Sm wide on the inside
edges. Fragments of cypress planking on the lower end of the gate were fitted into the rabbet and
diagonally across the gate at an approximate 40 degree angle to create a flush surface. Wrought iron nails
with an average lcm square head were used to fasten the boards into the rabbet. The boards were of
random widths ranging from .29m wide to .42m wide. Each had a uniform thickness of 3.2cm. Each board
was grooved on its edges in order for a .007m spline (Fig. 22) to be inserted into the groove to serve as
a sealing and joining mechanism for the edges of the boards. The splines used were .007m thick by .02Sm
Wide, each being cut to the length required.
The cross members of the gate were themselves inset on the upstream side of the gate (Fig. 23a).
The depth of the inset was approximately .032m to accommodate the thickness of the grooved boards.
The .64m by .S7m frame for the sluice gate set into the bottom right hand comer of the gate (viewed from
the upstream side) was similarly inset. Two boards of the same thickness were nailed to the upper and
left hand side of the frame to create an edge against which the grooved boards could butt. A .03Sm by
.57m filler was then inserted into the rabbet previously cut in the bottom edge of the entire gate frame.
Another section of wood .S7m by .33Sm by .18m deep was inserted against the left inside edge of the
frame. This created a smooth edged opening approximately .S7m high by .S3Sni wide.
Two strips of wood were found attached to either side of the upstream face of the opening, the
dimensions of which were impossible to determine because of erosion. Attached to the tops of these were
overlapping boards, one measuring 2.40m x.115m, the other 2.30m x .09Sm. The overlap in each case
extended over the opening, thus creating a frame which held the small sluice gate in position over the
sluice gate frame and in which it could slide up and down.
The paddle sluice was found in situ underneath the gate (which was lying upstream side down)
but no longer fastened to its frame which had disintegrated. The paddle itself was severely eroded: more
precise measurements can be determined from the accompanying scale drawings (Figs. 24-2S).
The sluice gate was constructed of four planks, two verticals on the downstream side, two
hOrizontals on the upstream side, with a wrought iron inverted "Y" shaped yoke sandwiched between
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Figure 17 General view of downstream side of gate. Note frame for sluice gate on right
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~ure 18 Eroded base of the heel post.Note complex mortise and tenon joint.

Figure 19 Top view of base of heel post showing rabbet stirrup and treenail. Note stirrup is inset into curved face of heel post.

. .. . .
"
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Figure 20 Modified dog inset into surface of heel post

Figure 21 Method of attaching wrought iron stirrup to heel post
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Figure 22 Spline (arrow)between two eroded grooved boards.

them. The yoke protruded from the top of the gate. A hole in the protrusion allowed the attachment of
the lowering and raising mechanism.
The overall dimensions of the downstream side of the paddle were .545m wide at the top, .125m
long and .57m wide at the bottom. The two planks measured .27m and .275m wide. The vertical planks
were nailed to the two horizontal planks on the upstream side. A series of wrought iron nails, as evidenced
by their pattern, .also pierced the boards and passed through the wrought iron yoke underneath them
(presumably through holes intended for that purpose). Examination of the t~p of the sluice gates indicates
that notches were carved into the two vertical planks to receive the yoke.
The yoke itself is exposed only at the top of the paddle, .0725m of its length, the section forming
the base of the inverted "Y". This section of the yoke is .033m wide at the top and .05m wide at the point
where it is sandwiched between the two sides of the paddle. The metal is .007m thick and is twisted at
. an approximate 45 degree angle to the surfaces of the paddle. In the top of the yoke isa .015m diameter
·~k .

. .

.

.

The combined width of the two horizontal planks on the upstream side of the paddle was less than
that of the two downstream planks, enabling the sluice gate to slide between the two vertical planks
attached to the sluice gate frame. The top horizontal plank was .375m long by .40m deep. ,The lower
horizontal plank was .442m long by .33m deep. The change in length of each plarik from the bottom edge
of the lower to the top edge of the upper was a smooth gradation.
.
The thickness of each wooden side of the sluice gate was .04m at the bottom and .Olmat the top
.
(total thickness of the gate was .08m at the bottom).
A common· property of every join where wooden components of the gate butted against, or
inserted into, each other was a thick, white, paint-like coating. This . m.~rial is currently being analyzed
by the South Carolina Department of Health and EnvironmentarControl.

-
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Figure 23a Upstream side of northern tide-lock gate.
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. : ; -23b Downstream side of northern tide-lock gate.
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Figure 24 Paddle, upstream side.
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fIB ure 25 Paddle, downstream side.
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Figure 26 Reconstruction of northern tide-lock gate, upstream side.
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Figure 27 Reconstruction of northern tide-lock gate, downstream side.
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The Transom Boat
The principal structural compo~ent of the Transom Boat studied was the stern section , or
transom, that had separated from the main section of the wreck some 3m upstream. The stern face of the
transom lay in the mud of the canal bed where it had probably fallen sometime prior to the cessation of
current in the creek. The forward face was uppermost and attached to this was a small section of the
transom frame (Fig. 28). The 39.S gamma magnetic signature of the construct was generated by a large
number of iron fasteners ranging from sizeable iron drift pins to small wrought iron nails.
The transom was constructed from at least three planks and had ovemll dimensions of2.2Sm wide
by .74m deep. The transom exhibited signs of extreme erosion; only an estimated 30% of the upper third
plank remained. Two large, square cross section spikes attached the top plank to the one below. This
center plank was then attached to the bottom plank by a second set of square spikes;
All three planks displayed the remains of an eroded rabbet (Fig. 29) for an inboard sternpost
ranging in width from .I75m to .I9m. Surviving nails and nail patterns also showed the fastening method
for the hull strakes (Fig. 30). The remaining section of transom frame was attached to the port side of the
transom by four drift pins with washered heads. The preserved extent of the top plank of the transom
was 1.915m overall and was .12m deep at its widest point. Width measurements were taken at IOcm
intervals along the length of the plank. Two drift pins were located at .S3Sm and .93Sm, as measured from
the starboard forward surface of the plank. Both drift pins had square cross sections, each face measuring
.0 ISm. Approximately .25m of each drift pin protruded from the top of the plank, giving a probable
indication of its original width.
Heavy surface erosion of the plank had exposed the drift pins, which had evidently been driven
through the center thickness of the plank. Extant thicknesses ranged from .035m to .055m.
The center plank was 2.2Sm overall and was ,31m wide at its widest point. The rabbet was
centered at approximately 1.03m and was .I75m wide at the top of the plank, .19m wide at the bottom.
Three .01m diameter pins were driven through the plank at the approximate centerpoint of the rabbet.
The corroded remains of drift pins and wrought iron nails protruded from the starboard end of the plank,
the remains of fasteners for missing sections of the transom frame.
The bottom plank appeared to be the single most intact part of the transom. It measured I.99m
overall and was .33m wide at its center. The plank was curved to match the curvature of the hull, the
curvature being recorded every .0Sm long its length. The rabbet was centered at 1m and was a unifonn
18cm wide. The outboard side of the plank was severely eroded, revealing the through passage of two
square cross section drift pins, one .36m from the starboard end, the other .435m from the port end. The
remains of square wrought iron spikes in the edge of the plank on the port side indicated that the hull
planking was fastened to the bottom edge of the transom.
The stem timbers to which the transom was once attached were found approximately 3m north
of the transom. This portion of the wreck protruded from the bank of the creek and was minimally
investigated to avoid large scale destabilization of the site. Approximately I.86m of the keelson of the
wreck was exposed. The exposed end was broken and could not be associated with any matching features
on the transom. Several floor timbers and three planks of the hull planking were also exposed.
The keelson measured .ISm sided by .075m molded at a point .86m from the exposed end and
appears to have been chamfered, although the shape observed may well have been due to the extreme
erosion noted elsewhere on the wreck. The keelson was observed to be thicker closer amidships,
measuring .172m sided by .083m molded at a point nearer to the creek bank. The floor timbers passed
completely under the keelson and averaged .IOm sided, .IOm molded. Two mortises were carved into
the keelson, the first at .86m from the broken end. This mortise was .092m wide, .122m long and .073m
deep. The second mortise was located .09m north of the first and was .10m wide, .17cm long and .073~
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-deep. Both mortises passed completely through the keelson, the frame below it fonning the floor of the
mortise. The frame beneath the forward most mortise was .1Om sided by .10m mC?lded.
Of the three planks obsetved under the exposed wreckage, the center one formed a king plank,
taking the place of a conventional keel. The king plank appeared to be slightly concave and measured
.25m wide by .028m thick. The plank to the starboard side of the king plank, normally a garboard plank,
was also .25m wide (Fig. 33).
Figure 28 Forward face of transom, as recovered.

Figure 29 The stempost rabbet.
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Figure 30 Detail of nail fastening patterns in edge of transom.

Figure 31 Forward face of transom.
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Figure 32 Aft face of transom.

Figure 33 Preliminary cross-section of transom wreck (inset: double mortise).
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The Tide-lock
The tide-lock is the single most complex area of archaeologkal interest found during the sUlVey
of the canal remains. In general, the resultS of the preliminary examination of the tide-lock agree in many
respects with the limited data given in the archival records (Simmons & Newell 1989:20-22). In other
respects, the archaeological results appear to contradict archival sources, as in the case of the nature of
brick manufacture for the canal structures, or the description of the tide-lock as a wooden construction.
New information was gleaned about the overall construction of the tide-lock and some of the assumptions
made during the sUlVey phase were, not surprisingly, proven wrong.
Removal of the mud from the tide-lock and limited testing of the gravel stratum revealed a site
. composed of multiple features ranging from relatively intact brick and masonry quoin supports to
severely eroded plank and brick flooring and sub-flooring. Some remnants of a side wall support system
were documented. Wooden artifacts which may have been associated with the operation of the tide-lock
were also recovered and documented. Investigation of a small percentage of the gravel stratum indicated
the presence of high concentrations of material culture of a temporal range covering the entire period of
known utilization of the tide-lock and the period 1860 to ca.1930.

The Tide-lock wing walls
Evidence of natural deterioratiQn and apparently deliberate destruction of the lock was abundantly present. In every case the wing walls and quoin assemblies were damaged. In the case of the
northeast wing wall, the entire structure was demolished and no integrity was detected above the level
of the gravel stratum. The remains consisted of scattered whole and broken brick and two toppled quoin
stones.
The northwest wing wall (Fig. 34) was largely intact except for the complete absence of quoin
stones. The brick platform which supported the quoin stone column was intact and there was evidence
of a 'key slot' into which the base quoin stone would have been fitted. Test squares excavated in the area
of the 'key slot' and at the north end of the platform showed that it had been built on a sub-floor of pine
or cypress planking. The planking was laid longitudinally (i.e. parallel with the banks of the tide-lock)
and was spike fastened to transverse square cut logs inset into the marl floor of the canal.
Measurement of this feature was complicated by damage to the edges of the brick walls: softly
cUlVing, battered edges made it difficult to establish consistent origination points for repetitive
measurements. Measuring tapes were not visible in the water which meant that the tape had to be
constantly removed from the wall to be read. The platform was consequently measured on three separate
occasions by different investigators and measurements compared and averaged. The overall length of
the platform was 8.35m. The quoin stones were set into the platform at its approximate center, 3.09m
from the south end. A 2m long inset was recessed into the wall to receive the sluice gate and enable the
open gate to lay flush against the platform. The platform was constructed of hard fired brick. Test
excavations across the tide-lock from the 'key slot' area revealed the remains of a sill, small sections of
eroded wood spiked into a square cut timber set into the tide-lock floor. The sill, angled to match the
position of the lock gates when closed, butted against a brace or sill support- another square cut timber
running directly across the tide-lock.
The wing walls at the south end of the tide-lock were in a condition similar the one at the northwest
comer of the tide-lock. They differed only in that each had an in situ quoin stone in the 'key slot' position.
Overall length of each wing wall was 9.01m. Each quoin stone was set into the platform at the
approximate center, a 2.95m recessed section having been built to receive the gate. A slight additional
recess received the sluice gate (Fig. 35).
_
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~e 34 Preliminary map of the northwest wing wall.
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The Hollow Quoin Stones
The quoin stones found in the excavated portions of the lock were of random lengths as obselVed
elsewhere in the canal system (Judd 1988: Fig. 3). During this phase only one stone was visible during
an extreme low tide (Fig. 36). This stone appeared to have been carved from a coarse, red ferruginous
sandstone. All the stones recorded were partially embedded-in the sand and gravel stratum overlying the
floor of the lock. Since this stratum was not excavated, measurements were taken only of those portions
of the 'quoin stones that were exposed.
,
Four types of hollow quoin stones were noted (Fig. 37). Type one averaged. 70m on the grooved
edge and exhibited .36m wide parallel 'shelves' between which there was a culVed edge opposite the
calVed groove. Type two formed a rectangular block lol7 m long, .4 2m on two sides and .24m on each
side of the carved heel post groove. Type three was a~so rectangular, but measured .54m long, .33m on
two sides and .24m on each side of the hinge groove. The in situ quoins, embedded in the platform walls
and also partially buried in sand, were measured in cross section only. These were .45m on one side, .40m
on the other and .24m either side of the groove.
Figure 36 Exposed hollow quoin stone showing mason's tool marks.

Figure 37 Basic types of hollow quoin stone found in the tide-lock.
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The Footbridge
A wooden construct of four planks and three cross members was found in the mud, on top of the
sand and gravel stratum, between the two southernmost in situ hollow quoins (see tide-lock site map
above).
The planks were 5.19m long and ranged in width from .30m to .255m (Fig. 38), and .08m thick.
All four planks were, butted together and fastened to three cross members (Fig. 39). None of the cross
members were of uniform width, one averaging .19m, the center support averaging .1Om, and the last
averaging .21m. Thickness of the cross members was a uniform .055m. At one corner of the planking
were several spikes clenched over to clamp the remains of a ca .02m-diameter wire rope to the plank
(Fig. 40). Samples of the wire, a steel interwoven strand-type, were recovered.
Figure 38Top view of plank construct.

Figure 39 Bottom view of construct showing cross members.
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Figure 40 Remains of wire rope attached to planking.

Mortised timber
A square timber exhibiting tenons, a mortise and treenails was found next to the planking
construct, between it and the southeast quoin. The timber was 3.30m long and ca.. 15m square (as with
other wooden artifacts, severe erosion made precise measurement impossible). One end appeared to have
an eroded tenon and .66m from the end of the tenon was located a mortise .22m long, .09m wide and
.085m deep (Fig. 41). At the opposite end of the timber was a second tenon cut at opposite angles to the
first. It was less eroded and measured .13m long, .15m wide and .05m thick. The face into which the
mortise had been cut was pierced by five treenails at .66m, 1.1Om, 1.50m, 2.19m and 2.75m from end

B.
Figure 41 Mortised timber found between southern quoins.
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The Roller Device
The 'roller device' was found embedded in mud, on top of the gravel stratum, on the west side
of the tide-lock 9m south of the northwest quoin platform. The artifact measured I.64m long, .90m in
circumference at one end and. 73m in circumference at the other. The narrower end of the device
exhibited a protruding metal dowel.0725m long and ca..OIm thick (Fig. 42). The opposite end exhibited
lateral and longitudinal spikes and what appeared to be the remains of a notched or carved end face (Fig
43).
Figure 42 Preliminary sketch of roller device.
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Figure 43 Wide end of roller device showing fastenings and possible carved notches.
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The Artifact Assemblage
The artifacts recovered from the tide-lock were retrieved from test squares representing just over
5% of the total tide-lock area. The artifacts were from both the surface of the sand and gravel stratum,
and from within this stratum when it was excavated.
One magnetic anomaly discovered within the tide-lock during the survey phase of the project and
not identified at that time was also excavated. This was Target 1.2, a dipolar anomaly scattered over a
small area and giving deflective values ranging from 66.8 to 80.4 gammas. The area was later identified
as the brick platfonn between the southeast quoin and the bank. A ca.. 50m layer of mud was cleared from
this area. Beneath it was a second stratum of brick rubble and sand ca.. 17m deep. Beneath this, lying
directly on the brick surface of the platfonn, was found numerous fragments of a cast iron stove which
were retrieved for study. Subsequent testing with a metal detector indicated no further metal in the area, ··
confirming the stove fragments as the source of the anomaly. .
Due to the excellent preservation characteristics of the mud covering the tide-lock, it was
anticipated that some organic materials might be recovered. This assumption was based on experiences
of other investigators working on northern canal sites (Jack Irion, personal communication 1989 and
Ruth Trocolli, personal communication 1988). In fact, only one organic artifact was recovered, a leather
shoe sole from an area south of the in situ quoins.
The balance of materials from the tide-lock ranged from glass, ceramics and lithics to metals (see
Analysis and Interpretation below and Appendix B). Of particular interest was the single and double
pronged pole tips found in test squares N3 and N4.
Squares N2 - N4 also produced large concentrations of small nails and spikes as well as a large.
number of the total ceramic and glass artifacts. These concentrations were located at the upstream edge
of the planking floor between the remains of the northern brick quoin platforms (Fig. 44).
Figure 44 Enlarged sketch map of north end of tide-lock showing features revealed in test squares.
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Analysis and Interpretation

The Vessels of the Santee Canal
The number and condition of vessel discoveries in the Santee Canal Sanctuary, including areas
of Biggin Creek, far exceeded initial expectations. Beyond the volume of the remains is the far more
important fact that the investigations revealed a wide range of vessel types.
There have been numerous discoveries of isolated vessels of different types during the conduct
of archaeological research in South Carolina. The vessel finds in the Old Santee Canal Sanctuary
represent different vessel types found in an intetpretable context, i.e., in an environment .where these
different types of vessels were known to interact with each other.
Such unique discoveries are truly unique and they place a special responsibility on the scientists
responsible for subsequent investigation and state officials and historians responsible for their preservation and intetpretation.
In late 1983, more than one hundred vessels were discovered in the 'Great Basin' of the James
River and Kanawha Canal at Richmond, Virginia during excavations for the foundation of an office
complex. All but a few of the vessels were destroyed before any investigation could be conducted (Terrell
1988: 1).
Fortunately for South Carolina, the smaller, but equally important, discoveries in the Old Santee
Canal Sanctuary were made in publicly owned lands by developers sensitive to our need for knowledge
of the past. The present challenge is to fully reveal and then preserve the unique information on the form
and function of South Carolina vessels hidden beneath the waters of the Sanctuary.
What follows is a general analysis and intetpretation of vessel activity within the project area as
revealed by the preliminary examination of several specific sites, several disarticulated timbers and
related archival material.

Ship-Built Vessels:The Biggin Creek Vessel and The Transom Boat
Both the physical evidence and the archival record strongly suggest that the area ofBiggin Creek
immediately south of the tide-lock was a hub of maritime activity. The Biggin Creek Vessel, the Transom
Boat and individual structural timbers from anothe.r flat bottomed vessel indicate the presence in the area
of traditionally built lower coastal river craft. One of these, the Biggin Creek Vessel, could not have
entered any but the lower section of the Santee Canal between the tide-lock and Biggin Bridge. Biggin
Creek itself traversed most of Biggin Swamp as far north as the Langford and Frierson Plantations
(Drayton 1972:156) and ran parallel to the canal for this distance. It is not known to what extentthe creek
Was navigable by river vessels along this stretch; the larger craft of the Biggin Creek Vessel type probably
could not have used it.
The remains of river craft found in the creek support the hypothesis that cargoes were transferred
to them from smaller craft less suited to navigation on the deep water and open stretches of the Cooper
River between Stoney Landing and Charleston. Although serious, programmatic study of Lower Coastal
Plain river craft is yet to begin in South Carolina, there is mounting evidence that flat bottomed, broad
beamed sailing vessels were the craft of preference for navigation on South Carolina's coastal rivers
(Kohn 1938, Steffy 1976, Willbanks 1979, Fleetwood 1982 and Judd 1983).
The maximum amount of cargo, cotton for example, that a boat could carry through the Santee
Canal was ca. 100 bales (Kohn 1938:264). The larger river craft, on average 65.0ft at the keel by 16.0ft
at the beam, could carry up to 250 bales (Kohn 1938:254). Two other types of vessels used in the canal
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would not have been suitable for safe and efficient navigation of the lower reaches of the Cooper River.
These were mountain boats and flats, discussed below. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that Biggin
Creek below the tide-lock would have been used as a transference area for cargoes between the two types
of vessels. This would have been a reasonable system for transporting cargoes to and from plantations
on upland rivers north of the canal in craft best suited to the differing conditions of the route between these
plantations and Charleston. The need for this type of activity would also further justify the deepening and
widening of Biggin Creek below the tide-lock (Webber 1954).
This hypothesis is further supported by the final report of Col. Senf to the Directors of the canal
on November 11th, 1800. In this report the engineer makes several references to the straightening of
Biggin Creek below the tide-lock to increase the tidal effect in this area, to promote cleaning of the canal
by increased current and to allow: "Coasting vessels of considerable burthen" to " ...enter the canal at high
water and load convenient from both banks"(Webber 1954: 21). The Biggin Creek Vessel certainly
appears to be the kind of craft to which the description 'cOasting vessel' would have applied in the early
nineteenth century. Use of the word 'canal' in this context is taken to mean the improved area ofBiggin
Creek below the tide-lock, as well as the area immediately above the tide-lock which was wide enough
for these vessels to enter.
That the transfer of cargoes was conducted in this area is also supported by the construction of
a warehouse as part of the tide-lock complex and SenPs statement:
"The Warehouse on the Creek above this Canal will be of great Uttility(sic.) and profitable.
Persons who have no Canal boats of their own, or do not wish to send their Produce or goods
in Canal boats, have this Warehouse for their convenience. Vessels of the above description
[coast vessels of considerable burthen] can, at all Tides lay at the lower end of this Canal."(Webber
1954:21)
There are several reasons for the continued use of the lower reaches ofBiggin Creek by large river
craft after closure of the canal in the early 1850's. Certainly the tidally influenced portion of the canal
was in use after the Santee Canal Company successfully petitioned the State General Assembly for
nullification of its charter (SC Archives: McBeth petition 1853). Even during the Civil War a nitre mine
(the "Boxmine" site) was in use ca. 2.0km south of the tide-lock, and the area of the creek just north of
Stoney Landing was the site of intense Confederate industrial activity.
Further studies of the Biggin Creek Vessel must be conducted before defmitive statements can
be made about its association with the activities of the Santee Canal. Based on the available evidence,
the vessel is of the type used to transport cargo on South Carolina's lower coastal river system up until
the first quarter of the nineteenth century when steam powered craft were introduced (Kohn 1938:266).
It is not likely that sail powered craft would have survived much after this date in large numbers, since
the primary motive for their use, economy of transport of goods, was drastically reduced by the far
greater cargo capacity, reliability and speed of steam vessels (Kohn 1938: 267).
As stated above, the genemllevel of enquiry into the nature oflarger lower coastal plain river cmft
in South Carolina is still in its infancy. Not even this much can be said for smaller purpose built vessels
made by shipwrights for uses ranging from fishing to passenger transportation. Fleetwood's seminal
publication "JidecraR" (1982) and unpublished studies by Michael Alford (Alford 1988) and the author
(Newell 1986a) only hint at the wide range of study needed in this field.
For this reason the Transom Boat is especially important. Its principal structural features
addressed in this report, namely the tmnsom and the kingplanklkeelson assembly, indicate a vessel of
small size. The presence of a kingplank instead of a major keel timber is also an indication of light
construction and a design suited to shoal water environments. The two mortises in the keelson in
--;;:::
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froximity to the stem may indicate either a light deck support, a mast, or both. Only one other transom
stemed historic vessel has been reported in South Carolina (Newell 1986a) and this was a keeled fishing
vessel (Fig. 45). The lack of data underscores the importance of the Transom Boat. Unfortunately, the
preliminary nature of the investigation of this vessel renders statements about its function and design
necessarily speculative.
The presence of a small craft south of the tide-lock in Biggin Creek can be explained by a number
of hypotheses. Such·a craft could of course have been used to navigate the canal. this seems unlikely .
in view of the fact that its cargo capacity would have been limited. Its use in the caiml would therefore
have been uneconomical at a time when every penny of cost attached to transporting cargo through the
canal was of constant concern (Kohn 1938:265). It is also unlikely that the vessel would have been used
by the work force that maintained the canal. This force consisted of 'navvies'(colloqualism for the 'inland
navigators who weilded shovels and pickaxes), blacksmiths, bricklayers and carpenters. The very nature
of their function in the canal would have demanded a larger and more functional craft such as a flat, the
vessel of choice for this type of work.
There has already been a discussion of the use of the creek in the area south of the tide-lock as
a cargo trimming and transfer area. The question of the navigability of Biggin Creek well north of the
tide-lock has also been raised. It is considered far more likely that small craft, probably powered by a
combination of a light sail and oars or poles, would have been used for functions associated with activity
south of the tide-lock or by those plantations reached by the navigable depths of Biggin Creek north of
the tide-lock.
The planking and framing of the Transom Boat appeared to be of yellow pine and live oak
respectively, suggesting local construction. This cannot yet be confirmed as wood sample analyses have
not been completed.
Figure 45 Small fishing vessel with a transom stem similar in configuration to that of the Transom Boat. (Ballantine 1874: 122)
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The Boxmine Boat
The Boxmine Boat, so named because of its proximity to the Boxmine site, remains an enigma
as a result of the decision not to disturb the mound of mud and detritus protecting its remains. The minimal
data recovered suggests one of two important possibilities: the rema~ are those of either a canal boat
or a mountain boat.
Identification of the Boxmine Boat as either one of these ~essel types would be an extremely
important contribution to the knowledge of early American vernacular craft. Only one other mountain
boat has been documented in the U.S.and that is the batteau studied by archaeologist Bruce Terrell in the
Great Basin of the Richmond Canal just prior to its destruction by a developer's bulldozer (Terrell 1988).
Since this vessel was destroyed, South Carolina may be in possession of the only extant mountain boat
from the early nineteenth century. Of equal importance would be the identification of the vessel as a canal
boat. The Santee Canal was the first summit canal to be built in America. It follows that the canal boats
built to be used in it would be among the first of their kind. Although other canal structures pre-date the
Santee, they were built for the specific purpose of allowing river craft to bypass shoal areas and waterfalls
. Virginia's Potomac Canal is a classic example (Garrett 1987). It may be, therefore, that the Boxmine
Boat is representative of the very origins of purpose built canal boats in America.

The Mountain Boats
Figure 46 "Cotton boats on the rapids above Augusta" - a contemporary nineteenth century illustration of a mountain boat
on the Savannah River (Author'S research fIles).
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:::::- As reported earlier in this paper, the dimensions of mountain boats were given by Kohn
(1938:267) as 19.6m ("56.0ft") long by 2.63m or 2.28pl ("7.5 or 6.5ft Wide"). The dimensions o(the
Boxmine Boat, ca. 17m by 3m (55.7ft by 9.8ft) compare favorably with these figures. It should be
remembered that these approximate measurements were obtained by probing through a meter of
overburden and cannot be considered extremely reliable: For example, the wider beam measurement
could be a product of the outward collapse of the gunwhale and upper strakes of the wreck (a
characteristic vessel·deterioration dynamic) or separation of parts of the vessel from the keeVkee1son
assembly.
Figure 47 Rare photograph of Petersburg Tobacco Boats in the Augusta Canal
Augusta, Ga 1875. (Used by kind permission of the Augusta-Richmond County Museum)

The mountain boats used on the upland rivers ofthe mid-Atlantic states have left a well-recorded
oral tradition which makes the vessels and their crews among the most romantic of America's early
riverboat cultures. Much of this material has been gathered and synthesized in Bruce Terrell's excellent
thesis "The James River Batteau: Tobacco Transport in Upland Virginia, 1745"- 1840." (Terrell 1988).
The term 'mountain boat' is generally accepted to indicate a batteau. These were generally
vessels of considerable length, narrow beam and shallow draft. This design was a response to conditions
met on most mid-Atlantic upland rive~ - narrow, shallow and peppered with shoal areas. where
naVigation. was possible only through natural or artificial sluices (Fig. 46).
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The vessels were opemted by small crews. Ina contempomry account quoted by Terrell, an ear~ .
nineteenth century tmveller on the St. James River stated:
"They were pointed at both ends with round bottoms without keels. A long steering oar was used
only in descending the river. In going upstream, two men pushed the boat with poles tipped with
iron points - a man on each side walking on a gangway. The third man was at an oar behind."
( Terrell 1988:53).

The cargo capacity of the mountain boats mngedfrom 65-70 bales of cotton (Kohn 1938:264) to 12
hogsheads of tobacco (Terrell 1988:52).
Terrell advances evidence for the James River batteau being the on gin of this type of craft.
Descendants of the original designer successfully applied for patents rights to the mountain boat (Terrell
1988:47) and subsequently sent agents into southern cities to collect patent fees (Terrell 1988:50).
Augusta, Georgia (Fig. 47) and Columbia, South Carolina were two of these cities, advertisements of
the patent rights were placed in .the Columbia Record Thus, the mountain boats known to have been used
in the Santee Canal may have been of the James River batteau type.

The Canal Boats
The only existing knowledge oflocal canal boats is contained in a few archival references. Senf,
in his 1787 proposal, gave dimensions of vessels to be used in the canal. He specifically refers to the
construction of such vessels, clearly indicating that he meant purposely built <;anal boats mther than
existing small cmft that would have suitable dimensions for passage through the locks. Senf states that
such vessels:" ...should have no more than fifty feet length, and be nine feet wide." In 1789 he wrote:
" ...boats admissible into the canal, be flat bottomed, nine feet beam, ...and from fifty to fifty four
feet in length on the top, to dmw no more that two feet six or eight inches water" (Webber
1954:128).
These dimensions also compare favombly with those taken from the Boxmine Boat site.
Information on the opemtion of the canal boats is also scarce. It is known that the crews poled
the boats through the canal, a pmctise adopted. soon after its opening when horse teams originally
provided for the purpose were made redundant by the crews. Kohn states that the canal boats were
operated by six men (Kohn 1938:265) but he gives varying figures for the cargo capacity of the vessels.
In his text he states that "Two canal boats, carrying 220 bales of cotton, require twelve men to navigate
them." (Kohn 1938:), indicating a load of 110 bales each. Yet in his table of dimensions he gives the
capacity as mnging from 80 to 120 bales. Since each bale weighed on avemge 300lbs (Simmons &
Newell 1989:26) and was ca.2.1m (6.0ft) tall by l.4m (4.0ft) wide (photograph, Corley 1960:25), this
is a considerable variance.
Elsewhere, Kohn irldicates that canal boats may have been used to travel on upland rivers in much
the same way as batteaux:
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shifted, and piled up within the gunwhales to pass the locks" (Kohn 1938:266) [emphasis
added].

Kohn states that the activity iil trimming cargoes wasted from one to one and a half days on the
triP to Charleston.
.
The forward end of the Boxmine Boat appears to have been severely damaged by fire. A
thermally altered ballast rock was also recovered from the bow area. The presence of this wreck in the
creek must raise the question as to the causes for its deposition. The fact that vessels were abandoned in
Biggin Creek is made amply evident by the remains documented to date. The reasons why this may have
been the case are more elusive.
Writings by Senf and Porcher quoted earlier in this paper clearly indicate that keeping the canal
itself clear of debris was an important function of the maintenance team. When the 'boating season'
declined each year, some three months were spent cleaning the canal of sediments and debris. Whether
or not this concern extended to the area ofBiggin Creek south of the tide-lock is not known. Certainly,
a clear canal would hardly be functional if its southern access was full of navigational hazards such as
wrecks. The very process of abandonment of old or damaged vessels cannot be taken for granted based
on the historical record. Most wrecked vessels dated prior to 1860 examined in South Carolina were
deposited on river bottoms or beaches as a result of unplanned sinkings. It was common practise for some
of the vessels navigating rivers and canals to be broken up on arrival at coastal ports for construction
lumber and firewood (Porcher 1970; Garrett 1987:731). It is reasonable to expect that the same process
would be employed for old or unseaworthy vessels.
In this light, a more probable cause must be hypothesized, and the Civil War presents itself as the
prime causative factor. Disruption of Southern overseas trade was an eady and effective Northern
strategy (Eller and Knox 1971:Xll). The localized result of this strategy was the immediate decline in
raw produce and materials shipped down river by southern plantations and of finished goods and supplies
being brought upriver. By the time the Civil War ended in defeat for South Carolina, its waterways had
become the depositories of abandoned river craft, barges, plantation boats and, perhaps, at least one canal
boat. Military action also resulted in the destruction of vessels in the Biggin Creek area which was a
strategic target of Federal forces, after the capture of Charleston. It was here, in the area ofBiggin Creek
known as the industrial site, that the first of the "Davids" were built. These small, low profile surface
"torpedo boats" were of considerable interest to the Federal Navy (Eller and Knox 1971:218-19) and
capture of the technology was considered important. Federal forces destroyed the yards in Biggin Creek
and the nearby nitre works. Forces under Generals Hartwell and Potter continued inland and burned Dr.
Ravenel's Wantoot Plantation among others (Bennett and Richardson 1988:208).
In terms of its scope, the vast waterways transportation system that serviced the booming
plantation economy of the ante-bellum south was never seen again. The steamboat and the railroad
effectively replaced the coastal river transportation system in the years of recovery after the war. The
microcosm ofBiggin Creek south of the Santee Canal reflected this statewide pattern. The waterway and
its abandoned vessels were already being surrendered to the elements, resulting in the 'noisome ditch'
recorded by Porcher in 1875 (1970:19).
There is another possible hypothesis for the deposition of the Boxmine Boat in Biggin Creek. In
"The Santee Canal, 1785 - 1939" author Robert B. Bennett Jr. quotes a Charleston City Gazette report
of 18 May, 1824 (Bennett, 1988:65):
"A Canal Boat, belonging to Mr. Samuel S. Saylor, from this city bound to Columbia, with a
valuable cargo of merchandise, was blown up in the Santee Canal, near the plantation of Dr.
Ravenel, on Friday last. The ~t and most of the cargo, including an elegant new pianoforte,
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were destroyed. The crew, which consisted of five Negro men, were all more or less injured ~
by the explosion, some of them dangerously. From the statement of the patroon, it appears that
a carboy of ether, or vitriol, must have burst in the hold. On hearing the explosion, he opened
a slide between the cabin and the hold and on putting in his lantern to discover the cause, fire
was instantly communicated by the candle to the foul air. The crew hastened to get off the
hatches, but while in the act of doing so, a quantity of gunpowder, which was below exploded,
and literally blew the boat to pieces."
This is an excellent reference for the wealth of information it reveals about the canal boats and
their operation. The hypothesis that this event offers an explanation for the presence of the burnt remains
of the Boxmine Boat is unlikely, but certainly attractive to contemplate. The Ravenel properties were .
in the lower section of the canal. The question remains· : Would a destroyed vessel have been dragged
south out of the canal and abandoned in BigginCreek? It would have been easier, perhaps, to further
reduced the remains to smaller pieces and throw them over the canal bank into Biggin Swamp. The
answers will have to await the excavation of the Boxmine Boat and the examination of its structure and
contents.

Flats, Barges and Cotton Boxes
The vessel remains recovered from Biggin Creek and the Santee Canal offer no direct evidence
of flats, barges and cotton boxes. Several of the disassociated structural remains, particularly the first
futtock, could well have been used in the construction of a hard chined, flat bottomed craft, as evidenced
in earlier studies (Judd 1984).
There is no question, of course, that all three types of craft were in fact used in the Santee Canal
Sanctuary area and ample archival evidence documents this statement. The fragmentary remains
recovered in various areas south of the tide-lock have clearly indicated the presence of as yet
undiscovered vessels in Biggin Creek and it is to be hoped that further investigation may yield examplC!i
of these types of craft.

The Flats
The origin of the flat, like that of canals, is lost in antiquity. Wide beamed, flat bottomed, wedge
ended craft would be a logical design response to environments that called for heavy load bearing vessels
operating in calm water where constant on and off loading had to be achieved with ease and efficiency.
Designs which can be most directly linked to the development of the flat in Colonial America are those
seen in early European illustrations of flats and ferry craft (Fig. 48).
Accounts of flat construction in North America date to the earliest Colonial times and it is in such
accounts that we see references to the "split log craft" for the first time. These were the craft built by
splitting massive cypress boles, carving each side of the split log into the desired shape and then
connecting the two sides with transverse planking. The bow and stem ends were connected and
strengthened with large square cut timbers and inner hull strengthening provided by installing shiplike
knees and longitudinal stringers.
When and where the split log technique was introduced in North America is yet to be determined.
The early colonists reported on the construction techniques for dugout canoes used by the Indians and
the split log vessel could be viewed as an adaptive response to this type of craft. Yet there is plenty of
evidence however for the very early use of split log construction techniques on the European Continent
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Figure 48 16th century illustration of a Gennan barge or flat - similarly built vessels have been documented and tentatively

dated to the early nineteenth century in North Carolina.
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(Dr. Jenny Sarrazin, Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum, Bremerhaven, Germany, personal communication
1987) andin Roman England (Damian Goodbume, Museum of London, personal communication 1989).
The availability and use of such large timbers in Europe declined long before the fll'St colonists arrived
in America, so it is possible that the split log technology was not a European import but a purely local
reinvention.
One of the early accounts of such construction is given in Lawson's account of travels ~rough
South Carolina in 1702:
"Of these great Trees [Cypress] the Pereaugers and Canoes are scoop'd and made....Others, that
are split down the Bottom, and a Piece added thereto, will cany eighty, or an hundred [barrels]."
(Lawson 1967:103)
Typical dimensions of these early split log flats were ca. 14m (40ft) long by ca. 4m (14ft) wide.
In earlier times the craft were used as ferries and for river navigation, especially in tidally influenced areas
Where their movements were predicated on the direction of tidal flow rather than the time of day.
The introduction of tidally irrigated rice production in South Carolina ca.1737 (Smith 1988:59)
doubtless ensured the continued use of the flat. The design was ideally suited to transportation within the
rice field canal systems with their straight, wide and shallow canals and sloping dike banks. In the early
nineteenth century, flats were being built in the same manner as in Walker's day. A particularly good
. . deSCription is given in David Doar's account of the rice industry:
"The carpenters went into the swamps, felled great cypresses, measuring 3 and 4 feet at the
butts, split them open by boring auger holes the whole length then hewed them into sides 30
to 40 feet long with slanted ends, brought them home by water and constructed the huge flats
or lighters for harvesting rice and smaller ones for ferrying hands across the river, for carrying
seed rice, mud for breaks and other light work. These flats were made bottomed upward, so that
6S
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the planking could be put on, and when finished they were pushed into the water and turned
over." (Doar 1936:34, Fig. 49).
Figure 49 Author's reconstruction of a large rice flat based on archaeological investigations and contemporary descriptions.

CARVED
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HEADE~
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The large rice flats would have been too wide in the beam to pass through the locks of the Santee
Canal but, as Doar notes (Doar 1936:36), smaller versions of the same design were routinely produced
to navigate the smaller feeder canals of the rice plantations.
That such large rice flats and their smaller versions navigated the Cooper River rice plantations
and the Santee Canal is supported by archaeological and archival evidence. The basis. of Doar's
information is primarily the rice industry of Georgetown County and the Santee River Delta, and the first
split log flat recorded in South Carolina was found in that county's Black River (NeweI11984). A split
log flat may be present in the main rice mill canal of Middleburg Plantation in the east branch of the
Cooper River. An early photograph of the vessel indicates this type of construction (Jim Errante, personal
communication 1988) and the presence of wreckage in the canal was confirmed by the author and Mr.
Errante in June of 1988 (Newell, 1988).
Senf in his account of the work refers to the use of "flatts" in the canal:
" ...the Woodcutters went on their usual destructive pmctice to the Banks, running their Poles
into them, climbing up and down and loading the Flatts wherever it appeared most convenient
to them. And in loading the Flatts they have seldom attended to the Directions, [that each
Proprietor of lands on the Canal, establish one or two landings or to slide on two joint Planks
the wood into Flatts] but throw it at random ..." (Webber 1954: 113-114).
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Senf was referring to the need for maintenance work on the lower sections of the canal when he
complained of the woodcutters disregard for the canal banks.
As with the rice canals, the design of the flat was well suited to the environment of the industrial
canal. There is ample evidence that it was adapted to other early American canals (Figs. 50, 51). In
Massachusetts, the Middlesex Canal, which Ian between Charleston and Middlesex Village, is reported
to have used flats. Although "flat" is not mentioned specifically in this archival reference, the design
. does, appearing in severnl illustrntions in "Old Residents' Historical Association Publications,llI" of
1886 (Clarke 1974:64,106 & 110).
Figure 50 A loaded flat with a stem sweep enters a lock in the Middlesex Canal (Used by kind permission of the American Canal

society).

Figure 51 A horse drawn flat on the Middlesex Canal (Used by kind permission of the American Canal Society).
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1heBarges
The tenn 'barge' is genemlly taken to mean a plank built cmft as opposed to the flat with its solid
wood components, although by the mid nineteenth century the terms were being used interchangeably.
That plank built cmft were being constructed as alternatives to the split log design is evident as
far back as 1760. In orders for the building of a ferry to John Skilling, Director of Carpenters at Great
Falls on the Seneca River, Geneml Jeffrey Amherst wrote:
"Thirty feet long by twelve feet wide, her waste(sic) to be two feet deep, the Bottom to be made
of Timber hew'd five Inches thick and as broad as they'll work; the Joints to be made close
enough to the Caulked, about six floor Timbers, Six Inches Square to be let into the Bottom'two
inches; the Sides to be rnade of two Inch Plank; the whole Except the knees and Floor to be made
of Pine, if to be had, She must be flamed ofT, fore & aft, that Cattle may easily be got in and
out. .. You are to proceed with the Six carpenters whom I Send with this to the Seneca River,
and build a Scow there according to the above Dimensions...These Carpenters to take seven
days provisions with them" (Public Records Office, UK, FE962. M.F. WO 34/60)
Amherst's order details a plank built barge (or scow) of a design that did not change in its
essentials until the introduction of steel barges in the twentieth century. It is also interesting to note that
six men were supposed to build the craft in seven days. It took eight men six weelcs to build a similar barge
at Mepkin Rice Plantation on the Cooper River in the 1920's (Newell & Sullivan 1984).
The Mepkin Barge is one of three plank built barges of the same general design whose presence
has been recorded in the waters off Cooper River plantations (Newell 1984), the other two being at
Lewisfield and Washington plantations. To navigate the Santee Canal, barges of this design would have
been built with a narrower beam than was typical in order to meet the 9ft 6in specification laid down by
Senf.
Some of these barges used in the canaI may have been built for one way trips. Most ports to which
mid-Atlantic canals were routed were also markets for construction lumber and fuel. It was common
practise to meet this demand by building barges in such a manner that they could be broken up for useable
lumber, and firewood upon arrival at their destination. It is reported that craft including mfts and 'flats'
which carried cargo down through locks on the Potomac to Georgetown, Delaware, were broken up for
firewood (Garrett 1987:141).
During research for a television documentary on the Santee Cooper Public Service Authority,
Alan Reese, of the South Carolina Educational Television System, found a remarkable illustration (Fig.
52) of a 'Santee CanaI Boat'. The author was kindly pennitted to copy the illustration from Mr. Reese's
files - but unfortunately no reference as to its source was available. Mr. Reese had some recollection of
finding the illustration in one of Columbia's major archival sources: the State Library, the State
Department of Archives and History or USC's Caroliniana Library. The staff at all three institutions and
the author were unable to relocate the original illustration.
The ilIustmtion is remarkable for the kind of cmft it probably documents. Most barges of the
period, certainly those examined to date in the state's waters, were constructed of a minimal number of
planks. Typically, a barge used three to four planks to a side ranging in width from .3048m to .2286m
(12 to 9in) and thickness from .0508m to .0762m (2 to 3in). Lengths were as long as could be obtained.
The simple reason for as few planks as possible was to reduce the number of seams to be caulked and
the number of plank ends to be butt joined, the method preferred to s~rphs (Newell 1985:34). In this way
a sturdy vessel could be built in a minimum of time and with as few weak points as possible. It was usual
for butt joints to be made over the top of internal battens and for planks on the' flared' ends or mmps ~
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figure 52 Dlustration captioned "Santee Canal Boat" found by SCEIV research Alan Reese and subsequently lost for lack
of a reference (xerographic copy).

,.-

be supported by sizeable knees. Flooring planks were most typically laid athwartship (transversely from
side to side) with longitudinal stringers laid end to end internally to provide additional support and
rigidity (Newell 1985:45).
The 'Reese illustration' shows something quite different. The vessel is constructed with an
overall beam to length proportion of 1:4. If the assumption is made that the barge is ca. 3.15m (9ft) wide
this gives a length of ca. 12.60m (36ft). These sizes are in keeping with regional trends. These are the
only traditional features of the craft, based on attributes of other barges of the period {Newell 1985:48).
The major differences from local traditional barges are many. In terms of overall design, the
vessel is flat ended and appears to have a sharper than nonnal bow/ramp angle. Flat ended barges did not
become common until the advent of steam powered boats designed to push barges or lighters. The earliest
barge of this type recorded in the region dates to the 1930's and was used on the construction of Pinopolis
Dam (Newell 1985). There is a stem cabin or dry area fonned by what appears to be a canvas cover
stretched over wooden laths, a technique noted on James River Batteaux (Terrell 1988:117).
The exterior planking shows six strakes above the water line and, judging from the angle of view
of the interior, there are probably no more than two strakes below the water line. This would give narrow
plank widths, possibly no more than .1524m to .2032m (6 to 8in). It is also clear from the view of the
starboard side shown that the planks are not 'shifted' in order to reduce weakness at the points where they
butt. Instead the upper planks are more or less of even length, ca.4.20m (12ft) long. They all butt over
.
the same two battens and are ·evenly bolted or nailed on each of the remaining battens.
The interior·view of the port side shows that the only internal supports.are vertical.battens which
are butted against transverse stringers. This is a clear indication that the hull planking is longitudinal,
another non-traditional feature. Based on the overall scale, the size of the battens is rather small for the
craft.
The same size battens are used to support the bow planking. It is particularly significant that the
comer supports in the bow and stem are of the same size as the rest of the battens and that they protrude
above the level of the 'sheerstrake' or topmost planks. This suggests that there is no comer bracing used,
a standard technique for giving strength and rigidity to rectangular craft when an oversize knee is not used
for this purpose.
The overall impression of the construction of the craft created by the details given in the Reese
illustration is one of a very flimsy and temporary vessel. The uniform planking lengths on the sides, the
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of the interior supports enable construction with the least amount of damage to the raw wood used, while retaining the longest possible lengths.
The illustration thus lends support to the hypothesis that it depicts an example of the type of cmft
that made one way voyages through the Santee Canal, and were broken up for lumber for resale upon
arrival. There is a heavy dependency here on the supposed accuracy of the drawing. It should be noted
that such illustrations were the only means of conveying visual information at the time, and that
contemporary diarists, Gibbes and Drayton for example, were known for the accuracy of their sketches.
Thus this illustration, which is supposed to be contemporary, may well be a reasonably accumte
representation of the original craft.
Corroboration would be provided by some knowledge of the source of the illustration. Another
- interesting area of corroboration would be a study of construction lumber re-utilization practices in
historic Charleston frame houses, data which frequently becomes available during demolition and
restoration of these properties. Such a study has not been undertaken to date (Martha Zierden, personal
communication 1989).
.vu.o..'....n ...... p ....uaullS

The Cotton Boxes
One of the rewards of the study ofa region's vernacular craft is the discovery of the unique ways
in which people of the time dealt with some specific problem related to a larger and more important
function of their local economy or lifestyle.
In this case the problem was the timely and economical transport of cotton from upland
plantations to Charleston. As reported above, the length and dangers of the Santee River route was one
of the main reasons for the building of the Santee Canal. Yet, the canal was not designed to accommodate
the coasting schooners that plied the upper reaches of the Santee River. This was the subject of some
debate in 1828 when plans were advanced for the widening of the locks of the canal to accommodate these
craft (Kohn 1938:257 quoting Blanding).
As a result, mountain boats and smaller rice flats were the only existing craft that could navigate
the entire length of the canal. Entire new vessel designs had to be produced: the canal boat, the temporary
'lumber' barge and the cotton box. As a result of archaeological and archival investigations, many of the
vessels used on the canal have been identified. A new type is seen in a contemporary illustration made
ca. 1852 by William Gibbes and now in the possession of the Charleston Museum. Gibbes' illustration
is a faded pencil sketch which has been enhanced and re-inked (Fig. 53) by an artist for reproduction in
Part 1 of this report (Simmons & Newell 1989:24). It shows a view of Black Oak Lock, lock number
seven, and in the foreground is shown a craft carrying a cargo of cotton bales. There would appear to
be one or two rows of bales eight deep, presumably stacked on a similar first layer for a total capacity
of anywhere from 16 to 32 bales. A 300lb bale of cotton was approximately 2.1m (6.0ft) long, making
two rows of bales in a 3.325m (9.5ft) wide vessel a possibility. A capacity of 32 bales would be a more
reasonable assumption based on the geneml cargo capacities discussed above. The construction of the
craft shows some interesting comparisons with the "Reese illustmtion". Only two stmke levels are shown
above the waterline and these appear to be wide planks. It is unlikely that there would be more than one
additional strake below the waterline in the vessel in its fully loaded condition. "Shifting" of the planks
is also clearly shown, the butt joins of each plank being centered on the plank above or below, a technique
which increases side strength and which is common to the shipbuilding industry. The fore end of the
vessel, facing the viewer, is shown as constructed of two planks with an exterior batten and two interior
battens. A stern sweep is indicated at the aft end. The profile of the fore end of the cmft also shows a
distinct reduction in beam from the gunwale to the water line.

==
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~hough showing considembly less detail than other illustmtions, certain conclusions can be based on

the infonnation given, namely, that the cmft is sturdily built and was therefore intended for continuous
service. The tapering of the profile of the cmft is also intriguing. Porcher reports that it was common
practise to 'nest' one boat inside another so that they might make the return journey through the canal
as one vessel, thus paying the toll for one passage instead of two (Porcher 1970:17). This pmctise was
unique in the history of North American canals according to canal historian Dr. William Trout. Canal
boats, mountain boats and most flats and barges would have been unsuitable for such a purpose - but the
cotton box shown in Gibbes' illustmtion, with its tapered sides, 'Would have been ideally suited for such

a use.
figure S3 Artist's drawing based on "A cotton Box at Black Oak Lock" by Andrew Gibbes (Courtesy of Charleston Museum
Library).
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The Tide-Lock
A study of Ear ly American industrial crafts.

The preliminary nature of the investigation into the tide-lock has done more to provoke
archaeological questions than to answer them. The site has been revealed as a repository of artifacts and
data, not only on North America's earliest canal technology, but also on the basic industrial crafts of the
time. These ranged from carpentry to stonemasonry, blacksmithing to brick making.
The state of preservation of the tide-lock appears to be much better than that of any of the
remaining locks on the Santee end of the canal (Judd 1988b). Although a great deal of damage has been
done to the structure by natural and human forces, the results of these actions are still to be found within
the site: the fallen lock gates, fmgments of metal structures, the hollow quoins are all there to be examined
and interpreted. There are perhaps two reasons for this. The lower section of the canal was in use until
the Civil War and it was doubtless maintained in working condition until this date. Most of the damage
and deterioration must have occurred between 1860 and 1936 when work on the Pinopolis Dam and
Tailrace cut off public and tidal access to the lower 1.25km of the canal. This action, as noted above,
actually served to preserve the contents of the canal and parts of Biggin Creek by allowing the buildup
of anaerobic sediments and vegetable detritus.
As a result, there remains in the tide-lock, as elsewhere in the area, a data base of interpretable
cultural material from which much can be learned. The preliminary investigations into the tide-lock have
done more to defme the scope of this data base than to reveal and interpret it. The initial interpretations
herein are offered in conjunction with corroborative archival material. This is done because of the highly
specific nature of the features being discussed and the direct relevance of the archival material.
The tide-lock gates, both found well outside the tide-lock itself, are also included in the discussion
of the tide-lock since these artifacts are an integral part of the lock. The present location of the gates is
considered a result of tidal action in Biggin Creek and have no bearing on the interpretation of the lock's
function.

Overall Construction
The tide-lock is quite different from the tide-lock of the Altamaha-Brunswick Canal (Judd
1988a) - and quite different from the generally accepted methods of basic construction of tide-locks
elsewhere.
By the very nature of their function, tide-locks are usually structures that are built at the lowland
ends of canal systems and typically in marshy areas at the heads of tidally influenced rivers. The soft
subsoils in these areas prevent the use of traditional massive masonry construction methods and this is
the reason why tide-locks are usually constructed of wood. In Northern states it was a typical practice
to build a tide-lock at a convenient location and then float it to the canal terminus. It would then be sunk .
and incorporated into the canal banks (J. Stephen Humphrey, personal communication 1989). This
avoided the problem of creating a foundation for a heavier structure on soft marshland soils .
This was not the case with the tide-lock of the Santee Canal. In his original account of the
construction of the canal, Senf makes several references to the hard limestone bed through which the
lower end of the canal was cut (Webber 1954: 21, 113). With such a bedrock, Senfhad no need to resort
to a prefabricated wooden tide-lock or to the cribbing technique used on the Altamaha-Brunswick tide72
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Fock (Judd 1988a). Instead, foundation beams appear to have been laid into the canal bed at right angles
to the banks. Planking was then laid longitudinally over the beams and was fastened to them with treenails
and wrought iron spikes. The masonry supports for the hollow quoin columns were then built on top of
the planking. This same technique was apparently used elsewhere in the canal (Judd 1988b:2), except
in the case of lock number one where the foundation beams themselves were supported on puncheons,
_vertical spiked timbers I3Il1IIled into the softer ground. It is not believed that puncheons would have been
needed under the foundations of the tide-lock because tbe limestone would have provided sufficient
footing. Investigation of the one hole eroded through the tide-lock planking between the northern
constructs did not reveal this type of information.
The type of construction used in the tide-lock for the support of the lock gates is more typical
of the construction of supports for rice plantation floodgates. The process is fully described in a 1936
account of the nineteenth century rice culture (Doar 1936: 10-11):

"In constructing the floodgates, the head of the canal was banked ofT ten or fifteen feet longer
than the proposed gate, all the water thrown out, and the bed carefully levelled. Then heavy logs
were laid crosswise four or five feet apart and mud packed solidly between them. A two-inch
plank flooring was was laid upon them and spiked; then planks or puncheons were driven
upright into the last logs, on each side, to prevent seepage in or out. ... "

The construction method used for many of the lock gates on the Santee Canal is identical to this
process. Another excellent existing example of this type of construction is found at Dean Hall Plantation,
a few miles below the tide-lock on the Cooper River. Here a main tidal floodgate, or 'Diamond Gate',
controls water flow into the northern rice fields of the plantation. Its construction details closely parallel
Doar's description and the methods used in the Santee Canal. A unique feature of this site is its granite
hollow quoin columns, two carved blocks ca. 324cm high (Newell: 1986b:3).
Such a site might be expected to make an argument for the prior existence of South Carolina's
canal technology in the fonn of rice plantation hydraulic structures. This is especially so given that the
gates were also used to allow rice barges into and out of the rice fields, and in this respect functioned as
a lock. While this may be a possibility, the Dean Hall floodgate cannot support the hypothesis since it
post dates the building of the Santee Canal. The plantation became the property of a William A Carson,
who is credited with the construction of the floodgates with granite components in 1825 (Irvine 1932:26).
In this particular case it can be hypothesized that the technology of the Santee Canal was transferred to
a local rice plantation.
The practice of mounting heavy masonry structures on wooden pilings, especially in canal
construction, is European (Rolt 1969:4), but until recently there Was no conclusive evidence as to how
these pilings were driven into the- ground during the canal's construction. Later nineteenth century
accounts descn"be barge mounted wooden frame pile drivers (Doar 1936:47), but such a method would
not have been in use in the swampy and soft soil areas of the northern canal route.
Fortunately the question was answered in the Drayton diaries. These important documents are
comprised of a series of annual diaries kept by Charles Drayton, a doctor and owner of the Drayton Hall
Plantation on the Ashley River during the period of the construction of the Santee Canal.
Drayton evidently travelled extensively during the conduct of his medical practice and wide
ranging business interests. It was evidently his habit to carefully note his daily observations. This was
done on a small sheet of paper, folded in half and divided into two columns. A collection of such sheets
made a small notebook headed with the month and year. In a neat, small hand, Drayton would note
important aspects ofbis business dealings, and any other observations that piqued his evidently intense
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and wide ranging curiosity. In addition to his notes, Dmyton also produced exquisitely miniature an1
detailed sketches to accompany his text. The result is, without doubt, one of the most valuable and
important records of daily life in South Carolina from the viewpoint of a plantation owner of the antebellum period to come to light in recent years.
Dmyton's activities frequently took him through the plantations on the route of the Santee Canal.
Consequently, he recorded a number of meetings with Christian Senf during which he made observations
about the construction activities.
On November 17th, 1797, Dmyton wrote:

n

"The piles are driven by a Tup - i.e. a Ram, hence mmmer. It is a log 3. ft long, squared, to give
a base of 14. inches, & a top of 10. It weighs about 200lb. - on the top are 4 pins - and one each
4 sides are ftxed 4 pins - these serve as handles - it being to be mised by 4 men, who stand on
a cross made with two-inch planks; having a mortise in the middle which receives the
tenanted[?] head of the Pile. The cross is put on the P.(ile) The P.(ile) is then elevated
perpendicular - it is then hauled down into the Mud - it becomes more depressed by one man
getting on, then 2.3.4. Then, the Tup is taken up, to work."
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This account is accompanied by a miniature pencil sketch showing this process (Fig. 54)
Figure 54 Artist's reconstruction of Drayton pencil sketch of a "Tup" in use.
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Test excavations did not reveal the existence of a planking floor in the middle of the tide-lock.
One test square at the center of the lock between the lower ends of the northern brick constructs revealed
the ends of planking. It is probable, therefore, that the planking was used only to provide a level floor
and foundation for each of the wing wall assemblies, in the apparent tradition of floodgates of the local
rice culture.
This leaves the question of why the tide-lock has been described as a "wooden tide-lock." In Part
I of this paper, Joe Simmons, author of the historical background section, notes that Porcher is the only
authority who describes the tide-lock as wooden (Simmons & 'Newell 1989:21). He notes that Porcher
may have actually viewed the structure since he was born in 1809. Efforts were made during the
archaeological investigation to determine more about the nature of the side walls of the tide-lock. The
interior bed of the site is scattered with brick fragments and at this stage of the investigation it is not
possible to determine if these bricks are only the product of the one demolished construct at the northeast
comer of the lock. It would appear from the limited testing that they are not, the potential number of brick
fragments argue the case for an additional source. This is not sufficient evidence on which an hypothesis
for masonry side-walls can be based, however. The only physical evidence for the presence of some type
of side wall structure is the remains of two squared timbers protruding from the west bank of the lock
just upstream of the southwest construct. Set at right angles to the canal bed, these timbers suggest
supports for some type of side wall. While the physical evidence recorded at the site is insufficient for
conclusions to be made, comparative evidence from other locks on the canal clearly suggests a reasonable
hypothesis for the tide-lock side wall construction (Fig. 55). In his preliminary report on the now dry
locks of the upper end of the canal, William Judd reports on construction features of the east end oflock
number one:
"Some vertical timbers used within the walls are visible. Since these walls were not of a crib
design, a possible method for anchoring them vertically is shown in Figure 9 ... 'The vertical
timbers measure 8" x 8" on 32" centers and are set in a low brick foundation wall. This low
brick wall was flush with the front of the timbers" (Judd 1988: 19, emphasis added).
Figure 55 A hypothetical sketch of the side wall construction at lock number one's east end (Judd 1988, Figure 9; Used by kind
pennission of the author).
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Judd's accompanying photogmphs show the low brick foundation wall with vertical timbers s~
into it. Spikes to hold lateml wall planking are clearly visible. It is reasonable to assume that the tide-lock
side walls were constructed in the same manner. Senf referred to wooden walls in his original document
when he discussed the size of the locks (Webber,1954:119) and mentioned that the length of any given
lock would be 3.5m (IOft) longer than the stipulated 21m (60ft) " ...if the Sides of the Locks are
constructed of Wood ... " It should be noted here that the distance between the quoins at the south end of
the tide-lock and the known positions of the quoins at the north end is ca. 24.50m (70ft). The presence
of the wooden side wall timbers may be the only justification for Porcher's description of the feature as
a "wooden tide-lock" (Porcher 1970:16).
The area of the canal in which the tide-lock was located was probably originally excavated in the
same manner as the rest of the canal. There are numerous archival references to the use of slave labor
for "digging" the canal (Webber 1954:123), although it has been suggested that this may not necessarily
have meant digging by hand. Senfs list of accounts, an inventory of supplies and equipment, includes
mention ofa "machine" (Webber 1954:125). According to historian Robert Bennett this may have been
a digging machine (Robert Bennett, personal communication 1989). References to such digging
machines are absent from early canal building accounts and hand tools such as picks, shovels and
wheelbarrows, appear to have been the basic tools of the "inland navigators" both in Europe and North
America.
In any event the spoil material was certainly handled with such hand tools (Fig. 56). Senrs
accounts list pine planks on which to run wheelbarrows (evidently over wet or marshy ground) and
" ... 300 boards for wheelbarrows and other purposes... " evidently implying their use for wheelbarrow
construction.
Figure 56 "Navigators'" tools as shown in an 1806 print (McKnight 1974:16).
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fccording to Senf, some 500 laborers available for digging the canal were to remove 1.98 cU.m (70cu.ft)
of spoil a day in deep cut areas and 2.27cu.m (80cu.ft) in areas where only digging to canal bed depth
was required. This figures at 0.20cu.m (7.14cu. ft) per man and 0.18cu.m (6.25cu ft) per man
respectively. Bennett reports that each laborer had to remove ca. 54 wheelbarrow loads a day (Bennett
and Richardson 1988:37). The figures imply that each wheel barrow carried ca. O.04cu.m (1.30cu.ft) of
spoil. These tools were surely used for the maintenance of the canal, although no archaeolOgical
evidence·of them has yet come to light.

Industrial Crafts Evidenced in the Construction
of the Tide-lock
Many construction projects of the Colonial period and on into the mid nineteenth centuI)' utilized
local mw materials on the construction site for the production of finished materials needed in the work
(McKee 1973:41; Christian 1972:6). This seems to have especially been the case during the building of
the Santee Canal, as reported in the earlier Historical Background section of Part 1 of this paper
(Simmons & Newell 1989: 18). According to Orvin (1973: 151) the bricks were" .. .locally produced and
sun dried.... " The mortar was locally made from oyster shell and the quoin stones were quarried in St.
Stephen's Parish. Crowson (1971:9) states that tools and equipment, spikes and hinges for lock gates,
were forged by company blacksmiths. He further states that up to 50 brick masons, 12 stone masons and
25 carpenters were part of the work force. The timber for the lock gates and other wooden components
of the canal also was procured locally from the pine and cypress stands of the Santee Swamp.
This is also evident in SenPs own discussions of the work force and materials used during the
construction project, in which he lists massive quantities of mw lumber, shells and bricks (Webber
1954: 124-125). In complaining of the lack of tmdesmen for the work during the fever ridden summer
. months, Senf refers to master carpenters and bricklayers (Webber 1954:120). Further, blacksmiths are
mentioned in a discussion of the canal maintenance (Webber 1954: 123). A large, centml production
facility was also created for the manufacture of materials and components of the canal and its locks. This
was 'Big Camp,' a 200-acre tmct on Fox Hall Plantation (Bennett and Richardson, 1988: 87-88). Thus
the tide-lock, as a finished product in the year 1800, represents the many and varied cmfts or tmdes that
were pmctised in the area at this time.

Brickmasonry
Orvin is mistaken when he describes the brick used in the construction of the Santee Canal as
'sun dried' (Orvin 1973:51). Even without examination of the brick used, it should be apparent that sun
dried bricks would not have been used in an aqueous environment where they would be subjected to the
effects of erosion by current and the considemble stress tmnsmitted through the structure by the weight
of water and movement of lock gates.
The bricks used in the construction of the upper locks and the tide-lock were examined carefully.
It was readily apparent that they were dense, hard-rued brick. The clay used is typical of the region,
having a light tan to red body in the fired condition with inclusions of manganese which create dark red
to black spots throughout the clay matrix. These are locally referred to as "Charleston brick" because of
the extensive appeamnce of this body type in Charleston buildings (Stanley South, personal communication 1989). Use of this local brick began in the area as early as 1682 (McKee 1973: 44).
Prior to the availability of the Dmyton diaries it might be reasonably assumed that the many kilns
of the Charleston area might have supplied brick to the canal. The diaries, however, confirm that Senf
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made and fired his own brick on the project. In discussing the numbers and trades of workmen employJ
on the project, Senflists " ...Labourers to assist Tradesmen: 30, Do. for the Brick Hlrds: 26." (Webber
1954:123, emphasis added).
Thanks to the meticulous observations of Dr. Drayton, we now know something about .the
activities of these 26 'labourers.' In October of 1797 he notes:
"He [SenfJ has two clay pits, which are worked alternately with 12 or 14 Oxen. preparing the
clay for one Table. A table requires one man to Mould{sic.) Ute bricks. another to supply the
table with tempered clay, by wheel barrow. & 3 boys to carry the new formed bricks, to be
piled."
The piling of new formed bricks is a reference to the process of allowing the bricks to dry to a 'green' .
state in the sun prior to firing - perhaps the source of Orvin's impression that they were sun baked brick.
The clay pits referred to are more than likely areas where the clay was mined, rather than weathered or
further prepared for brick making. Of this process Drayton notes on November 16th, 1797:
''He (Senf) prepares clay for bricks by a horse mill under a Shed. A Spurr wheel of 20ft diameter
turns 2. lantern wheels on perpendicular shafts, having thereon several instruments resembling
knives to cut the clay. these shafts tum round in the midst of a narrow tub about 6 or 7ft deep,
in which the clay to be tempered is thrown. the fresh clay occasionally thrown in at the top,
forces the tempered clay out beneath."
The table Drayton refers to is another traditional brick making device on which the tempered clay
was kneaded before being pressed into wooden forms. The sizes of the brick would have been unifonn,
but wear on the wooden brick mold, usually on the top edges against which a scraper was pressed to trim
off excess clay, eventually gave distinctive bowed shapes to at least one upper surface of the brick. This
feature was obselVed on many of the brick fragments examined within the tide-lock. Not all the bricks
were of the same size and rectangular shape observed in the tide-lock .2032m x .0953m x .0572m (Sin
x 3.75in x 2.25in). In his study of lock number one Judd documents several angled bricks shaped to
facilitate and strengthen the comers of the angled buttresses at either end of each brick construct holding
the lock gates (Judd 1988b:ll, Figs.13 &14). "Compass" bricks, wedged shaped bricks used to create
the cUlVed arches over sluices on the northern locks, were also produced at the brick yard.
It is during this same visit that Drayton provides details of the wheelbarrows that were used
throughout the construction project: "The wheel barrows are very handy, & carry about 100lb of earth,
& are readily un-burthened..." Drayton provides another minute sketch showing the dimensions of the
wheelbarrows in Fig. 57.
Once the 'green' bricks had been partially sun dried they would be ready for firing. Again diarist
Drayton leaves us in no doubt as to how Senf fired his brick. His entry of November 16th, 1797 includes
the following note:
"Brick Kiln. arches 2 or 3 bricks wide. 2 1/2 or 3 feet high. Stop the seams in the face of the
kiln, with clay, to confine the heat. Keep it burning constantly for 8 days. Stop, with bricks and
clay, the aperture of the arches on one side, & keep a fire supplied on the other for 4. days - then
reverse the operations."
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~57 A ~e from the Drayton diary discussing the manufacture of brick at Big Camp (R
d d b kin
..
of the Histone Charleston Foundation).
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Eight days seems an inordinately long time for a 'bum' but in view of the quality of Drayton~
infOlmation gathering it seems best not to question this reported fact: Archaeologist Ivor Noel Hume,
quoting E. Chambers' 'cyclopedia' of 1738, gives a very similar description of a brick kiln operation
in which Chambers states that the bricks were usually thoroughly burnt in 48 hours(!Iume 1985:173).
It is also important to note that Senf used a kiln rather than a clamp despite the nuge np'mber of brickS
he needed for the canal. Drayton's reference to a structure with brick arches clearly indicates a true kiln'
which demandsmuc:h more skill to operate than a clamp. A clamp was simply a pile of sun dried brick
stacked so ai to-allow fires to be built within the stack. Wood was then placed within and over the stack
and fired. The advantage of the clamp was that many tho~sands of bricks could be fired at once, as
opposed to the kiln of the time which could fire little more than 3000 bricks (Rume 1985:173). The
disadvantage of the clamp WClS that only a small percentage of the brick, the innermost iIi the pile, was _
truly hard fired. The rest achieved varying degrees of vitrification, the outermost being almost useless
for ';;onstruction purposes (Rume 1985: citing Chambers: 174). In his accounts list, Senf reports haVing
. 200,000 bricks on hand (Webber 1954: 125), possibly a year's production for a single kiln. Judd estimates
that as many as two million bricks might have been needed to construct all the masonry features of the
canal (Judd 1988:b8), suggesting that mor~ than one kiln must have been in use at the brick yards.
Another noticeable feature of many of the brick fragments found in the tide-lock was pronounced
glazing of at least one surface of the brick (Fig. 58).
Figure 58 Brick from the southeast hollow quoin wing wall in the tide-lock exhibiting extremely heavy glazing during the
firing process.
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Figure 59 Flemish bond used in the canal wing walls at the tide-lock and at the upper locks near the Santee River.

Chambers attributed this effect to the 'saltpeter' within each brick. It is known today that the
glazing is the result of the vitrification of wood ash products on the exposed surfaces of the brick during
the hottest period of the firing. Chambers is quoted in Hume as reporting that the hottest part of the firing
was achieved by changing the heat source from slow burning woods to fast burning" ...brush, furze,
straw, heath, brake or fern faggots."{Hume 1985:173). Fern ash was the very material used to achieve
the first alkaline-glazes produced in Edgefield County. The origination of this glazing technique in North
Ameria is dated to the early nineteenth century but there is no record to date of its discovery or
introduction into South Carolina (Holcombe 1988:47). The process was, of course, discovered much
earlier in China where rice straw was used to provide the final heating of the kiln, and ash for glazes.The
glazing on the tide-lock brick shown in Fig. 58 is an example of the serendipitous achievement of such
a fern ash, or perhaps even rice straw ash, alkaline-glaze.
The skill of the master bricklayers and their assistants is evident in the construction of the wing
walls that support the hollow quoin columns in the tide-lock. Although the brickwork could not been seen
during our investigations, it was zero visibility water or buried in mud, tactile examinations revealed
.. that the bricks were laid in a flemish bond pattern. This pattern is achieved by laying alternate courses
of brick, a header (end) then a stretcher (side) (Fig. 59). In each course a header would overlap the
stretcher below, forming a strongly bonded wall. Flemish bond became popular in England in the
seven.teenth century and began to appear in North America during the mid eighteenth century and was
used well into the nineteenth. Its popUlarity waned later in the nineteenth century when it was replaced
by the common American bond (McKee 1973:48-51).
There are up to six standard forms of masonry joints, the treatment of the mortar when it is
sandwiched between the brick courses. The simplest is the flush joint in which the excess mortar is
scraped off the wall with a trowel after the brick has been laid in (McKee 1973:70). This is the type of
joint used throughout the tide-lock. It is clearly visible in the remains of the northern locks as reported
by Judd (Judd 1988b).
The type of mortar used is well documented, Senf reports having 6,000 bushels of shell on hand
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Fsmost commonly associated with structures ofunbumed brick. Its use in North America is associated
with brick and stone walls in areas where lime was difficult to obtain, certainly not the case on this site.
The mortar was often used because of its low cost, but its principle disadvantage was its poor
perfonnance in wet areas and humid climates (McKee 1973:61).
Figure 61 Clay mortar attached to a brickbat recovered from the southeast _quoin area

Rather than being an anomalous artifact at the site, the clay mortar is most probably a remnant
of a nearby chimney stack. In 1828 specifications were written for the construction of lock keepers
houses on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. The specifications required the walls to be laid with clay
mortar except for outermost layer of brick (McKee 1973:71). It was also common pmctise for chimneys
to be laid with clay mortar below the roofline; a pmctise documented in North America as early as 1718
(McKee 1973:61). Protected ir~~ the elements, the clay in the chimney stack would have been baked
to a dumble condition by the heat rising from the fire.
The presence of a mound on the canal bank above the southeast quoin has been reported above.
It has also been noted above that the tide-lock had a lock keeper's ·holJSeand a toll receiver's office. The
presence of fire brick and the remains of a wood burning stove in the same area (see Artifact Analysis),
tends to support the claim that a structure of some type did in fact exist in the vicinity of the southeast
quoin. Originally planned test excavations in the area would have confirmed or negated this supposition.

The Carpenter's Trade
" 'The carpenter who builds a good House to defend us from Wind and Weather, is far more
serviceable than the curious Carver who employs his art to please his Fancy' " (Anon. quoted
in Sloane 1964).
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Eric Sloane's quotation from a 1719 tool pamphlet was never more true than when applied to the
lock gates fashioned by Senfs master carpenters for the tide-lock. Even Porcher's usually critical
account gives credit to the "works and craftsmanship" of the locks and gates, claiming that they paralleled
or exceeded similar structures of the time (Porcher 1970: 3).
A total of25 carpenters worked on the gates and bridges of the canal (Crowson 1971:9 quoting
State Papers of 1808, 789-790). Four were retained to maintain them.
Several sources report that the gates were made of cypress. cut in the Santee Swamp. From the
data recovered from the one remaining gate, the following construction process can be conjectured:
The large timbers for the frame of the gate were squared off. There is no evidence of saw marks
on un-eroded areas of these timbers, so they were most likely cut to rough dimensions with an adze.
Mortises were then cut into each major upright to receive tenons to be calVed on the ends of the cross
members. Examination of the base of the mortise holes on several uprights shows the remains of drill
bit marks, an indication that a boring machine was used to drill out the mortises before they were chiselled
square (Sloane 1964:45).
The tops of each upright were then calVed into tenons designed to fit into mortises on the massive
balance beam to be used to swing the gate open or closed within the lock. With the initial preparation
of the uprights complete, the cross members would then have been shaped to size. The upper cross
members had simple tenons, the lower ones showed complicated double tenons which mated with
opposite tenons on the ends of the uprights. The center members were cut ca.. 027m thinner than the
uprights and upper and lower cross members in order to provide for the insertion of boards on the
upstream face of the gate. Tenons for the cross members were probably cut one end at a time: this would
enable the uncut end of each cross member to receive blows from a heavy mallet in order to drive the
tenon into its mortise. Once seated in the mortise, two treenails were driven through the mortised beam
to securely pin the two timbers together. This is a typical colonial period practice in structural building
and was regarded as the most secure of joints. It was more commonly used on timber subjected to tensile
and shearing stresses (Condit 1968:7), of which the tide-lock gates are an excellent example.
At this point a determination was probably made as to which type of gate was to be produced,
a right or left hand gate (viewed from the upstream side). A left hand gate of the type found during the
project would have had a vertical support inserted near the lower right hand comer to support one of the
sides of the frame for the gate paddle, the small sluice gate design to allow water to flow out of the tidelock. Another paddle would have been placed in the opposite location on the right hand gate. With the
cross members in place on one side, the tenon would have been calVed on the open ends and these would
have then been fitted to the second upright. It too would have been hammered into place, then secured
with treenails through each tenon.
The main framework of the gate was now complete and the rough work could begin. The
positioning of the paddle would then determine which upright was to be the semi-rounded heel post and
which would be the angled mitre post. The rounded heel post was probably shaped to a pattern which
would have been used by the stonemasons and blacksmiths to match its shape to the stone hollow quoins
and metal support stirrups (see discussion below). How the mitre post was shaped is not known. The need
for accuracy in their shaping must have been great, for there is no evidence of metal sheathing being
attached to the mitre posts to ensure a watertight face between the two gates. Sheathing was used for
example on the floodgates at Dean Hall Plantation 25 years later (Newell 1986b:4).
The frame of the gate was then prepared to receive the planking for the upstream side. This
was done by cutting a ca.. 027m rabbet around the inside edges of the frame (the two inner cross
pieces were recessed this distance as indicated above). The absence of chisel marks on either surface
of the rabbet indicates the possible use of a rabbet saw or rabbet plane to cut this shelf.
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11mt it was cut after the frame was assembled is evidenced by the fact that the mbbet shears through cross
member timbers which were not offset sufficiently to be below the depth of the mbbet cut. At the comers
of the frame the mbbet also cuts very close to the tenons, leaving only a thin section of wood ca. .005m
thick shielding the tenon.
On the lock gate studied the mbbet was cut on all four sides for the full length of each side. This
may have been an error or standard pmctice, it is not possible to confinn this in the absence of another
gate from which comparisons can be made. In any event, this meant that two fIllets had to be used to reflll the mbbet in the lower right hand comer of the gate to build up the frame of the paddle to the geneml
surface of the upstream side of the gate. Two additional pieces of wood were nailed to the tops of the
framing timbers for the paddle for this same purpose.
Senfmakes reference to "grooved planks for the lock" (Webber 1954:123) and it is on the surface
of the gates that their only use is found. The planks, of varying widths, were grooved on both edges, most
probably with a plow plane, and nailed at an angle onto the upstream surface of the gate. Fitting into the
pre-cut mbbet, these boards created a flush surface over the gate frame. The boards were joined to each
other in a typical colonial period technique: a "spline," or small strip of wood, was placed in the tunnel
created when the edge grooves of two boards were placed against each other (Sloane 1964:62), (Fig. 62).
Figure 62 Sloane's illustrations of the plow plane and the method of joining the grooved boards it produced.
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The vertical edges of the paddle frame were completed by the addition of four more lengths of
wood, two small strips nailed to the frame, and two wider ones nailed to the top of the smaller. This would
create a groove in which the paddle itself could rise and fall while being held against the surface of the
lock gate. These are known as paddle guides. The paddle was constructed of four boards and a wrought
iron yoke as reported above.
The wider downstream side of the paddle served to fit into the grooved frame on the gate. How
the paddle was raised and lowered is not clear, any mechanism that might have existed having long since
been eroded or destroyed. The simplest form of paddle employed a rigid bar attached to the paddle; it
was raised and lowered by hand and secured in place with a peg passed through one of a series of holes
in the bar (Harris 1969:70). A similar armngement is used in rice field plug trunks and is shown in
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Garrety's excellent dmwings in Doar's book (Doar 1936:11). The roller device found inside the tide-lOCk
may also be related to a lifting mechanism, although it would seem rather too heavily made for such a
function.
With the main assembly of the gate completed, the carving of seats for the ironwork would have
commenced. The ends of the heel post were carefully calVed to allow a metal stirrup to be flush mounted
over the location of each morise and tenon joint, its ends being through bolted with a drift pin running
through the cross arm. The top and bottom cross member mortise and tenons were both reinforced in this
way. The two inner cross members were also carved to allow the "T" ended metal cross pieces, or dogs,
to be inserted (see discussion of ironwork below). These were also fastened to the downstream face of
the gate with iron drift pins.
The base of the heel post also appears to have been carved to receive a metal "tan-pin;" This is
. the pin which enables the heel post to swivel in a metai pot set at ·the base of the hollow quoin colUmn
(Harris 1969:198). The carved recess is clearly shown in Fig. 18. The South Carolina Historical Society
is in possession of a pot and tan-pin assembly from a Santee Canal gate which is pictured in Bennett
(1988:24).
Although erosion makes precise interpretation difficult, it appears that the tan-pin was slightly
offset to provide an eccentric mounting for the gate. This is consistent with the design of European heel
post mechanisms designed to swing the heel post out of the hollow quoin recess as the gates were
opened(Franzius 1936:299). The rounded heel post and its metal stinups were probably not designed to
swivel inside the hollow quoin. The wood, metal and gmnite contact surfaces would have been subjected
to too much friction and wear. Offsetting the tan-pin allows the hollow quoin to serve as a receptor for
the curved heel post when the gate is closed. As the lock chamber is filled, the angle of the gates tmnsmits
the tremendous weight of the water to the hollow quoin, thus achieving a tight seal (Fmnzius 1936:297305).
The basic structure would now have been ready for hanging. Once secured in place in the lock,
the gate would most probably have the massive balance beam attached. Of these, no evidencehas been
recorded. Considering the destruction documented by the Corps of Engineers in 1881 (U.S.Anny
1881:1156-1157), it is possible that the tide-lock was robbed of useful lumber as well as brick. In such
a case, the balance beams would have been desimble items - along with the large lumber used for the tidelock side walls.
A discussion of the construction of the tide-lock gates is also an appropriate place to discuss the
artifact known as the 'planking construct.' The device was found between and slightly to the south of
the remains of the downstream hollow quoin columns. The most reasonable explanation for this artifact
is that it forms the principle component of the bridge over the downstream or "tail gates" of the lock. Its
size, 5.19m or 17.03ft, is reasonably close to the "16 feet" specified by Senf{Webber 1954:9). The larger
size may be a result of the wider width of the tide-lock gates. The distance between the two in situ hollow
quoins at the lower end of the tide-lock was 5.25m (17.23 ft), much wider than the 2.7 4m (9ft) specified
by Senf in his original plans for other locks.
An interesting feature is the attachment of a section of wire rope to one side by means of two
clenched spikes. Wire rope was introduced into North America shortly after 1841 by John August
Roebling who is credited with its invention at that time (Schulyer 1931:48). This might indicate that the
bridge is a replacement structure or one modified sometime after this date. It should be noted however,
that sophisticated wire rope suspension bridges had already been designed in England prior to 1843
(Wea1e 1843). The function of the wire is not clear. Senfmakes references to bridges built across the canal
in his reports and most of these were not tuming or dmwbridges (Webber 1954:9). In the case of the tidelock which, because of its much larger width,was designed to allow large riverine cmft into the lower
reaches of the canal, removable bridges at the tide-lock may have been a necessity. Senrs earlier quot~
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Figure 63 Lock gates built on the Warwick & Binningham Canal in the 1790's showing similarity of ironwork and wood
construction. (Harris 1969:18)
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reference to the loading and unloading of cmft "of considemble burthen" at the lower end of the canal
is not clear in this respect.(Webber 1954:21)
No meaningful interpretive statements can be made at this time about the carved timber. This is
the isolated log removed from the canal by a contmctor's backhoe. The only machine marks visible on
the timber are those of a boring tool used to pre-drill three large mortise holes as with the lock gate
timbers. This type of joint, as discussed above, is intended to provide support for a structure undergoing
shearing stresses such as those in a moving device. Since the timber was already out of context when
discovered, it is unlikely that further evidence to explain its function will be found.
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The Blacksmiths
A "commodious" blacksmith's shop was one of the facilities established by Senf at his Big Camp
Plantation production facility to produce all the metalwork used on the Santee Canal project (Webber
1954:129). Of the blacksmiths who worked there little is known. The numbets of carpentets, brick and
stonemasons are frequently mentioned in the record, but nothing was stated regarding the number of
blacksmiths who produced the tremendous amount of wrought iron needed for the project. Senf does note
that two blacksmiths were to be retained by the company to help mamtain the canal (Webber 1954:129).
This is curious inasmuch as the blacksmith, even more so than other cmftsmen, was an important
figure in industrial and agricultural societies of the Colonial period and on into the nineteenth century.
The blacksmith's forge produced a staggering array. of articles for both urban and agricultural
communities ranging from the humble nail to brilliant and fanciful art such as Charleston's famed Sword
Gates. Yet blacksmiths do not appear to have organized fonnal societies, such as the brick masons of
Europe did with their Freemasons Society. Perhaps for this reason there is very little in the way of
contemporary accounts of their day to day work and modes of operation. Ivor Noel-Hume's Historical
Archaeology, a standard reference in the field, lists only seven books on the subject in his categorized
bibliography (Hume 1969: 338-339). As with the written record, there is a scarcity of actual artifacts for
study relating to the menial objects that actually fonned the bulk of the blacksmiths work, the nails,
horseshoes etc. .
The city of Charleston selVes as an excellent example of this phenomenon. The Charleston
blacksmiths of record are those who produced work of considerable value to the populace. They are
remembered for an artistic legacy of architectural wrought ironwork for which the city is justly famed.
Utilitarian ironwork, on the other hand, was of no special importance. Once a nail or a bam door hinge
had selVed its purpose it was more than likely returned to the forge to be fashioned into some other
common device, such things were mrely worth recording or saving, which is why they are of such great
interest to researchers today.
The majority of documented architectural wrought ironwork in Charleston dates to the period of
greatest wealth from the rice trade, ca. 1830 - 1860. Of the period prior to this, one author writes: "Diligent
search has failed to reveal which of the many smiths who plied their trade in Charleston during the
eighteenth century and the fitst two decades of the nineteenth executed any particular pieces of
importance." (Deas 1941 :27)
Who were these blacksmiths who toiled on such unnoteworthy labots? Many of them were
doubtless smiths like Thomas Lovelace who advertised in the South CaroJim Gazette of March 25th,
1732:
"Blacksmith's Tools of all Sorts, and Iron belonging to a Blacksmith's Shop, will be sold on
the 25th of next month.. .Also a white SetVant Man a Blacksmith, having 2 years and odd Days
to selVe, being an able workman."
Another advertisement of May 21, 1753 reveals more details of the general work conducted:
"James Lingard, Smith and Farrier, makes all kinds of scroll work for grates and stair cases; ship, jack,
and lock work, and all other kinds of smiths' work at his shop on Mr. Maine's (commonly called
Frankland or Sinclair's) wharf."
WhalVes were common locations for smithies in port areas since the ship trade generated a great
deal of ironwork. The steady expansion of Charleston's waterfront is perhaps another reason why there
has been no excavation of a colonial period blacksmith's shop to date (Martha Zierden, pers~
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~mmunication 1989).
Another neglected factor in study of the common blacksmith of this time is his ethnic origin.
Slaves with trade skills were highly valued and it is probable that many slaves broUght iron working and
wood working skills with them. The regions of West Africa which provided ·slaves to the Colonies had
an iron working tradition which dates far back into antiquity, and there, unlike Europe or early North
America, blacksmiths belonged to exclusive guilds and often assumed positions of royalty or priesthood
(Christian 1972:49). In New Orleans, a city whiCh has so many other parallels with Charleston, Negro
ironworkers were renowned for their architectural ironwork. '
It is known that black appr~ntices worked in Charleston smithies (Deas 1941:27), and that the
Santee Canal Company received special permission from the legislature to import 60 black slaves for
work on the canal (Bennett 1988:67). The common laborers on the canal were slaves hired from local
plantation owners, and, since blacksmiths were known to be "attached to the company" (Crowson
1971:9), it can be hypothesized that some of these imported slaves may have been acquired for their trade
skills.
The blacksmiths shop built by Senf at Big Camp was probably similar in layout and content to
the typical smithy of the day. Both the tools and techniques of blacksmithing have changed little since
early Colonial times and good descriptions of these forges are given in Hume's book (Hume 1969:179182) and in Practical Blacksmithing (Richardson 1828-91:33-98).
While the archival record on blacksmiths in the state and the Santee Canal is scarce, the
archaeological record of their products in the Canal is not. The limited test excavations conducted during
this project produced 188 examples of utilitarian ironwork. The potential, therefore, for future recovery
of a great many examples of wrought ironwork of the late eighteenth and early nineteeth centuries is
considerable.
Before any product can be forged in a smithy, good iron must be acquired from which the product
is to be made. The production of iron stock from ore began early in Coloirlal history (Schiffer, et al
1979:10). The existence of foundries in South Carolina in Colonial times and the early nineteenth century
is hinted at in Mullholland's AHistoryofMetals in Colonial America, (Mullholland 1981) and fully
reported in Cowan 1987. This latter publication documents 20 furnace sites in the Carolina piedmont.
Documentation exists to show that at least one of these fumaces, Hill's Iron Works at York County, S.C.,
actively solicited business in the Charleston area (Cowan 1987:22). Perhaps of even greater significance
is the fact that the owner of Hill's Iron Works, Colonel William Hill, was one of the charter members
of the Santee Canal Company in 1786 (Cowan 1987:6). Iron works in three South Carolina counties,
York, Spartanburg and Greenville, were operating from 1770 to 1800 (Terry Ferguson, personal
communication 1989) and would have been able to supply cast iron bar stock to Senf. Examples of such
cast iron 'pigs' have been recovered from sites in South Carolina (Fig. 64).
While Senf is known to have cut trees for his lumber and mined clay and rock for bricks and quoin
stoneS, it is unlikely that he would have felt it necessary to invest in the· furnace equipment needed to smelt
ore. The supply of ready made wrought iron bar stock and cast pig iron within the state could have come
from these local and northern foundries and such stock is known to have been imported into the country
since early Colonial times.
It is interesting to note that Senflisted "Colliers" in his records oflaborers (Webber 1954: 123),
the name given to men whose trade was the gathering of wood and its conversion to charcoal for use, in
iron furnaces (Schiffer, et a/-1979:11-12). Since large forges also used charcoal for improving and
working wrought iron, it is thought that this is a more likely explanation for the use of colliers by Senf.
The principal sources of imported wrought iron were Britain, Sweden and Spain. Of the three,
Swedish wrought iron was considered the best. Sweden began exporting wrought iron stock to Europe
dUring Medieval times and its qualities were being praised in Colonial America as early as 1703: Moxon
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Figure 64 Cast iron pig found at Potato Ferry, a product of northern foundries, such pigs were resmelted for production of
wrought iron stock. Art by Marcus Fellballm.

states.....Swedish Iron is of all sorts, the best we use ...!t is a fme tough sort ofiron, which will best endure
the hammer, and is softest to the file; and therefore most coveted by Workmen to work upon..."(Kauffman
1966:55, quoting Moxon of 1703).
The workability and durability of wrought iron isa result of its molecular structure and chemical
makeup. Cast iron has a high carbon content and a crystalline structure (Aston 1939:17-19). As a result
it is highly wlnerable to rust and stress fractures. Wrought iron is the product of re-smelting cast iron
to bum off the carbon content. The result in the furnace is a 'bloom' or mass oflow carbon iron. The bloom
is heated and hammered repeatedly until it assumes a compacted, fibrous structure consisting of pure iron
and ferrous silicate. The wrought iron product was usually forged into square cross section bars of various
sizes and shipped in that fonn. While it is likely that cast iron was re-smelted in the state for production
of wrought iron, it is not likely that the smiths at Big Camp were engaged in this activity, the capital
investment would have been prohibitive.
It was common for blacksmiths to improve low quality wrought iron by re-heating and rehammering, it is most likely that Senrs colliers produced wood and charcoal just for Big Camps's forges.
The high quality of the wrought iron used by the canal blacksmiths is evident. Metal items
exposed to repeated inundation and drying in the canal bed were still found to be in generally excellent
condition. Wrought iron retaining brackets photographed by William Judd at lock number one exposed
only to the air were in excellent condition (Judd 1988b: Fig. 4).
This is due to the principal virtues of wrought iron, its resistance to corrosion and fatigue failure
due, according to Aston, to its pure iron base, freedom from segregated impurities, and the presence of
the glass-like slag fibres embedded in the metal (Aston 1941:59).
The chemical contents of wrought iron from various dated contexts in North America to 1825
is well known (Aston 1941:20·26) and therefore intended analysis of samples from the Santee Canal
could contribute to this record and provide useful infonnation for future researchers and hopefully
pinpoint the iron's source.
The principal products of the shop at Big Camp were the nails, spikes, stirrups, bolts and dogs
;;;:
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iliat would have been used on everything from lock gates to dwellings and bridges. &oine.~pecialty
products were also made there: the retaining clamps anchored into the hollow quoins to h~ldthe heei
posts of the lock gates, the shaped yokes for the paddles (Fig. 65), and the tan-pins and potS. Since the
canal company built canal boats (the carpenters were also referred to as boat-builders [Webber
1954: 129]), it is probable that ship hardware was also manufactured there.
Figure 65 Upper section of the lock gate paddle showing the top of the wrought iron yoke by which it Vias attached to the lifting
mechanism.

Among the most unique wrought iron artifacts recovered were severnl "Y" shaped pole tips and
one conical pole tip with a fragment of pole still embedded in it. Authors Terrell (1988:112, 114) and
Kirkwood (1963:24) reference "iron tipped" poles used by boatmen. Presumably, some or all of these
may have been fabricated at Big Camp (Fig.66).
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Figure 66 Wrought iron pole tips found at the northern end of the tide-lock. (Art by Russ Baltzegar)
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Figure 67 Selection of nail types excavated in the northern end of the tide-lock.
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Nails, one of the most ubiquitous artifacts of relatively recent human activity, have always been
difficult to precisely analyze in terms of style and temporal period. Settlers, throughout the European
occupation of North America, made nails regardless of their actual calling:
"This manufacture [nails], with very little encouragement, has grown up remarkable. It has
become common for country people in Massachusetts to erect small forges in their chimneycomers, and in the winter evenings when little other work can be done, great quantities of nails
were made by children. These people take the rod of iron from the merchant and return him
nails; and, in consequence of this easy mode of barter, the manufacture is prodigiously great.
The advantages are not exclusively in the hands of the people of Massachusetts. The business
might be pursued in a similar manner in every state exerting equal industry" (Kauffman
1966:117, quoting from Historyof.Manufactures by Bishop, 1861).
It is known that nails and spikes for the Santee Canal were produced at the blacksmiths' shop at
Big Camp (Crowson 1971:9), but it may not be that the blacksmiths themselves engaged in this task: "If
there were an unusual demand for nails at a partiCUlar time, the blacksmith might hire a man who did
nothing but make nails. Such men probably lacked the imagination required of a blacksmith.... "
(Kauffman 1966: 117).
If such was the case, perhaps the nails and spikes used in the canal were made by the "laborers
to assist Tradesmen" listed in the Senf account (Webber 1954:123). Kauffman provides a good
description of the manufacturing process for wrought iron nails (quoting an article by Dr. D. H. Mercer,
"The Dating of Old Houses"):
"The wrought-iron nail was made from rectangular strips of malleable iron, several feet long
and about a quarter of an inch thick, called nail rods, which were fumished to the blacksmith
or nailer, who holding one in his hand, heated its end in the forge, and then on the anvil, pointed
it with a hammer on four sides. Next he partly cut it above the point on the 'hardy' with a
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hammer blow, and then, inserting the hot point in the swage hole, he broke ofT the rod and
hammered the projecting end so as to spread it around the top of the hole: after which; the
cooling shrunken nail was easily knocked out of the orifice.".{KaufTman 1966:118).

~

Examination of the larger nails and spikes found in the tide-lock exhibit features consistent with this
production process (Fig. 67).

The Stonemason's Craft
The one point of a canal lock that bears the greatest structural pressure is the small area where
the lock gates impart the weight of the water in the chamber to the side or wing walls (Franzius 1936:298).
It is for this reason that this point of the lock chamber wall is constructed of massive stone quoins that
are themselves anchored into the lock foundation and brickmasonry. Stone, as a building material, is not
suitable for areas subjected to moving stresses because of its brittle composition. It is most suitable for
resisting heavy weight; however, large heavy stones in massive groups can resist active forces because
of their inertia and because it takes great force to overturn them (McKee 1973:9).
The hollow quoins of the tide-lock, as elsewhere in the canal, were made with great precision and
skill. They are possibly the single most durable fabrications of the entire project, yet there is little or no
evidence beyond the stones themselves of the men who made them.
Nowhere in SenPs account of the canal are stonemasons mentioned. Bennett states that 12
stonemasons, along with 50 brickmasons, built the locks, but the source of this infonnation is not clear.
There is insufficient information about these anonymous craftsmen to advance even the most t~nuous
of hypotheses. The only significance that might be attached to the lack of references to the stonemasons
is that they may not have been employed on the same terms as other tradesmen. That is, they were not
"attached" to the company as the blacksmiths were for example.
Highly skilled stonemasons were not widespread in Colonial America. Many simple buildings
of early America utilized stone especially for foundations and chimneys, yet the stonework was typically
rough and unfinished. According to McKee (McKee 1973:34), relatively few historic buildings in early
times were built with stone walls and "only the most expensive public and private structures were
elaborately finished ...".
The individuality of early stonemasons is attested to by their practise of 'signing' their work, a
tradition inherited from Europe (Ireson 1983:92). Stonemasons employed on the construction of the
locks on the Potomac River carved intricate marks into some of the stones. Interestingly, these same
marks have been found on stones carved for the Capitol, the White House and the federal fort in New
York (Garrett 1987:749). No marks were found on quoin stones in the Santee Canal; however, those of
the tide-lock were buried and examination of them was by no means complete.
Information on the source of the stone for the hollow quoins is equally scarce. Most builders used
nearby stone sources, simply because of the expense and logistics of procuring stone from distant
quarries. It appears that both local and imported stone Was used on the Santee Canal.
Orvin states that aU 13 locks were supplied with stone from a quarry in St. Stephen's parish near
Pineville (Orvin 1973:151). Orvin is frequently inaccurate and the archaeological record shows that in
this statement he is only partially correct. Several of the hollow quoins examined in the tide-lock are
carved from a ferruginous limestone which might well have a local origin. Two other hollow quoins
examined at Pinopolis Dam are made of finished marble, and are clearly not of local origin.
The use of marble is mentioned in connection with lock number one (Bennett 1988:18) and
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6owson reports that the brickmasonry was faced with "marble ashlar," (Crowson 1971:9). It is more
likely that lock number one, the initial "showpiece" entrance to the canal system, was the only one faced
with marble and that the quoin stones examined at Pinopolis Dam were from this lock. Bennett and Judd
also report the use of granite for stones in the upper lock system (Bennett 1988: Fig. 6; Judd 1988b:4).
This would also suggest that some stone was imported from elsewhere.
Crowson states that the source of marble for the facings was Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
(Crowson 1971:9). While this city might have been the place from which the marble was exported, it was
probably quarried elsewhere. A review of early marble quarrying operations for construction quality
stone shows that the first recorded marble quarries in America were in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania and at Morristown and Marble Hall, Pennsylvania, where quarries were operating from ca. 1776
to 1785 (McKee 1973: 15). Records indicate that marble for various architectural components were being
shipped from northern ports to Charleston early in the nineteenth century, (McKee 1973: 19).
Granite was being quarried in Elbert County, Georgia in the eighteenth century but precise dates
are not recorded (Newell 1976:5). In any event it is likely that Senfhad the resources available to him
to transport stone from local and non-local sources to a central stonemasonry operation, most likely at
Big Camp.
Both limestone and sandstone could have been quarried locally as Orvin claims. If an examination of the Pineville area could produce an early quarry, a great many questions about Senrs quarrying
practices could be answered. In general, deep quarries in Early America were worked in much the same
way as they were in ancient times, a trench was cut down to bedrock and blocks outlined with thin
channels cut with drills and chisels. Dry wooden wedges were then tightly pounded into the channels.
The wedges were then soaked with water; as they expanded, the blocks were split out of the bedrock. This
process was being used in the mid nineteenth century in Pennsylvania and was probably being used at
this same time in granite quarries known to be worked in Edgefield County, South Carolina (Simmons
1988:9). The blocks would then have been transported in carts or dragged on 'stone boats ' (wooden sleds)
to the work site.
After the quarrymen had delivered therough stones, they would have been dressed and roughly
shaped by "rough masons" before being turned over to the "free mason" for finishing. The finished
blocks were laid by "setters" and "layers", the entire operation being supervised by the "master mason."
The master mason traditionally was the organizer and supervisor of all stone work (Ireson 1983:72-92).
The free-masons had the most demanding job on the Santee Canal. Not only did they carve the
hollow quoin channels to exacting specifications, but they also had to drill many of the stones and carve
insets into which the metal retaining brackets were set (Judd 1988b: Fig. 6). The holes driJled through
some stones (Judd 1988b: Fig. 4) were probably made in the traditional way with drills, or jumpers. The
drill was a long piece of wrought iron with a chisel tip. It was held by one workman and struck on the
end by another with a sledgehammer. The man holding the drill rotated it after each blow and considering
the length of some of the quoins this must have been a labOrious and exhaUSting task. .
Many of the stones were also face-chiselled on the faces against which the brick masonry of the
lock wall abutted. This was done to help achieve a bond between the quoin and the brick mortar.
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Analysis of the Tide-lock Artifact Assemblage
Test pits in the tide-lock of the Santee Canal yielded a wide variety of artifacts which appear to
represent the residue of numerous activities (Appendix B). By this virtue, they may contribute to OUr
understanding of human behavior; however, both cultural and natural processes must be taken into
consideration before these activities can be explained. The artifacts may not only reflect the probable
activities of canal staff and boat crews, but may also represent the, long term affects of water currents.
At this time there are inherent difficulties in the interpretation because of these natural forces which
appear to have influenced the lateral and stratigraphic associations of the artifacts.
In Webber (I954:129-130), Senfstates that toll receiver's houses were to be located at either end
of the canal, and that lock-keeper's houses were to be adjacent to each of the locks, except the tide-lock.
This cannot be taken to mean that the tide-lock was not staffed with a lock operator, obViously sta"ffhad .
to operate the facility. It may imply that tolls were not charged until a canal vessel entered the canal at
the next lock and this further reinforces Senfs report (Webber 1954) that the area of the canal above the
tide-lock was the 'lower end" of the canal where larger vessels could load and unload cargoes from and
into canal vessels and warehouses as stated above. If this is true, the artifacts recovered from the tidelock might be expected to reflect various patterns of the continual use and occupation of this area during
the operational life of the canal, 1800 to ca. 1860.
There are few undelWater sites where stratigraphic integrity is such that these patterns can be
found (Purdy 1988). In the tide-lock, a stratum of gravel was found in which artifacts were present (Fig.
9); therefore an understanding of the deposition processes active at the site is needed before spatial
importance can be attributed to these artifacts.
It is known that the canal undelWent periodic cleaning in order to keep it free of obstructions and
sediment accumulations (Webber 1954: 11). The locks might reasonably be expected to be a special focus
of these activities as they could not have operated efficiently otherwise. In England the building of leak
proof lock gates was a matter of pride. Builders expected to be able to sit on the sill below a closed mitre
gates without getting their pants wet! (Rolt 1973:133). The presence of even a small amount of gravel
in the tide-lock would have prevented proper closure of its gates. Subsequent archaeological excavation
can not be expected to reveal a continuous stratified record of artifacts reflecting the refuse disposal
. patterns of the canal operators or the transient users, as a result of the cleaning activities.
The gravel in the tide-lock must therefore have accumulated after the canal was abandoned. This
is believed to have occurred after the onset of the Civil War. During the next seventy years, 1860 to ca
1930, tidal currents and floods would have had unimpeded flow in the canal. Runoff from heavy rains
and, to a lesser degree, the actions of high tides, during this period would have transported discarded
artifacts and sediments from eroding banks down the canal until they met with obstructions capable of
retarding the current velocity and allowing them to settle out. The presence of coarse gravels within the
tide-lock is convincing evidence of this process. The process was brought to an end by the closure of the
south end of the Santee Canal which was blocked by spoil excavated from the nearby Pinopolis Dam
Tailrace
Test excavations at the upstream end of the tide-lock produced large quantities of artifacts resting
against features of the lock which projected into the current, the wing wall floors and lock gate sills. This
indicates that artifacts were being deposited by a downstream current. In contrast, a 1m control square
upstream from the tide-lock proved sterile. Another excavation unit downstream of the upper gates
produced only brick fragments and very low concentrations of artifacts. The existence of strong currents
in the canal has been demonstrated by'the high degree of erosion exhibited by wooden artifacts. Such
currents could easily transport even heavy artifacts down the canal since the surface of the marl bedrock
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fa;"an extremely slippery surface film when wet. This is a commonly noted danger by divers and
fishermen.
If this hypothesis is correct, the artifacts in the tide-lock represent material deposited by two
processes. First, artifacts were deposited throughout the canal during its opemting lifetime and subsequently "captured" by the tide-lock structure as currents and floods tmvelled along it and, secondly,
artifacts were deposited in the tide-lock as a result of the collapse of the wing walls and associated
features on the tide-lock banks.
Figure 68 Two ovoid fonn stoneware vessels reconstructed from sherds
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Statistical and taxonomic analysis of the artifacts recovered supports
this hypothesis. Ceramic artifact';, ,
.
among the best chronological indicators, provide a mean ceramic date (South 1977:210-212) of 1830.
This is consistent with archival references to the period of greatest ~e of the canal, evidenced by the
payment of dividends to canal company" shareholders (Orvin 1973: 153).
A total of 104 whiteware sherds were recovered. Of these 60% were undecorated, the balance
being a mixture of annular, shell edged, blue and red printed transfer, and finger painted wares. The lack
of creamwares and early pearlwares is consistent with a temporal period spanning the second quarter of
the nineteenth century. There was also a large component of Colano Wares. Of a total of 208 coarse
earthenware sherds, 21% were clearly identifiable as Colono Ware. The balance can be categorized as
Colono Ware (thOUgh less certainly) because the very nature of the site excludes the likelihood of a
significant prehistoric ceramic component. .
. The predominant presence of Colono Wares in the ceramic aSsemblage may be explained by a
large transient population of Negroes in the canal. The wareS were first linked to plantation slave
populations by Leland Ferguson in 1976 (South 1977:68). Many slaves were entrusted with vessels; so
much so that white patroons (boat captains) complained about the practice since it threatened their
livelihoods (Nylund 1989:104). Saylor, the Charleston merchant whose canal boat blew up near the
Ravenel Plantation, evidently entrusted his boat to a crew of five Negroes as stated earlier in this paper.
This archival evidence suggests slave crews operated the canal boats.
Stonewares totalled 58 sherds and of these 86% were from salt glazed wares and 14% were
alkaline glazed wares. The salt glazed wares were typical import wares of the period while the alkaline
sherds displayed glazes of the type produced during the early production period of the Edgefield, S. C.
Pottery district (Holcombe 1986). Partial reconstruction of two vessels was possible from the stoneware
group. Both exhibited an early ovoid body form, 1809-1830 (Greer 1981:76), again consistent with the
period of greatest use for the canal (Fig. 68).
Another significant kitchen group was glass. The test excavations yielded 56 dark green neck and
base bottle fragments, and 33 olive green bottle fragments. Both neck and base types (Fig 69) were also
consistent with an early nineteenth century temporal range, (Dumbrell 1983:132-134), another parallel
with the archival record (Bennett 1988:89). Interestingly, several lantern glass fragments were also
found: a lantern was the cause of the explosion on Mr. Saylor's canal boat.
Figure 69 Bottle bases and necks recovered from the tide-lock
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A total of 122 band forged nails and 65 band forged spikes were also recovered. The majority of
the nails were found between the upper wing walls over an area where the gates once stood. This may
be evidence of maintenance work on the gates and their final decay. At vety best, the average life of a
set of lock gates is estimated to be' 15 years (Stephen Humphrey, personal communication 1989),
indicating a minimum of four changes of gates during the canal's operating period. The nail types
identified in this area range from 1790 to 1850.
.
One test unit was located on top of the southwest wing wall because the preliminaty survey had
detected an anomaly in this area (Simmons and Newell 1989:44). The unit produced fragments of a cast
iron stove, the source of the anomaly, and several brick fragments not typical of the majority found in
the tide-lock. Most of the brick fragments recovered from the tide-lock were of the bard fired variety
found in the wing walls. Typically these bricks were a dark red color with manganese inclusions and with
attachments of hydraulic lime mortar. The non-typical brick fragments were of two types, a high kaolin
content fire brick and a soft red brick body with clay mortar attachments. As discussed in the section on
brick masonry above, these are probably indicative of a residential location nearby. The small mound
on the canal bank adjacent to and above the excavation unit, and these artifacts, may therefore be products
of a deteriorated structure at this location.
Iron stoves were introduced to North America during the seventeenth century (Pierce 1951:15)
and were in widespread use by the nineteenth centuty. Several fragments of anthracite coal were found
in this same test unit. Stoves designed to burn such coal were introduced in 1820 (Pierce 1951:18) and
the tide-lock stove probably post-dates their introduction. The stove bears the legend "Belle No. I" on
its foot-plate. To date no reference for its design or manufacture has been found.
Three lithics were also found in the tide-lock. They were produced by a single test excavation unit
at the edge of the dismantled north east wing wall. One was an unused, tan colored, chalcedony "D"
shaped French gun flint with a Wedged cross section (Witthoft 1966:27) of the single back type (Delaney
1989: 115). Another was a small fragment of black English flint showing wear marks and most probably
used as a strike-a-light (Delaney 1989:115). Gun flints were last manufactured in the U.S. in 1848
(Witthoft 1966:22), although the French continued to manufacture them later into the nineteenth century.
These later flints are recognized by the large size (Witthoft 1966:38)
The third lithic artifact was initially identified as possible raw material used for gun-flint
manufacture (since it was certainly not expected that European prehistoric artifacts would be encountered on this site!). The lithic was a worked chert nodule .08m long by .05m wide exhibiting three flake
scars on one side and four on the other, creating a crude bifacial core tool (Fig. 70).
On consultation with lithic experts on the research staff of SCIAA, different opinions were
advanced as to the identification of the artifact. The lithic was not recognized as a type originating in the
southeastern U.S. (Stanley South, Tommy Charles, personal communications 1989). Dr. Albert C.
Goodyear"a recognized authority on southeastern lithics, felt that the artifact might bea European
Paleolithic period hand-axe (Dr. Albert C. Goodyear, personal communication 1989).
Consequently the lithic was sent to Dr. Sam B. Upchurch of the Department of Geology of the
University of South Florida for microscopic analysis. On June 29th Dr. Upchurch (Dr. Sam B. Upchurch,
personal communication 1989) described the lithic material to the author as a micro mosaic quartz fabric
with fossilized inclusions of acritarchs and calcispheres. Acritarchs are fossils of uncertain taxonomic
affinities believed to be associated with zooplankton and phytoplankton (Scholle 1978:23). Calcispheres
are algal fossils or plant spores commonly found in North Sea Upper Cretaceous chalk deposits (Scholle
1978:21).
According to Upchurch, these fossils, peculiar to an area stretching from southeast England to
Belgium, gave "very strong indications" that the lithic was indeed of European origin. On July 3rd Dr.
Upchurch, (Dr. Sam B. Upchurc~, personal communication 1989), further reported that a department
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Figure 70 Preliminary sketch of probable European chopper-core
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paleontologist had identified fossilized radiolaria in the lithic's matrix. This lent further support to a
possible European origin. Radiolaria are wide ranging fossils important in the fonnation of Devonian,
Jurassic and Tertiary deep water deposits (Scholle 1978:23).
The possible discovery of a European paleolithic artifact in a North American historical context
is not the contradiction in tenns it might appear to be. River cobbles and pebbles have been used to ballast
European ships travelling into North American waters since the earliest times, as has been noted in the
earliest archaeological examinations of historic shipwrecks in these waters (Peterson 1965:92). It was
common practice for ships to gather ballast from beaches and gravel beds (Peterson 1965:93) and it .is
in just such contexts that European paleolithic artifacts are found (Morrison 1980:71). It was also
common practice for such ballast to be dumped overboard in American ports when cargo was taken
aboard for the return voyage home (Peterson 1965:93). The dumped ballast piles were then 'mined' by
operators of smaller riverine craft for use in their vessels. This has been confirmed locally by the
identification of European ballast in the wreckage of the ca. "1730 vessel found at Brown's Ferry Crossing
on the Black River in Georgetown County (Upchurch 1984:144).
In the case of the tide-lock lithic, it is a short step from this infonnation to the hypothesis that the
artifact was transported, presumably to Charleston Harbor, in the ballast of a trans-Atlantic ship. Once
dumped in the harbor it may have been taken aboard a canal vessel bound for the Santee Canal. Since
it is known that at least one vessel, Mr. Saylor'S, was wrecked in the canal, and that riverine craft in
general trimmed, off-loaded and transferred cargoes in the canal above the tide-lock, a possible
explanation is arrived at for the presence of the lithic in the canal. The problem in making a definitive
identification of a European lithic is the understandable lack of expertise in the field here in the
southeastern U.S.. Consequently, an extensive research effort has been undertaken to complete further
geological analyses and temporaVcultural identification with experts in Europe including British
Petroleum, The British Museum and The London Institute of Archaeology. The results of this activity
will be reported to the academic and scientific community when completed. Until then, no confident
statements can be made about the tide-lock lithic. If it does indeed prove to be a European paleolithic
artifact, it will be the first known discovery of its kind in North America (Dr. Ivor Noel Hume, personal

communication 1990).
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Recommendations
The research and preservation objectives of the second phase of the project, outlined in pages 11
through 18 of this paper, were achieved. Since the entire canal site, 38BKI02, is already entered on the
National Register of Historic Places (an early nomination on the basis of the historic importance of the
entire canaI), it is now recommended that the nomination be re-examined and modified if necessaty to
reflect the findings of this survey and subsequent investigation. Recommended modifications are
expansion of the nominated area to include Biggin Creek and ,the archaeological resources identified
therein (Simmons and Newell 1989:42-43), most notably the Biggin Creek Vessel. Also, full notation
of the archaeological resources identified within the canal proper, principally the tide-lock 38BK1046,
its contents and the terrestrial features southwest of the tide-lock, should be made a . part of the
nomination.
The work completed on this project, while meeting the compliance responsibilities of the
developers, should be regarded only as an indication of the wealth of material culture to be recovered
from thi.s unique site. No other summit canal site constructed at the end of the eighteenth centuty is
presently part of the North American archaeological record and therefore the research value of the site
is vety significant.
Further investigations should be conducted into the terrestrial features associated with the tidelock, especially the possible lock keeper's house on the east bank and the "turning basin and overfall"
on the west bank (Simmons and Newell 1989:56). Continued investigations should be carried out within
the tide-lock itself. New test pits could confirm the likelihood that the side-walls were constructed of
wood on a brick foundation as with the side-walls noted at Lock No. One (Judd 1988b:9). Recovery of
additional artifacts from the tide-lock could expand the 5% sampling conducted in this investigation and
validate or refine the conclusions dmwn from artifact analysiS.
Many of the artifacts recovered during the investigation constitute excellent interpretive material
from a site unique in South Carolina. It is recommended that every effort be made to provide funds for
the conservation and display of these artifacts.
Arrangements should be made for investigation of land areas at the extreme north end of the
canal. Excavations within the nearly dry northernmost lock (Lock No. One) might provide valuable comparative data and new information needed for the interpretation of the canal. Additional samples of
construction materials, especially wrought iron, would be very useful. The dry land areas of Big Camp
on the Mexico and White Oak Plantation lands (Bennett 1988:Fig. 11) should be thoroughly investigated.
It was from here that Senf conducted the completion of the project and Big Camp was the production
center for brick, wrought iron, wood and possibly stone components of the canal (Bennett 1988:88) A
great many unanswered questions about the construction of the canal may be answered by archaeological
investigation which might reveal evidence of the brick kilns, the blacksmith's shop and associated
furnaces and the areas where carpentry and masonry activities were conducted.
The remaining locks at the north end of the canal should also be the focus of further archaeological
investigation. The artifacts observed and recovered from the tide-lock are the material residue of the
activities of a diverse array of people at the site. This includes the lock keepers and canal staff, the
occupants of large river cmft entering the lower section of the canal, the occupants of vessels tmveling
the entire length of the canal and area residents intemcting with these groups. Investigation of the
northern locks might result in the recovery of artifacts from which compamtive data can be developed.
Further investigation of terrestrial sites which may be associated with the tide-lock, the lock
keeper's house and the turning floodgate may also offer the possibility of stmtified deposits of material
culture which may assist in the development of a cultuml chronology for the site. Such a tool could then
be used to clarify our understanding of the artifact assemblage recovered from the.floor of the tide-lock.
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The original survey concentrated on that part of the project area to be impacted by the wo~
proposed by the developers. This did not include the small remaining length ofBiggin Creek which runs
from just south of the tide-lock to US route 52 (Simmons and Newell1989:Fig 2). This length of the creek
once ran to the original Biggin Bridge. This area should be surveyed for additional resources.
The Boxmine Boat and the Transom vessel should both be the subjects of further investigation.
Significant data can be recovered from these sites with minimum disturbaOc~strategically located test
pits being used to gather information about the bow, stem and mid sections of each vessel. Considering
the almost total absence of professional small craft research in the'state, further investigation of these
sites is of paramount importance.
The development of the Old Santee Canal State Park has drastically changed the environment in
which the above documented archaeological resources had previously reached some degree of stability.
The re-introductionofcurrent .and oxygenated water are now new elements which,along.with.the
extensive excavation of the canal bed, represent new factors which may adversely affect the stability of
the resources. It cannot be said that the mitigative actions taken by SCIAA and reported on in this paper
will solve the problems created by these changes in environment. The long term preservation and
stabilization of archaeological resources under water is a new area of research and there is simply not
enough knowledge nor a large enough database even on a world wide basis for confident statements to
be made as to the efficacy of the measures taken during this project.
Therefore it is strongly recommended that further studies be made on these archaeological
resources to determine the short and long term impact of the new environment on their stability and
integrity. A research design for these studies should address the questions of additional mitigation in the
form of data recovery, testing methodologies for the preservative effects of the methods now in use, and
a proposal for the testing of new methodologies which might prove more effective.
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APPENDIX A

SCOPE OF WORK

Preliminary
Excavation and Documentation
of Features Identified by
SCIAA Survey
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TIDE-LOCK CHAMBER:
Commencement of work ·on the tide-lock chamber is predicated on the prior
excavation of the canal bed on at least one end of the chamber, preferably
the south end • . Also, four wheel vehicle access needs to be available so
that SCIAA can position equipment o.n the canal bed close to the chamber.
Four two person teams will begin operations by locating three limbs in the surface mud
and raising them to the surface. They will then be cut into small sections and thrown in to
the center of the canal. This work will continue until all small trees have been removed.
Lar~er trees will ~en be raise~ u~ing the .winch and pulleys. The trees will then be cut by
. cham or pneumatIc saws- agaIn mto sectlons small enough to be scooped out of the lock.
Mud and cut trees will be removed from the lock bed with a John Deere Mini-Excavator.
This machine is a small back-hoe which is considered light enough not to inflict any
damage on the brick and wood flooring of the lock. On tracks, the machine ex ens a
pressure of 4 psi on the ground. With the use of mats, wooden platforms to further
distribute the weight, this can be reduced to 1 psi (manufacturer's figures). Use of this
equipment is deemed necessary to keep up with the pace of work by the main contractor
and is considered an acceptable technique by the Principal Investigator under the
circumstances. As the work progresses, it is expected that further features of the chamber
will be encountered. These may include wooden sidewalls and brick foundations. These
will be flagged during the clearing process.
Within 5 - 10 days, the chamber should be cleared of natural debris and will contain only
original construction and mud. If the mud is liquid enough, it will then be pumped into a
pre-<ietermined area of the canal where it can be dried and scooped up with a back hoe.
When the mud in the chamber is reduced to a minimum, water will be used to hose off the ..
remaining features of the chamber.
These will then be photographed, drawn and measured. Provision will then be made to
keep the wooden portions of the chamber wet during subsequent canal activity. An
archaeologist will be present during the final clearing stages of the work in order to ensure
that no damage is inflicted on the chamber - and that any associated artifacts or timbers are
properly recorded and recovered.
Depending upon the final disposition of the lock remains, excavated brick features, timber
remains and loose floor sections will be stabilized with sand bags prior to re-flooding of the
canal. Provision will be made to keep these features wet during the work.

GATES 1 & 2:
Commencement of work on the tide-lock chamber gates is predicated on the
prior excavation of the canal bed near to or around each gate. Also, four
wheel drive vehicle access needs to be available so that SCIAA can
position equipment on the canal bed close to the each gate.
Two two person teams will begin operations by dragging grapnels through the surface mud
over each gate, taking care not to contact the timbers with the grapnel hooks, using thet? to
raise limbs and small trees to the surface~ These will then be hand cut into small sections
and thrown in to the center of the canal. A winch equipped truck will be positi~ned ne~
the operation to assist in the raising of larger limbs and trees. This work will con~ue unol
the entire top surface of each gate is cleared. The remaining mud on each gate WIll t?en ~
cleared by hand and/or rinsed off with water. An archaeologist will be present dunng t e
;;;
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final clearing stages of the work in order to ensure that no damage is inflicted on the crates _
and that any associated artifacts or timbers are properly recorded and recovered.
b

"SIDE WALL" TIMBERS
Commencement of work on ' the side wal1ti~bers is predicated on the prior
excavation of the canal bed near to or around the timbers. Also, four wheel
drive vehicle access needs to be available so that SCIAA can position
equipment on the canal bed close to the site.
Two ,two person teams will begin operations raising limbs and small trees to the surface.
These will then be hand cut into small sections and thrown in to the center of the canal. A
winch equipped truck will be positioned near the operation to assist in the raising oflarger
limbs and trees. This work will continue until the entire top surfaces of the timbers are
cleared. The remaining mud will then be cleared by hand and/or rinsed off with water. An
archaeologist will be present during the final clearing stages of the work in order to ensure
that no damage is inflicted on the timbers - and that any associated artifacts or timbers are
properly recorded and recovered. Once cleared and cleaned, the gates will be
photographed, drawn and documented. Mter completion of this work, aircraft cargo straps
and a spreader frame will be positoned on each gate to provide a lifting purchase. At this
point - or such later time as is agreed by all parties - the gates will be lifted and transported
under supervision to a preselected area for temporary storage. Transportation and lifting
cost will not be covered by this amendment

HISTORIC BOAT
Commencement of work on the historic boat is predicated on the prior
excavation of the canal bed near to or around the vessel. Also, four wheel
vehicle access needs to be available so that SCIAA can position equipment
on the canal bed close to the site.
The cables will be used to raise heavy treellimbs now laying across the bow of the vessel.
The limbs will be raised and the cut with pneumatic saws and then carefully removed from
the vessel. Considerable time may have to be allowed· for this process to ensure that lever
action does not damage other sections of the vessel. Other limbs will then be raised by
winch or hand, cut and removed.
Limbs found under the vessel will be removed if this can be done without disturbing the
vessel. If not, they will be cut, those section extending into the canal then being removed.
At this point the vessel will be isolated from the surrounding mud and canal. It will then be
covered with burlap to retain moisture in the covering layer of mud, and plastic film .to
retard evaporation. If left in place the vessel will be stabilized against water flow and other
action. This will be accomplished by placement of sandbags around the wreckage. A
decision as to total excavation of the vessel (removal of the overburden) can be made at a
later date with the reasonable expectation that the measures taken above will ensure
continued protection of the vessel remains.

FOOTBRIDGE (?) STRUCTURE
The timber structure located approximately 20 feet north of the tidelock area may prove to
be the footbridge associated with the lock. Water will be used to wash mud off the structure
after which it will be documented in situ. The structure will then be moved aside to enable

-
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access for equipment to the tidelock. A decision will be made prior to completion of this
scope of work as to the merits of preservation of the structure (in place or after removal).

CONTINGENCY FOR UNDISCOVERED RESOURCES
The potential is high for the discovery of other materi~s of historic significance duriner the
progress of the work to be done by the contractor and the Institute. As such discoverie~ are
made, Institute staff will make immediate evaluations to be followed by verbal repons and
recommendations to the Public Service Authority. In as much as it is possible under the
terms of this scope of work, The Institute will document such resources and take on-site
measures to stabilize and protect them until such time as funher actions can be considered.
Completion of the project will include the preparation of a full repon of the project to
Secretary of the Interior standards etc. This shall include advice on a monitoring program
for all identified features left in-situ in order to ensure that possible deterioration caused by
the change in environment (oxygenated water, current etc) is detected and corrected at the
earliest possible moment

CANAL BED FEATURES:
It has been noted in earlier repons that the entire canal bed exhibits tool marks made by the
original slave workers. PRT may wish to consider making a large mold of a portion of the
canal exhibiting these features. Future construction activity in the canal may well destroy
these features.
Newell,02-25-88
Revised 03-23-88,05-09-88,05-31-88
CC: SDS, CA, JS,
"Scope"
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ADDENDUM
Scope of Work
Santee Canal Project
Revised methodology,
Tidelock area
08-23-88

As is often the case in projects of this size and complexity, we now fmd it necessary to propose
changes to the original methodology planned for this section of the work. This is being done in order
to respond to changing circumstances in the environment of the tidelock and changing conditions under
which the work is to be performed.
As originally planned, the tidelock area was slated for nearly complete excavation by using a
winch powered scoop to remove overburden. This plan was predicated on the complete excavation of
the canal to an almost dry state. It was revised due to the presence of a large volume of water north of
the lock and mud south of the lock. The next alternative considered was to utilize the water north of
the lock and use jetting nozzles to push the overburden out of the lock area into the canal south of the
lock. This method is now considered impractical since - even after some contractor excavation - there
is still too much mud south of the lock to permit redeposition of the overburden inside the lock.
In developing a new excavation strategy to meet these conditions, we have also re-examined
our research design for this portion of the project. The questions needed to be answered are somewhat
basic - how was the lock constructed, what remains of the lock structures and operating mechanisms
and how can they be preserved in the changing environment of the canal? Additional questions have
arisen as a result of the activities to date. These include questions about the method of construction of
the canal banks and the earthworks on the west side of the tidelock. Specifically, a test excavation in
the one of the bank may reveal stratigraphic data enabling interpretation of the construction
methodology and sequence - are the banks simply the compacted overburden from the canal bed
excavation - or was there a foundation? Do the earthworks west of the lock represent .a spillway
(Webber 1954:9)?
Much of the tide-lock structures were destroyed by decay and mining for local building
materials (Gillmore 1881:1149). This leaves little visible evidence with which to interpret the lock's
construction. Since this was the only wooden tidelock on the canal, acquisition of such data is
considered of prime importance.
REVISED METHODOLOGY

It is felt that these questions can be answered by the excavation of selected test squares within
the tidelock area (Fig. 1). The test squares will be located in areas that will enable examination of; 1)
North and south quoins and associated brick structures terminating each end of the tidelock , 2) Central
section of tidelock for data recovery of lock flooring structure and evidence of sidewall construction,
3) North or south end of brick platform for data recovery of lock sub-flooring and 4) Excavation of
supposed spillway location.
In the test squares within the lock, overburden will be jetted away until the substratum of sand
and gravel is reached. This will then be shovelled or water lifted into screens for recovery of artifacts,
liS
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if any. Trees and limbs will be moved to the ramp at the north end of the canal. Wooden artifacts thought
to be associated with the tidelock structure will be recorded in situ, then temporarily removed for
documentation. They will then be recovered, wrapped in filter cloth, and replaced in their original
locations.
Those test squares where bank excavation is involved will be documented and back-filled to
original contours. Filter cloth will be placed over these areas to prevent erosion when the canal is reopened. The test square in the spillway location will be backfilled and graded to original contours.
All test squares will be opened in units of 2m x 2m with an minimum anticipated aggregate area
of 75 sq.m being excavated throughout the lock, Given an approximate total area of 600 sq.m, this
will provide a sampling of 12.5% .
It is felt that the above methodology will produce the desired results within the agreed budget.

line
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

y .\

Description

I. Excav.
I Vert.
I HOriz·1
Unit
Loc.
Loc .

Date
Found

6-01

1

whiteware
annular rim sherd

N2-2

U/W

6

11/23/88

6-02

1

porcelain
blue decorated canton

N2-2

U/W

6

11/23/88

6·03

1

Colono Ware
rim & body sherd

N2-2

U/W

6

11/23/88

6·04

1

bottle glass
burnt, thin, pale green,
19 c

N2-2

U/W

6

11/23/88

6-05

1

bone
unidentified frag.

N2-2

U/W

6

11/23/88

6-06 to
44

39

nail

N2-2

U/W

6

6-45 to

13

spike
iron frags.

N2-2

U/W

6

6-58 to
59

2

pole tips
iron

N2-2

U/W

6

6-60

1

whiteware
shell-edged sherd

N2-2

U/W

6

6-61 to
62

2

stoneware
salt-glazed

N2-2

U/W

6

6-63

1

glass
light green frag.

N2-2

U/W

6

57

·..... ,

I Qt

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAl/UAMP

small iron frags.

"

6-64 to '
68

5

ColonoWare
gravel tempered sherds

N2-2

U/W

6

6-69 to
70

2

ColonoWare
gravel tempered rim
sherds

N2-2

U/W

6

7-01

1

whiteware
green shell-edged rim
sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

;
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
COlU1ty: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

120

Catalog
Number

Qty _!

7-02

1

7-03

1

7-04

1

7-05

Descriptioll

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlAJAMP

Excav_
, Ullit

! Vert. ! Honz.!
Loc.
Loc.

Date
FOUlld

N2-3

· U/W

7

11/24/88

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

whiteware
blue shell· edged rim sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

1

whiteware
annular body sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-06

1

whiteware
annular body sherd,
brown bands

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-07

1

redware
unfired body sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-08 to
12

5

stoneware
brown salt-glazed body
sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-13

1

stoneware
gray & brown mottled
body sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-14

1

stoneware
gray body sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-15

1

pearlware
blue hand painted rim
sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-16 to
17

2

stoneware
white saIt-glazed rim
sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-18

1

redware
brown lead-glazed rim
sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-19 to
23

5

creamware
undecorated body sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

11/24/88

7-24 to
29

6

whiteware
undecorated rim & body
sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

IJI2~8

whiteware
annular finger painted rim
sherd
whiteware
. annular rim sherd
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE· LOCK

Site Number: 38BK1046
Project: SANTEE CANAlIUAMP

Co\U1ty:

Catalog
Number

I

Qty.

I-

Description

.

1

Excav.
Unit

I

Vert.
Loc.

I

Horiz,
Loc.

Date
Found

7-30

1

prehistoric cer.
cord marked body sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-31

1

Colona Ware
body sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-32 to
41

10

Colona Ware
badly worn gravel
tempered sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-42 to
57

16

bottle glass
dark green body frags.,
19 c

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-58

1

bottle glass
dark green square base
frag.

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-59

1

bottle glass
burnt, thin pale green
body frag.

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-60 to
62

3

bottle glass
pale green body frags.

N2-3

U/W

7

11124/88

7-63

1

bottle glass
modern coca cola

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-64 to
65

2

bottle glass
clear burnt modern frags.

N2-3

U/W

7

11124/88

7-66

1

bottle glass
raised body frag.

N2-3

U/W

7

11124/88

7-67

1

bottle glass
thin clear body frag.

N2-3

U/W

7

11124188

7-68 to
71

4

pipe
clay stems, various
lengths .

N2-3

UIW

7

11124/88

7-72

1

turtle shell

N2-3

U/W

7

11124/88

7-73 to
74

2

sharks teeth
small fossilized

N2-3

U/W

7

11124/88
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY ·AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY

State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

~-

122

I

Qty_

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

I

Excav_
. Unit

Vert_
Loc.

i

HOriz_1
Loc_

7-75

1

fish bone
fossilized vertebra

N2-3

U/W

7

7-76

1

stoneware
red handle sherd •.
alkaline-glazed

N2-3

U/W

7

7-77

1

stoneware
buff handle sherd.
alkaline-glazed

N2-3

U/W

7

7-78

1

pearlware
annular sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

7-79

1

pearlware
sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

7-80

1

whiteware
sherd

N2-3

I U/W

7

7-81

1

whiteware
polychrome sherd wi leaf
design

N2-3

U/W

7

7-82

1

bottle glass
black frag.

N2-3

U/W

7

7-83

1

stoneware
salt-glazed sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

7-84 to
85

2

stoneware
unglazed sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

7-86

1

stoneware
alkaline-glazed sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

7-87 to
88

2

stoneware
salt-glazed sherds wi red
interior

N2-3

U/W

7

7-89

1

slipware
lead-glazed rim sherd

N2-3

U/W

7

7-90 to
94

5

ColonoWare
gravel tempered sherds

N2-3

U/W

7

Date
Found

11/24/88

-

I

I

-

I

· ft
.. ".,~,
.,.3.-._.,.,,.,.. •_.
~~. ~ -I-

-

-
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~

~
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG

i

•

.~

f1

COlDlty: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

-,1
i

j

~j

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlJUAMP

'I

I

I

Catalog
Number

Qty.

8-01

1

bottle
black glass, broken

N2-4

U/W

8

8-02

1

whiteware or ironstone
sherd

N2-4

U/W

8

8-03

1

whiteware or marble
sherd

N2-4

U/W

8

8-04

1

whiteware
jar lid sherd

N2-4

U/W

8

8-05

1

whiteware
bowl sherd

N2-4

U/W

8

8-06

1

stoneware
salt-glazed handle sherd

N2-4

U/W

8

9-01

1

cylinder
brass base

N3-1

U/W

9

9-02 to
04

3

bottle glass
black frags.

N3-1

U/W

9

10-01

1

pearlware
undecorated body sherd

N3-2

U/W

10

10/22/88

10-02 to
04

3

whiteware
undecorated basal.sherds

N3-2

U/W

10

10/22/88

10-05

1

whiteware
mocha rim sherd

N3-2

U/W

10

10/22/88

Description

Excav.
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

Date
Found

Horiz.
Loc.

I

'.

10-06 to
07

2

stoneware
light brown body sherds

N3-2

U/W

io

10/22/88

10-08 to
09

2

stoneware
light brown salt-glazed
body sherds

N3-2

U/W

10

10/22/88

10-10 to
12

3

ColonoWare
undecorated coarse body
sherds

N3-2

U/W

10

10/22/88

;
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
COlDlty: BERKELEY

I
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

Excav.
. Unit

I Horiz·1
Loc.

Date
Found

10

HV22'88

N3-2

Vert.
Loc.
U/W

bottle glass
dark green 19 c

N3-2

U/W

10

10122'88

2

bottle glass
dark brown modem

N3-2

U/W

10

10122'88

10-19

1

bottle glass
clear, modem body frag.

N3-2

U/W

10

10122'88

10-20 to
22

3

bottle glass
light green modem

N3-2

U/W

10

10122'88

10-23

1

bottle glass
green wine 18 c neck &
tip

N3-2

U/W

10

10122'88

10-24 to
27

4

turtle shell

N3-2

U/W

10

10122'88

10-28 to
29

2

sharks teeth
fossilized

N3-2

U/W

10

10122188

10-30 to
35

6

whiteware
sherds

N3-2

U/W

10

10-36 to
40

5

pearlware
sherds

N3-2

U/W

10

10-41

1

bottle glass
black base

N3-2

U/W

10

10-42

1

bottle glass
black neck

N3-2

U/W

10

Il-01

.}

slipware
lead-glazed, combed wi
pie crust rim

N3-3

U/W

11

10122188

11-02

1

earthenware
lead-glazed red basal
sherd

N3-3

U/W

11

HV22188

Qty·1

Description

I gun flint

10-13 to
14

2

10-15 to
16

2

10-17 to
18

French "D"
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
Colmty: BERKELEY

State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Site Number: 38BKI046
Projeet: SANTEE CANAlIUAMP

.J

I Vert.
HOriz·1
Loc_ I Loc.

Catalog
Number

Qty_\ · Description

11-03

1

whiteware
green raised shell-edged
rim sherd

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

11-04 to
06

3

stoneware
brown lead-glazed body
sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10/22'88

11-07 to
09

3

stoneware
light brown salt-glazed
body sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

11-10 to
12

3

whiteware
undecomted basal sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

11-13

1

porcelain
undecomted body sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

2

whiteware
undecomted basal sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

5

Colono Ware
body sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10/22'88

11-21 to
22

2

prehistoric cer.
cord marked

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

11-23 to
39

17

ColonoWare
coarse body sherds

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

11-40 to
46

7

bottle glass
dark green

N3-3

U/W

11

10122'88

11-47

1

lantern glass

N3-3

U/W

11

10/22'88

11-48 to
55

8

. bottle glass
thin, light green 19 c

N3-3

U/W

11

10121188

11-56 to
58

3

bone
assorted fossilized

N3-3

U/W

11

10121188

11-59 to
62

4

pipe
kaolin 'stems

N3-3

U/W

11

10121188

11-14 to
15
11-16to

I

20

.

Excav.
Unit

Date
Found
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE· LOCK
Catalog
Number

Qty.

11-63

1

. 11-64

1

Description

slate
smaIl gray frag.

I

bottle glass
. , clear lip & neck 18 c

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

I . Excav.
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

I Horiz.
Loc •

Date
Found

N3-3

U/W

11

lW22188

N3-3

U/W

11

lW22188

10/22188

I

126

11-65 to
66

2

stoneware
salt-glazed,light green

N3-3

U/W

11

11-67 to
68

2

bottle glass
black bases

N3-3

U/W

11

12-01

1

pearlware
blue transfer·printed basal
sherd

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-02

1

stoneware
light brown wi a saltglazed & brown interior

N3-4

U/W

12

IV23/88

12-03 to
04

2

stoneware
dark brown salt-glazed
body sherds

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-05

1

yellowware
rim sherd wi blue band

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-06

1

Colono Ware
badly worn body sherd

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-07 to
11

5

Colono Ware
badly worn body sherds

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-12

1

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-13

1

bottle glass
dark green lip, 18 c

N3-4

U/W

12

1V23/88

12-14 to
18

5

bottle glass
green body fmgs.

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-19

1

bottle glass
clear, modern

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

pipe
. clay stem, kaolin
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
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State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK
Catalog
Number

i Qty·l

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

J

Excav.
Unit

I

Vert.
Loc.

I

Loc.

Date
Found

HOriz1

12-20 to
21

2

bottle glass
light green body frags.
18 c

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-22

1

bone
unidentified fossilized

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-23 to
24

2

sharks teeth
small fossilized

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-25

1

spoon
bowl, alloy matl., 19c,
widening projections

N3-4

U/W

12

11/23/88

12-26 to
27

2

spike
iron frags.

N3-4

U/W

12

11/22189

12-28 to
33

6

spike
iron frags.

N3-4

U/W

12

11/22189

12-34

1

nail
iron frag.

N3-4

U/W

12

11/22189

12-35

1

table knife
handle frag.

N3-4

U/W

12

11/22189

12-36

1

clasp knife

N3-4

U/W

12

11/22189

12-37

1

stoneware
alkaline-glazed sherd wI
handle

N3-4

U/W

12

11122189

13-01

1

musket
brass butt plate frag.

N4-1

U/W

13

11122189

13-02 to
03

2

bottle glass
black necks

N4-1

U/W

13

11122189

14-01 to
06

6

barrel band
iron frags.

N4-2

U/W

14

11122189

14-07

1

pole tip
iron

N4-2

U/W

14
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Catalog
Number

I

Qty.\

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

I

i

Excav.
'Unit

Vert. \ HOriZ.\
Loc.
Loc.

N4·2

U/W

14

N4-2

U/W

14

14·08 to
17

10

! bottle glass

14·18

1

! bottle glass
I black pontil

14-19

1

wineglass
lead crystal stem

N4-2

U/W

14

14·20

1

glass
clear frag.

N4-2

U/W

14

14·21 to

5

ColonoWare
sherds

N4-2

U/W

14

1

metal pot
frag.

N4·2

U/W

14

. 15-01 to
04

4

barrel band
iron frags.

N4-3

U/W

IS

IS-OS to

20

nail
iron frags.

N4-3

U/W

IS

3

spike
iron frags.

N4·3

U/W

15

15·28

1

hook
brass (cotton scales?)

N4·3

U/W

15

15-29

1

pole tip
iron

N4-3

U/W

15

16·01 to
02

2

bone
frags.

N4·4

U/W

16

16·03

1

ColonoWare
gravel tempered sherd

N4·4

U/W

16

16·04

1

whiteware
blue shell·edged sherd,
early

N4-4

U/W

16

I black frags.
i

25
14·26

24

15·25 to
27
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County: BERKELEY
State: SC
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I .Excav.
I Vert.
I Horiz·1
Unit
Loc.
Loc.

Catalog
Number

Qty·1

16-05

1

stoneware
salt-glazed sherd

N4-4

U/W

16

16-06

1

stoneware
alkaline-glazed handle
sherd

N4-4

U/W

16

16-07

1

bottle glass
black base, mold blown

N4-4

U/W

16

Description

.

Date
Found

"1"
4

prehistoric cere
cord marked sherds

N4-4

U/W

16

16-12

1

prehistoric cere
cob stamped sherd

N4-4

U/W

16

41-01

1

spike
iron

N3.1-1

U/W

41

51-01

1

pipe
clay stem frag.

N5.1-3

U/W

51

51-02

1

whiteware
polychrome sherd

N5.1-3

U/W

51

51-03

1

?ware
annular sherd

N5.1-3

U/W

51

1

stoneware
salt-glazed sherd

N5.1-3

U/W

51

51-05

1

stoneware
sherd

N5.1-3

U/W

51

51-06 to
07

2

ColonoWare
gravel tempered sherds

N5.1-3

U/W

51

51-08

1

stoneware
alkaline-glazed sherd

N5.1-3

U/W

51

72-01 to
02

2

spikes
iron

N2.2-4

U/W

72

16-08 to
11

',••1

51-04
;

i

I
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I

Vert.
Loc:.

I HOriz·1
Loc:.

Date
Found

N2.2-4

U/W

72

11125189

bar stock
iron, ca. 17em

N2.3-1

U/W

101

11125/89

3

nail
iron frags.

N2.3-1

U/W

101

11125/89

106-01

1

Sus scrota bone
jawbone frag.

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-02

1

Sus scrota bone
butchered frag.

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-03 to
04

2

spike
iron frags.

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-05 to
15

11

nail
iron frags.

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-16

1

bottle glass
black neck

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-17

1

whiteware
green shell-edged

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-18

1

whiteware
blue shell-edged

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125/89

106-19 to
20

2

pearlware
polychrome shenis

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11/25/89

106-21 to
23

3

whiteware
blue transfer-printed
sherds

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11/25189

106-24

1

pearlware
sherd

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11/25189

106-25

1

whiteware
blue painted sherd, early

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11/25189

Catalog
Number

Qty.

72-03 to
05

3

nail
frags.

101-01

1

101-02 to
04

Desc:ription

Exc:av.
Unit

I

-

-
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County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK
Catalog
Number

Qty.

106-26

1

pearlware
annular finger painted
sherd, "wormy"

106-27 to
31

5

106-32

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

1

I

Vert.
Loc;

HOriz'l
Loc.

Date
Found

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125189

Colona Ware
gravel tempered sherds

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125189

1

bottle glass
light green neck

N3.3-2

U/W

106

11125189

108-01

1

whiteware
undecorated body sherd

N3.3-4

U/W

108

11125188

108-02 to
03

2

Colono Ware
badlywom

N3.3-4

U/W

108

11125188

bottle glass
green body frags. 19 c

N3.3-4

U/W

108

11125188

108-04 to ' 2
05

Description

Excav.
Unit

108-06

1

sharks tooth
fossilized

N3.3-4

U/W

108

11125188

108-07

1

spike
iron frag.

N3.3-4

U/W

108

11125188

108-08 to
09

2

nail
iron frags.

N3.3-4

U/W

108

11125188

109-01

1

spike
iron

N4.3-1

U/W

109

11125188

110-01 to
05

5

whiteware
sherds

N4.3-2

U/W

110

11125188

110-06

1

whiteware
bowl·sherd wI green
manufacturers mark

N4.3-2

U/W

110

11125188

110-07

1

earthenware
sherd wI albany slip

N4.3-2

U/W

110

11125/88

110-08

1 .

stoneware
salt-glazed sherd

N4.3-2

U/W

110

11125/88
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Description

112-01

pearlware
polychrome hand painted
body sherd

112-02

pearlware
mocha rim sherd

N4.3-4

U/W

112

1112~8

112-03

pearlware
undecorated basal sherd

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11125188

whiteware
undecorated rim & body
sherds

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11125188

112-06

stoneware
gray saIt-glazed body
sherd

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11125188

112-07

stoneware
brown salt-glazed body
sherd

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11/25188

112-08

stoneware
gray scratch blue body
sherd

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11/25188

112-04 to
05

2

112-09

1

stoneware
dark brown salt-glazed wi
letters WAINE

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11/25188

112-10 to
14

5

Colono Ware
body sherds, 1 handle

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11/25/88

112-15 to
20

6

Colono Ware
body sherds

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11/25188

112-21 to
22

2

slate
gray frags.

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11/25188

112-23 to
28

6

bottle glass
dark green 18 c

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11125188

112-29 to
33

5

bottle glass
light green 19 c

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11125188

lantern glass
clear rim frag.

N4.3-4

U/W

112

11125188

112-34

=
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:::

Catalog
Number

I

112-3S

1

113-01

1

113-02

1

l.

I

Vert. ·· Horiz.
Loc.
Loc.

Date
Found

N4.3-4

U/W

112

1112S/88

NS.3-1

U/W

113

bone
frag.

NS .3-1

U/W

113

113

Description

Qty.

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlIUAMP

bottle glass
dark green lip 18 c

I spike
iron frag.

.

Excav.
Unit

I
,

113-03 to
OS

3

Colono Ware
gravel tempered sherds

NS.3-1

U/W

113-06

1

metal
unknown object

NS.3-1

u/W

113

113-07 to
08

2

stoneware
jar base sherds, interior
glaze

NS.3-1

U/W

113

113-09 to
16

8

stoneware
sherds, interior glaze;
reconstructed

N5.3-1

U/W

113

113-17

1

stoneware
bottle sherd, red interior
slip

NS.3-1

U/W

113

113-18 to
20

3

stoneware
salt-glazed sherds

N5.3-1

U/W

113

113-21 to
22

2

stoneware
alkaline-glazed sherds

NS.3-1

U/W

113

113-23

1

stoneware
graysherd

NS.3-1

U/W

113

113-24 to
2S

2

bottle glass
black frags.

NS.3-1

U/W

113

114-01

1

whiteware
annular body sherd

NS.3-2

U/W

114

I1/2S/88

114-02

1

whitcware
blue feather-edged rim
sherd. raised

N5.3-2

U/W

114

I1/2S/88

:

-
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Catalog
Number

I

Qty·1

Description
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I Excav.
Unit

I

Vert.
Loc.

I

HOriz·1
Loc.

Date
Fouud

114-03 to
04

2

ColonoWare
body sherds

NS.3-2

U/W

114

11/2~8

114-05 to
06

2

ColonoWare
body sherds

N5.3-2

U/W

114

11/25/88

114-07

1

bottle glass
burnt

NS.3-2

U/W

114

11/25/88

114-08

1

turtle shell
fossilized

N5.3-2

U/W

114

11/25/88

U/W

114

U/W

115

11/25/88

I

I

114-09

1

stoneware
salt-glazed sherd

NS.3-2

115-01

1

pearlware
blue transfer-printed wi
incised rim

N5.3-3

115-02 to
04

3

whiteware
undecorated rim & body

NS.3-3

U/W

115

11/25/88

115-05

1

stoneware
brown salt-glazed body
sherd

NS.3-3

U/W

115

11/25/88

115-06

I

ColonoWare
inCISed rim

NS.3-3

U/W

115

11125188

115-07 to
10

4

bottle glass
burnt light green body
frags.

NS.3-3

U/W

115

115-11

1

bone
unidentified fossilized
frag.

NS.3-3

U/W

115

11125188

115-12

1

slag?

NS.3-3

U/W

115

11125188

NOTE:
A high concentration of
oyster shell found in #116

NS.3-4

whiteware
undecorated rim & basal
sherds

NS.3-4

116-01 to
04

4

-

i

I
I

I

11125/88

116

U/W

116

11125188

==
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Catalog
Number

I Qty·1

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlIUAMP ·

Excav.
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

Horiz·l · Date
Found
Loc.

116-05

1

whiteware
blue transfer-printed body
sherd

N5.3-4

U/W

116

1112511!8

116-06

1

whiteware
undecorated wi brown
exterior

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11125/88

116-07

1

whiteware
green feather-edged rim
sherd

N5.3-4

U/W

116

1112511!8

II 6-08

1

pearl ware
annular body sherd

N5.3-4

U/W

1I6

11125/88

116-09

1

pearlware
undecorated basal sherd

N5.3-4

U/W

116

1112511!8

116·10

1

pearlware
polychrome hand painted
rim sherd

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11125/88

116-11

I

redware
body sherd wi brown
interior slip

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11125/88

116-12 to
29

18

ColonoWare
body sherds

N5.3-4

U/W

1I6

1112511!8

116-30 to
32

3

ColonoWare
body sherds

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11125/88

116-33 to

2

prehistoric cere
cord marked

N5.3-4

U/W

116

1112511!8

116-35 to
37

3

pipe
kaolin stems

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11125/88

116-38 to
44

7

bones
unidentified, assorted

N5.3-4

U/W

1I6

11/25/88

116-45 to
48

4

sharks teeth
small fossilized

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11/25/88

116-49

1

oyster shell

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11/25/88 .

34
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Catalog
Number

116-50 to
60

Description

11

116-61

bottle glass
assorted dark green 18 c
window pane glass
clear

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11/25/88

bottle glass
light green 19 c

N5.3-4

U/W

116

11/25/88

133-01

slate
gray frap,.

N2.4-1

U/W

133

11/23/88

133-02

glass
green embossed

N2.4-1

U/W

133

11/23/88

133-03

stoneware
salt-glazed sherd

N2.4-1

U/W

133

133-04

redware
unglazed sherd

N2.4-1

U/W

133

133-05

whiteware
sherd

N2.4-1

U/W

133

134-01

lamp glass
burnt chimney

N2.4-2

U/W

134

11123/88

134-02

bone
unidentified fossilized
frag.

N2.4-2

U/W

134

11123/88

135-01

whiteware
blue hand painted

N2.4-3

U/W

135

11125/88

116-62 to
63

2

135-02 to
05

4

slate
frags.

N2.4-3

U/W

135

136-01

1

redware
black lead-glazed

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11124/88

pearlware
blue hand painted basal
sherd

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11124/88

136-02

136

Site Number: 38BK1046
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Excav.
Unit

I Vert.
Loc.

pearlware
polychrome hand painted
1820-1840

N2.4-4

1

whiteware
undecorated rim sherd

136-05

1

136-06 to

Catalog
Number

Qty·1

136-03

1

136-04

Horiz.
Loc.

Date
Found

U/W

136

11/24/88

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

slate
gray frag.

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

6

Colono Ware
body sherds

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

136-12 to
15

3

bottle glass
dark green body frags.
19 c

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

136-15 to
16

2

bottle glass
light green

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

136-17

1

lamp glass
clear chimney frag.

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

136-18 to
19

2

pipe
kaolin sterns

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

136-20 to
21

2

sharks teeth
small fossilized

N2.4-4

U/W

136

11/24/88

137-01

1

pearlware
mocha rim sherd

N3.4-1

U/W

137

11/24/88

137-02

1

whiteware
blue feather-edged rim &
basalsherd

N3.4-1

U/W

137

11/24/88

137;.03

1

prehistoric cer.
fabric impressed sherd

N3.4-1

U/W

137

11/24/88

138-01

1

pearlware
annular rim sherd
1780-1820

N3.4-2

U/W

138

11/24/88

138-02

.1

pearlware
fmger painted rim sherd
1790-1820

N3.4-2

U/W

138

11/24/88

11

Description

;
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Catalog
Number

I Qty·1

Description
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Excav.
' Unit

Vert.

Loc.

I

Horiz·1
Loc.

Found

11124/88

138-03

1

whiteware
red transfer-printed rim
sherd 1830-1900

N3.4-2

U/W

138

138-04

1

whiteware
blue feather·edged rim
sherd

N3.4-2

U/W

138 . 11124/88

138·05

1

ColonoWare
rim sherd

N3.4-2

U/W

138

11124/88

138-06

1

prehistoric cer.
fabric impressed

N3.4-2

U/W

138

11124/88

138·07

1

glass
clear modem

N3.4·2

U/W

138

11124/88

138·08 to
12

5

spikes
iron

N3.4·2

U/W

138

138-13

1

spike
iron frag.

N3.4·2

U/W

138

138-14

1

metal
unknown object (small
fork?)

N3.4-2

U/W

138

139-01

1

glass
clear body frag. 19 c

N3.4-3

U/W

139

139·02 to
06

5

spike
iron frags.

N3.4·3

U/W

139

139-07 to
09

3

nail
iron frags.

N3.4-3

U/W

139

140-01

1

stoneware
light brown body sherd

N3.4-4

U/W

140

142-01 to
08

8

Colono Ware
sherds

N4.4-2

U/W

142

142-09 to
11

3

ColonoWare
sherds

N4.4-2

U/W

142

-

138

Date

11/25/88

11/25/88

--

-
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

I ·1
Qt y

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlIUAMP

I

Description

Excav.
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

I

HOriz·1

Loc.

142-12

1

Colono Ware
rim sherd

N4.4-2

U/W

142

142-13

1

glass
light green shard

N4.4-2

U/W

142

142-14 to
15

2

stoneware
handle sherds

N4.4-2

U/W

142

142-16 to
17

2

pearlware
sherds

N4.4-2

U/W

142

142-18 to
20

3

bone
frags.

N4.4-2

U/W

142

142-21

1

whiteware
sherd

N4.4-2

U/W

142

143-01 to
05

5

spikes
iron

N4.4-3

U/W

143

143-06 to
09

4

spike
iron frags.

N4.4-3

U/W

143

143-10

1

spoon
handle frag.

N4.4-3

U/W

143

143-11

1

spoon
bowl frag.

N4.4-3

U/W

143

144-01 to
05

5

spike heads
iron

N4.4-4

U/W

144

Date
Found

'.

-

144-06

1

nail
iron

N4.4-4

U/W

144

144-07 to
11

5

spike
iron frags.

N4.4-4

U/W

144

144-12

1

nail
iron frag.

N4.4-4

U/W

144

139

__
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHR.OPOLOGY
UNIVER.SITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlAJAMP

Descriptioll

146-01

1

Colono Ware
bodysherd

146-02

1

spike
iron frag.

N5.4-2

U/W

146

147-01

1

Colono Ware
rim sherd

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-02

pipe
clay bowl & stem, makers
initials on bowl

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-03

redware
dark brown lead glaze wi
albany slip

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-04

stoneware
white body sherd

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-05 to
09

5

Colono Ware
body sherds

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-10 to

2

bottle glass
dark green 19 c

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-12 to
13

2

bottle glass
light green 19 c

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11/25/88

147-14 to
25

12

nail
iron frags.

N5.4-3

U/W

147

147-26

1

spike
iron frag.

N5.4-3

U/W

147

band
copper frag.

N5.4-3

U/W

147

11

147-27

140

147-28

1

sharks tooth
fossilized

N5.4-3

U/W

147

147-29

1

pearlware
sherd

N5.4-3

U/W

147
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Co\U1ty:

=

Catalog
Number

Qty.

147-30

1

147-31

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP
Excav.
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

Horiz.
Loc.

Date
Found

stoneware
sherd

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

1

Colono Ware
rim sherd

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

147-32

1

Sus scrota tooth

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

147-33 to
3S

3

whiteware
sherds

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

147-36

1

whiteware
polychrome sherd

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

I

whiteware
shell-edged sherd, late

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

147-38

I

whiteware
blue transfer-printed sherd

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

147-39

1

stoneware
sherd

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

147-40 to
46

7

Colono Ware
gravel tempered sherds

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

1

bone
rib?

NS.4-3

UIW

147

11122'89

3

pearlware
annular body sherds

NS.4-4

UIW

148

11125188

148-04

1

whiteware
blue shell-edged rim
sherd, raised

NS.4-4

UIW

148

1112S/88

ISI-01

1

pearlware
annular body sherd

N6.4-3

U/W

lSI

11124188

IS1-02 to
03 .

2

creamware
undecorated body sherds

N6.4-3

U/W

lSI

11124/88

147-37

I

Description

!

147-47

I
148-01 to
03
.

'

141

. .
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH S;AROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE. LOCK
Catalog
Number

I Qty·1

Description

I

Excav.
Unit

I

Vert.
Loc.

I

HOriz-J Date
Loc.
Found

151-04

1

Colono Ware

N6.4-3

UIW

151

11124188

153-01 to
02

2

Colono Ware

N7.4-1

UIW

153

11125/88

154-01

1

pipe
clay bowl & stem

N7.4-2

UIW

154

11125/88

154-02 to
03

2

prehistoric cer.
cord marked sherds

N7.4·2

UIW

154

154·04 to
05

2

Colona Ware
sherds

N7.4·2

UIW

154

155·01

1

bottle glass
black base

N7.4~3

UIW

155

156-01

1

mule or horse tooth

N7.4·4

UIW

156

156-02 to
07

6

stoneware
salt-glazed sherds

N7.4-4

UIW

156

156-08

1

stoneware
incised salt-glazed sherd

N7.4-4

U/W

156

156-09

1

stoneware
ironstone bottle sherd

N7.4·4

UIW

156

156-10

1

stoneware
ironstone bottle base

N7.4-4

UIW

156

156-11

I

stoneware
sherd wi albany slip

N7.4-4

U/W

156

157-01

I

mammal bone
fossilized vertebra

NS.4·1

U/W

157

274-01 .

I

earthenware
combed lead-glazed wi pie

N5.S-1

UIW

274 . 11/24188

austrim

142

Site Number: 38BKI046
Projf'Ct: SANTEE CANAUUAMP
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
COW1:Y: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

I Qty·1

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAlJUAMP

.1

Excav.
Unit

I Vert.
Loc.

Horiz.
Loc.

Date
Found

274-02

1

stoneware
brown salt-glazed body
sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-03

1

stoneware
amber salt-glazed body
sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/24/88

274-04 to
05

2

pearlware
blue feather-edged rim
sherds

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-06

I

whiteware
blue feather-edged rim
sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-07

1

whiteware
undecorated lid sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-08

I

creamware
undecorated body sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

I
I

274-09

I

whiteware
annular rim sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-10

I

pearlware
willow pattern plate rim
sherd

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-11 to
13

3

pipe
clay stems, various
lengths

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-14 to
32

19

earthenware
badly worn body sherds

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-33

1

slate
gray frag.

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274~34

1

earthenware

N5.8-1

U/W

274

. 11/24/88

basal sherd
274-35 to
37

3

bottle glass
clear modem body frags.

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/24/88

274-38

1

bottle glass
brown base frag.

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/24/88

I

I
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANI'EE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

I Qty. I

I

Excav.
Unit

I

Vert.
Loc.

1

HOriz·1
Loc.

Date
Found

6

bottle glass
medium green base &
body frags.

N5.8-1

·U/W

274

11/24/88

274-45 to
46

2

mule or horse teeth

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11124/88

274-47 to
48

2

bone
unidentified frags.

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/24/88

274-49 to
54

6

nail
iron frags.

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/22189

274-55

1

spike
iron frag.

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/22189

274-56

1

patent medicine bottle
"Meyer Pitts & Co.,
Baltimore"

N5.8-1

U/W

274

11/22189

275-01

1

whiteware
blue feather-edged rim
sherd

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24/88

275-02

1

whiteware
blue feather-edged
embossed rim sherd

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24/88

275-03 to
04

2

whiteware
flOger painted banded
body sherds

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24/88

275-05

1

pearlware
willow pattern

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24/88

275-06

1

pearlware
undecorated

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24188

275-07 to
08

2

whiteware
undecorated rim & body
sherds

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24188

275-09 to
10

2

stoneware
light brown wi indented
rimsherds

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24188

275-11 to
12

2

ColonoWare
bodyshcrds

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11/24188

274-39 to
44

144

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANI'EE CANAUUAMP
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
CoWlty: BERKELEY

State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE· LOCK

Catalog
Number

I

Qty·1

Desc:ription

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

.I.

Exc:av .
Unit

I

Vert.
Loc.

Horiz·1
Loc.

Date
Found

275-13 to
18

6

ColonoWare

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11124/88

275-19

1

prehistoric cer.
fabric impressed

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11124/88

275-20 to
23

4

bottle glass
dark green 19 c

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11124/88

275-24 to
25

2

bottle glass
green, burnt

N5.8-2

U/W

I 275

11/24/88

275-26

I

lamp glass
burnt chimney

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11124/88

275-27

I

bottle glass
thin, light green

N5.8-2

U/W

275

11124/88

275-28

1

ballast rock
frag., fracturedlworked?

N5.8-2

U/W

275

276-01 to
02

2

whiteware
sherds

NS.8-3

U/W

276

276-03

1

ColonoWare
gravel tempered sherd

NS.8-3 .

U/W

276

276-04

1

Sus scrota bone
jawbone frag.

NS.8-3

U/W

276

277-01 to
20

20

nail
iron frags.

NS.8-4

U/W

277

277-21

1

sPike

NS.8-4

U/W

277

..

iron frag.

-

277-22 to
23

2

ColonoWare
gmvcl tempered shcrds

NS.8-4

U/W

277

277-24

1

whitcware
shcrd

NS.8-4

U/W

277

145
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ~AROLINA
SPECnMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Catalog
Number

Qty.

277-2S

1

Description

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAUUAMP

I

Excav.
Unit

glass
light green shard

NS.8-4

I

Vert.
Loc.

1

UN/

Horiz.
. Loc.

277

I

Date
Found

I

303-0l

1

whiteware
salt-glazed ftnger painted
basalsherd

NS.9-1

UN/

303

10122188

303-02

1

stoneware
white salt-glazed wi
brown interior

NS.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

303-03

1

pearlware
polychrome hand painted
rim sherd

NS.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

303-04 to
07

4

whiteware
undecorated body sherds

NS.9-l

UN/

303

10122188
,

303-08

1

whiteware
undecorated basal sherd

NS.9-l

U/W

303

303-09

1

slipware
pale metropolitan combed,
dentated

NS.9-1

U/W

303

I

I

10122188

10122188
I

303-10

1

whiteware
annular rim sherd

NS.9-1

UN/

303

10122188

303-11

1

whiteware
embossed lavender floral
design

NS.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

303-12

1

whiteware
polychrome hand painted
rimshcrd

NS.9-1

UN/

303

10122188

I

303-13 to
14

2

stoneware
brown salt-glazed body
sherds

NS.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

303-IS to
18

4

ColonoWare
gravel tempered

NS.9-1

U/W

303

10121/88

303-19

1

ColonoWare
burnished, incised rim
sherd

NS.9-1

UN/

303

10121/88

303-20

1

Colcino Ware
basalsherd

NS.9-1

UN/

303

10121/88

I

;;;
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK
Catalog
Number

I

Qt •
Y

303-21 to
22

2

303-23

1

Site Number: 38BK1046
Project: SANTEE CANAlAJAMP

'1

Excav.
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

HOriz·1
Loc.

Date
Found

N5.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

I bottle glass

N5.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

Description

bottle glass
green body 19 c

burnt body frag.

303-24

1

turtle shell

N5.9-1

U/W

303

10122188

304-01

1

stoneware
westerwald body sherd

N5.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-02 to
03

2

whiteware
salt-glazed fmger painted
body sherds

N5.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-04

1

redware
unglazed body sherd

N5.9-2

U/W

304

10/22/88

304-05 to
07

3

whiteware
undecorated basal sherds

N5.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-08

1

whiteware
undecorated rim sherd

N5 .9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-09 to
10

2

I stoneware
white salt-glazed body

N5.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

sherds

.

304-11

1

stoneware
light brown salt-glazed
bodysherd

NS.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-12 to
19

8

ColonoWare
plain coarse bodysherds

NS.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-20 to
21

2

ColonoWiue
bodysherds

NS.9-2

U/W

304

10122188

304-22 to
24

3

bottle glass
thin, light green

N5.9-2

U/W

304

UV22188

304-25

1

pipe
clay stem.

N5.9-2

U/W

304

1(V22188

147
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY

State: SC

Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK

Site Number: 38BKI046
Project: SANTEE CANAIJUAMP

I

Catalog
Number

Qty_1

305-01

1

pearlware
blue feather-edged rim
sherd

NS.9-3

305-02 to
03

2

whiteware
undecorated basal sherds

305-04

1

30S-0S to
06

I

I

HOriz·1
Loc.

Date
Found

U/W

30S

10122188

N5.9-3

U/W

305

10/22188

whiteware
undecorated rim sherd

NS.9-3

U/W

30S

10/22188

2

stoneware
gray wi brown exterior

NS.9~3

U/W

30S

10/22188

305-07

1

ColonoWare
body sherd

NS.9-3

U/W

305

10/22188

30S-08

1

window pane glass

N5.9-3

U/W

305

10122'88

10122'88

Description

Excav_
Unit

Vert.
Loc.

clear

30S-09 to
10

2

bottle glass
dark green 19 c

NS.9-3

U/W

30S

30S-11

1

stoneware
bottle sherd

NS.9-3

U/W

30S

306-01

1

Colono Ware
unglazed

NS.9-4

U/W

306

10122'88

306-02

1

stoneware
gray wi brown exterior
ribbing

NS.9-4

U/W

306

10/22188

306-03 to
OS

3

whiteware
undecorated rim sherds

N5.9-4

U/W

306

HV22188

2

whiteware
undecorated basalsherds

NS.9-4

U/W

306

10122188

306-08 to
10

3

Colono Ware
coarse

NS.9-4

U/W

306

10122188

306-11 to
12

2

pipe

NS.9-4

U/W

306

1<V22188

306-06 to
07

148
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SC INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIMEN CATALOG
County: BERKELEY
State: SC
Site Name: SANTEE CANAL TIDE-LOCK
Catalog
Number

I

362-01

Description

Qty.

1

whiteware
blue feather-edged raised

Site Number: 38BKl046
Project: SANTEE CANAIJUAMP

,

I

I
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N5.11-1

I

BOriz·1 .D ate
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Loc.

UIW

362

11/25/88

rim

362-02

1

redware
dark brown bottle rim

N5.11- 1 1 UIW

362

11/25/88

362-03 to
04

2

ColonoWare
body sherds

NSoll-ll

UIW

362

11/25/88

362-05

1

turtle shell
fossilized

N5.11-1

i

UIW

362

11/25/88

bottle glass
burnt body frag.

N5.11-1, U/W

362

11/25/88

362

11/25/88

363

11/25/88

363

11/25/88

362-06

1

I
,

362-07 to
08

2

oyster shell

N5.II-I : U/W

363-01

1

whiteware
undecorated basal sherd

N5.11-21, U/W

I

I

I

I

whiteware
undecorated body sherd

N5.11-2\ U/W

2

Colono Ware
badly worn sherds

N5.11-2

U/W

363

11/25/88

363-05

1

mule or horse tooth

NSoll-21

U!W

363

11/25/88

363-06

1

bone
unidentified frag.

N5. 11-2

U/W

363

11/25/88

363-07 to
09

3

sharks teeth
fossilized

N5. 1l-2

U/W

363

11/25/88

364-01

1

whiteware
blue feather-edged rim
shei:d

N5.11-3

U/W

364

11/25/88

whiteware
undecorated rim sherds

N5.11-3

U/W

364

11/25/88

363-02

I

363-03 to
04

I

364-0210
03

12

i

I
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364-04

I

364-05 to
08

Site Number: 38BKI046
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. Unit

Excav.

Vert.
Loc.

Horiz.
Loc

Date
found

Colono Ware
bodysberd

N5.1l-3

U/W

364

11125/88

4

bone
assorted fossilized frags.

N5.1l-3

U/W

364

11125/88

364-09 to
13

5

bottle glass
green frags.

N5.11-3

U/W

364

11/25/88

365-01 to
02

2

lamp glass
chimney shards

N5.11-4

U/W

365

11/25/88

365-03 to
06

4

glass
modem clear frags.

N5.1l-4

U/W

365

11/25/88
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APPENDIXC:
Exxon GeoTextile Erosion Control Fabric Specifications
Embankment Erosion Control Fabrics GTF-400E
A woven monofilament fabric that provides proven erosion control along highway and waterway
embankments. Use provides a cost effective alternative to tnulti~layered aggregate filters, is easy
to place and meets Corps of Engineers specifications for filter fabrics.

EROSION CONTROL
Fabric Function: Filtration

• Placed under rock rip-rap, gabions, or other armament
• Allows the passage of water while retaining the native soil
Advantages of GTF, Fabric

• Cost effective compared with multi-layered aggregate filters
• Ease of placement
• Resists clogging
• Meets Corps of Engineers specifications for filter fabrics

~-'-.,-:-:-~--c..~_ _ _ GTF FABRIC

.;..- SUBSOIL

TOE

APPLICATIONS
• Shoreline rip-rap revetments
• Wooden bulkheads
• Gabion installations
• Concrete-block armament systems
• Other types of draina,ge canals

SHORELINE REVETMENT

SPECIFICATIONS

Fabric Properties
Grab Tensile Strength (Ibs)
Warp (lbs)
Fill (Ibs)
Mullen Burst (psi)
Trapezoid Tear
Warp (lbs)
Fill (Ibs)
Puncture (Ibs)
Abrasion
(Strength Retained %)
Ultra-violet Stability
(Strength Retained %)
(After 500 Hours
Carbon Arc Exposure)
Permeability-k (cm/sec)
Open Area (%)
Apparent Opening Size
(U.S. Sieve No. Equivalent)
Vertical Water Flow (GPM/FP)
Roll width (ft)
Roll length (ft)
Roll area (sy)
Fabric roll weight (Ibs)
Roll diameter (in)

Test Methods
ASTM 0-1682

Test Values
400
250
525

ASTM 0-75113786
ASTM 0-1117
ASTM 0-751 (Modified)
ASTM 0-1175

115
65
160
55

FEOTM 191

>90

Falling Head 40 cm-1 0 cm

0.1

CW-02215

70·

6

Falling Head 40 cm-1 0 cm
Typical Packaging
6.0
900

600
255
14

170

Fabricated widths
available in multiples
of 6 feet

The above test results are minimum average roll properties~
• Also available GTF 400EO with equivalent opening size of 50-30.

lSI
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"Local history, at its best, sketches details of particular
interest to an area and, at the same time, adds depth and richness
to the canvass of national, and sometime, world history"
Jerah Jolmson, 1972
in his preface to Christian's
"Negro Ironworkers of Louisiana 1718-1900"
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